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Abstract

In the age of automation the ability to navigate persons and devices in indoor environments has become increasingly important for a rising number of applications. With the emergence of global satellite positioning systems, the performance of outdoor positioning has become excellent, but many mass market applications require seamless positioning capabilities in all environments. Therefore indoor positioning has become a focus of research and development during the past decade.

It has by now become apparent that there is no overall solution based on a single technology, such as that provided outdoors by satellite-based navigation. We are still far away from achieving cheap provision of global indoor positioning with an accuracy of 1 meter. Current systems require dedicated local infrastructure and customized mobile units. As a result, the requirements for every application must be analyzed separately to provide an individually tailored solution. Therefore it is important to assess the performance parameters of all technologies capable of indoor positioning and match them with the user requirements which have to be described precisely for each application. Such descriptions must be based on a market analysis where the requirements parameters need to be carefully weighed against each other. The number of relevant requirements parameters is large (e.g. accuracy, coverage, integrity, availability, update rate, latency, costs, infrastructure, privacy, approval, robustness, intrusiveness etc.). But also the diversity of different technologies is large, making it a complex process to match a suitable technology with an application. At the highest level, all technologies can be divided into categories employing three different physical principles: inertial navigation (accelerometers and gyroscopes maintaining angular momentum), mechanical waves (i.e. audible and ultra-sound) and electromagnetic waves (i.e. using the visible, infrared, microwave and radio spectrum). Systems making use of the radio spectrum include FM radios, radars, cellular networks, DECT phones, WLAN, ZigBee, RFID, ultra-wideband, high sensitive GNSS and pseudolite systems.

This thesis categorizes all sighted indoor positioning approaches into 13 distinct technologies and describes the measuring principles of each. Individual approaches are characterized and key performance parameters are quantified. For a better overview, these parameters are briefly compared in table form for each technology.
1 Introduction

Subsequent to the 2010 and 2011 International Conferences on Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation (IPIN), the author was repeatedly asked to provide keynote presentations to give an overview of current indoor positioning technologies. An obvious lack of available information on this topic inspired the idea to create this survey of existing techniques for indoor positioning and navigation. An attempt is being made to comprehensively describe relevant approaches, developments and products, at the expense of omitting technical details. Cited references provide such details for each specific system approach. To guide the reader in the process of selecting an appropriate technology, the system parameters and typical performance levels are compared to each other.

Systems based on micro- and nanomeasuring technologies for applications with measuring ranges below 1 m have not been included in this survey. The reason is that developments of small-scale technologies are mainly driven by the manufacturers’ research departments and therefore remain unpublished solutions.

An extensive list of application areas is given in Section 1.4. It reveals the significance of indoor positioning to our society and explains the necessity for further research efforts to put these applications into practice.

1.1 Motivation

Following the achievements of satellite-based location services in outdoor applications the challenge has shifted to the provision of such services for the indoor environment. However, the ability to locate objects and people indoors remains a substantial challenge, forming the major bottleneck preventing seamless positioning in all environments. Many indoor positioning applications are waiting for a satisfactory technical solution. Improvements in indoor positioning performance have the potential to create unprecedented opportunities for businesses.

The question why this work draws a distinction between indoor and outdoor positioning has been raised. In fact, most positioning systems can – at least theoretically – be used indoors as well as outdoors. However system performances differ greatly, because the environments have a number of substantial dissimilarities. Indoor environments are particularly challenging for positioning, i.e. position finding, for several reasons:

- severe multipath from signal reflection from walls and furniture
- Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) conditions
• high attenuation and signal scattering due to greater density of obstacles
• fast temporal changes due to the presence of people and opening of doors
• high demand for precision and accuracy

On the other hand, indoor settings facilitate positioning and navigation in many ways:

• small coverage areas
• low weather influences such as small temperature gradients and slow air circulation
• fixed geometric constraints from planar surfaces and orthogonality of walls
• infrastructure such as electricity, internet access, walls suitable for target mounting
• lower dynamics due to slower walking and driving speeds.

Another reason why indoor positioning has increasingly become a focus of research is that the dominating technologies for positioning in outdoor environments, namely GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems), perform poorly within buildings. The indoor environment lacks a system that possesses the excellent performance parameters of outdoor GNSS in terms of global coverage, high accuracy, short latency, high availability, high integrity and low user-costs. Like indoor settings, certain outdoor environments are not well covered by GNSS due to insufficient views to the open sky. Therefore, positioning systems targeting ‘GNSS challenged’ outdoor environments have been included in this study. Precisely speaking, this survey aims to describe all positioning techniques relevant to challenging environments – even including GNSS approaches suitable for such environments. For simplicity however, the term indoor positioning is kept throughout this report.

1.2 Previous Surveys

Hightower and Borriello (2001) set up a classification scheme in order to help developers of location-aware applications to better evaluate their options when choosing a location-sensing system. At this early stage in the development of indoor positioning systems, 15 systems were compared in terms of accuracy, precision, scale, costs and limitations. The quantifications given 10 years ago are hardly valid today. The rapid progress in this emerging field requires a new survey every 3 to 5 years in order to represent a useful state-of-the-art guide.

An extensive survey of wireless indoor positioning techniques and solutions has been carried out by Liu et al. (2007). Their survey details the state-of-the-art in 2005 of GPS, RFID, Cellular-Based, UWB, WLAN and Bluetooth technologies. The performance parameters of 20 systems and solutions are compared in terms of accuracy, precision, complexity, scalability and robustness.


A survey of the mathematical methods used for indoor positioning can be found in Seco et al. (2009). The study focuses on wireless positioning techniques grouped into the four categories: geometry-based methods, cost-function minimization, fingerprinting and Bayesian techniques.

Mautz (2009) evaluated 13 different indoor positioning solutions with focus on high precision technologies operating in the mm to cm level. The evaluation is carried out from the perspective of a geodesist and includes the criteria accuracy, range, signal frequency, principle, market maturity and acquisition costs.
These surveys demonstrate conceptual heterogeneity, differences in market maturity, variety in the application addressed and dissimilarities in design. Therefore it is difficult – if not impossible – to accomplish objective performance benchmarking.

1.3 Overview of Technologies

All system approaches described in this work have been divided into 13 different technologies. Accordingly, each chapter is dedicated to a distinctive indoor positioning technology. Even if the technology employed is of minor importance to the user, the choice for this categorization is that systems using the same technology can be easily compared in their performance parameters.

Table 1.1 characterizes the sensor technologies at high-level. The values specified for accuracy and coverage are given in form of intervals wherein most approaches reside. There are many exceptions exceeding these intervals. Similarly, only the main measuring principles and applications are mentioned in the table. More details can be found in the tables found in the individual chapters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter / Technology</th>
<th>Typical Accuracy</th>
<th>Typical Coverage (m)</th>
<th>Typical Measuring Principle</th>
<th>Typical Application</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Cameras</td>
<td>0.1mm – dm</td>
<td>1 – 10</td>
<td>angle measurements from images</td>
<td>metrology, robot navigation</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Infrared</td>
<td>cm – m</td>
<td>1 – 5</td>
<td>thermal imaging, active beacons</td>
<td>people detection, tracking</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Tactile &amp; Polar Systems</td>
<td>μm – mm</td>
<td>3 – 2000</td>
<td>mechanical, interferometry</td>
<td>automotive, metrology</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sound</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>2 – 10</td>
<td>distances from time of arrival</td>
<td>hospitals, tracking</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 WLAN / WiFi</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>20 – 50</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>pedestrian navigation, LBS</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 RFID</td>
<td>dm – m</td>
<td>1 – 50</td>
<td>proximity detection, fingerprinting</td>
<td>pedestrian navigation</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Ultra-Wideband</td>
<td>cm – m</td>
<td>1 – 50</td>
<td>body reflection, time of arrival</td>
<td>robotics, automation</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 High Sensitive GNSS</td>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>‘global’</td>
<td>parallel correlation, assistant GPS</td>
<td>location based services</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Pseudolites</td>
<td>cm – dm</td>
<td>10 – 1000</td>
<td>carrier phase ranging</td>
<td>GNSS challenged pit mines</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Other Radio Frequencies</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>10 – 1000</td>
<td>fingerprinting, proximity</td>
<td>person tracking</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Inertial Navigation</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>10 – 100</td>
<td>dead reckoning</td>
<td>pedestrian navigation</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Magnetic Systems</td>
<td>mm – cm</td>
<td>1 – 20</td>
<td>fingerprinting and ranging</td>
<td>hospitals, mines</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Infrastructure Systems</td>
<td>cm – m</td>
<td>building</td>
<td>fingerprinting, capacitance</td>
<td>ambient assisted living</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A graphical overview in dependence of accuracy and coverage is given in Figure 1.1. The coverage is to be regarded as the direct measuring range of an unextended implementation, i.e. the spatial scalability which many system approaches offer has not been taken into account (e.g. deployment of additional sensor nodes). If a system architecture includes a combination of different sensor technologies (e.g. inertial navigation and WLAN), then the work is described under the chapter with the technology that is most significant to the system approach.

Most technologies rely on electromagnetic waves and a few on mechanical (sound) waves. As can be seen from Figure 1.2 a large part of the electromagnetic spectrum can be exploited for indoor positioning. High accuracy systems tend to employ shorter wavelengths.
Figure 1.1 Overview of indoor technologies in dependence on accuracy and coverage

Figure 1.2 Indoor technologies in dependence on accuracy and carrier wavelength
1.4 Indoor Positioning Applications

The list of applications below demonstrates the omnipresent need for indoor positioning capability in our modern way of life. Moreover, along with an improvement of performance, future generations of indoor positioning systems will find even more applications which are at the present time not feasible.

1.4.1 Location Based Services in Indoor Environments

Commercially highly relevant applications for the mass market are the so-called Location-Based Services (LBS) which make use of the geographical position to deliver context-dependent information accessible with a mobile device. Such services are required indoors and outdoors. Examples of indoor LBS are obtaining safety information or topical information on cinemas, concerts or events in the vicinity. LBS applications include navigation to the right store in a mall or office in a public building. Within a store or warehouse, the location detection of products is of interest to the owner as well as to the customers. In particular, location-based advertisements, location-based billing and local search services have a high commercial value. At large tradeshows, there is a request to guide the visitors to the correct exposition booths. Applications at train or bus stations include the navigation to the right platform or bus stop. Further examples of LBS are proximity-based notification, profile matching and the implementation of automated logon/logoff procedures in companies. There is also added value for the positioning provider, e.g. by resource tracking, fleet management and user statistics.

1.4.2 Private Homes

Applications at homes include the detection of lost items, physical gesture games and location based services at home. Ambient Assistant Living (AAL) systems provide assistance for elderly people in their homes within their activities of daily living. A key function of AAL systems is location awareness which requires an indoor positioning functionality. Applications at home are medical monitoring such as monitoring vital signs, detection of emergencies and fall detection, but also service and personalized entertainment systems, such as smart audio systems (Zetik et al. 2010).

1.4.3 Context Detection and Situational Awareness

Mobile devices provide a large variety of useful functions where it is desirable to have an automated adaptation of the mobile device depending on a change of the user’s context. Such functionality spares the user additional effort by providing assistance in individual situations. To enable such an automatic adaptation the mobile user’s context needs to be determined by the mobile device itself. The most significant criteria to determine the user’s context is the current geographical location. For example a smart conference guide can provide information about the topic discussed in nearby auditoriums.

1.4.4 Medical Care

In hospitals the location tracking of medical personnel in emergency situations has become increasingly important. Medical applications in hospital also include patient and equipment tracking, e.g. fall detection of patients. Precise positioning is required for robotic assistance during surgeries. Existing analytical devices can be replaced with more efficient surgical equipment.
1.4.5 Social Networking
As a member of the young generation participation in the network has become increasingly important because social integration is governed through the social network. Ubiquitous location plays a central role in social networking, such as locating friends for coordinating joint activities.

1.4.6 Environmental Monitoring
Environmental monitoring is used to observe some phenomenon such as heat, pressure, humidity, air pollution and deformation of objects and structures. To monitor these parameters over a certain indoor or outdoor space, multiple sensor nodes are organized as a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). A WSN consists of small, inexpensive, spatially distributed autonomous nodes with limited processing and computing resources and radios for wireless communication. A comprehensive literature review on WSNs can be found in Yick et al. (2008). In order to retrieve the nodes’ positions from ranging and proximity information among these sensor nodes, dedicated algorithms of cooperative localization have been developed, see Mautz et al. (2007a).

1.4.7 Police and Firefighters
Indoor positioning capabilities provide important benefits in law enforcement, rescue services, and fire services i.e. location detection of firemen in a building on fire. The police benefits from several relevant applications, such as instantaneous detection of theft or burglary, detection of the location of police dogs trained to find explosives in a building, locating and recovery of stolen products for post-incident investigations, crime scene recovery, statistics and training but also in the prevention of crime, e.g. with tagged devices for establishing so-called geofenceing i.e. alarm systems which can detect whether a person or an asset has left a certain area unauthorized.

1.4.8 Intelligent Transportation
A mass user application for vehicles will be the provision of seamless navigation through extension of road guidance inside parking garages (Wagner et al. 2010). In particular, it becomes possible to navigate the driver to a single parking spot and from there to the pedestrian destination (Gusenbauer et al. 2010).

1.4.9 Industry
Mechanical engineering is developing towards intelligent systems for more or less fully automatic manufacturing. For numerous industrial applications indoor position awareness is an essential functional element, such as for robotic guidance, industrial robots, robot cooperation, smart factories (e.g. tool assistance systems at car assembly lines), automated monitoring and quality control. Indoor positioning capabilities can help to find tagged maintenance tools and equipment scattered all over a plant in industrial production facilities. The improvement of automatic safety systems, intelligent worker protection and collision avoidance is driven by the positioning capability of such a system.

1.4.10 Museums
There are several applications in museums, such as visitor tracking for surveillance and study of visitor behavior, location based user guiding and triggered context aware information services.

1.4.11 Financial Institutions
For the seamless documentation of valuables during their transport, an indoor tracking component is required.
1.4.12 Logistics and Optimization
For the purpose of process optimization in complex systems, it is essential to have information about the location of assets and staff members. In a complex storage environment for example, it is important that requested goods are found quickly. Based on accurate localization, tracing of every single unit becomes possible. Positioning for cargo management systems at airports, ports and for rail traffic affords unprecedented opportunities for increasing their efficiency.

1.4.13 Guiding of the Vulnerable People
Systems designed specifically to aid the visually impaired should operate seamlessly in all indoor and outdoor environments. Navigation is generally required for vulnerable people to assist walking in combination with public transport.

1.4.14 Structural Health Monitoring
Sensors incorporated into steel reinforcements within concrete can perform strain measurements with high resolution. Strain sensing systems based on passive sensor-integrated RFID.s can measure strain changes and deformation caused by loading and deterioration (OKI 2011).

1.4.15 Surveying and Geodesy
Surveying of the building interior includes setting out and geometry capture of new buildings as well as for reconstructions. Positioning capabilities with global reference are needed for data input to CAD, GIS or CityGML. Accuracy requirements vary from centimeters to millimeters.

1.4.16 Construction Sites
Apart from surveying applications, large constructions sites require positioning capabilities that can support an information management system. The capability to localize and track workers is a crucial component to establish an automatic safety system.

1.4.17 Underground Construction
Special positioning requirements apply in dusty, dark, humid and space limited environments for tunneling (Schneider 2010) and longwall mining (Fink et al. 2010).

1.4.18 Scene Modeling and Mapping
Scene modeling – the task of building digital 3D models of natural scenes – requires the precise orientation of the optical sensor. Indoor mapping systems need to know the camera’s position in order to merge multiple views and generate 3D point clouds. Scene modeling is beneficial for several applications such as computer animation, notably virtual training, geometric modeling for physical simulation, mapping of hazardous sites and cultural heritage preservation.

1.4.19 Motion Capturing
Motion capturing relies on the detection of physical gestures and the capability to locate and track body parts. Such technologies are useful for medical studies and animated films. Location based gaming, such as exergaming (gaming as a form of exercise) relies on tracking body movement or reaction of the players.

1.4.20 Applications Based on Augmented Reality
Localization awareness is of fundamental importance for Augmented Reality (AR) applications – an increasingly powerful tool to superimpose graphics or sounds on the users’ view, allowing
the user to perceive overlaid information which is spatially and semantically related to the environment. An example of vision based navigation for AR is presented in Kim and Jun (2008).

1.4.21 Further Applications
Applications areas which have not been explicitly mentioned above are self-organizing sensor networks, ubiquitous computing, computer vision, industrial metrology, architecture, archeology, civil engineering, pipe inspection (i.e. locating pipes) and facility management.

1.5 Structure of this Work
This introduction is followed by an overview of the user requirement parameters for indoor positioning applications in Chapter 2. The key requirements are defined, a generic method for derivation of requirements is shown and the requirements of some selected applications are quantified. Chapter 3 defines technical terms frequently used in the field of indoor positioning. The basic measuring principles and positioning methods are briefly described. Chapters 4–16 are devoted to a more detailed presentation of different technologies. Each chapter introduces an individual technology and characterizes some representative system implementations. At the end of each chapter a short conclusion summarizes the findings and provides an overview of the key parameters in table form. Chapter 17 closes the thesis with some general conclusions drawn from the presented literature, along with a suggestion on how the current insufficiency in system performances can be systematically improved.
2 User Requirements

A crucial element for any initiative to design an indoor positioning system is a thorough study of the user requirements and specific application descriptions in order to justify the research and development in this field. Requirements for significant applications should drive the future direction of research. Therefore it is important to state well-grounded figures of requirements parameters and allocate suitable technologies.

In this chapter an overview of the user requirement parameters is given in Section 2.1 and a more comprehensive definition of the key requirements can be found in Section 2.2. In addition, a generic method to determine the values for a specific application is indicated. The chapter is concluded in Section 2.7 by summarizing results of different studies on indoor positioning requirements.

2.1 Requirements Parameters Overview

The following list of different parameters can be used as a basis for assessment and comparison of different indoor positioning systems. Due to the large number of criteria, it is not straightforward for a user to identify the optimal system for a particular application. Figure 2.1 illustrates the complexity and multi-dimensionality of the optimization problem confronting the user. For each application, the 16 user requirements need to be weighted against each other. The different requirements are listed below with some example values given in brackets. Apart from these user requirements, there are other important technical parameters of indoor positioning systems such as those shown in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.1 User requirements](image)

![Figure 2.2 Important technical parameters being](image)
In order to serve market needs the embedded technology should be adequately low-cost, low-power, low-latency, miniaturized, require low maintenance and minimal amount of dedicated infrastructure. Research often neglects issues such as security, privacy and reliability.

2.1.1 List of the most Important User Requirements

- accuracy / measurement uncertainty (mm, cm, dm, meter, decameter level)
- coverage area / limitations to certain environments (single room, building, city, global)
- cost (unique system set-up costs, per user device costs, per room costs, maintenance costs)
- required infrastructure (none, markers, passive tags, active beacons, pre-existing or dedicated, local or global)
- market maturity (concept, development, product)
- output data (2D-, 3D coordinates, relative, absolute or symbolic position, dynamic parameters such as speed, heading, uncertainty, variances)
- privacy (active or passive devices, mobile or server based computation)
- update rate (on-event, on request or periodically e.g. 100 Hz or once a week)
- interface (man-machine interfaces such as text based, graphical display, audio voice and electrical interfaces such as RS-232, USB, fiber channels or wireless communications)
- system integrity (operability according technical specification, alarm in case of malfunction)
- robustness (physical damage, theft, jamming, unauthorized access)
- availability (likelihood and maximum duration of outages)
- scalability (not scalable, scalable with area-proportional node deployment, scalable with accuracy loss)
- number of users (single user e.g. totalstation, unlimited users e.g. passive mobile sensors)
- intrusiveness / user acceptance (disturbing, imperceptible)
- approval (legal system operation, certification of authorities)

2.1.2 Technical Parameters Less Important to the User

- level of hybridization (single modality, two different sensors, highly hybrid sensor fusion)
- technology (optical, inertial, magnetic, sound, ...)
- measured quantity (direction, distance, signal amplitude, acceleration, time)
- basic measuring principle (tri-)lateration, (tri-)angulation, fingerprinting, cell of origin, dead-reckoning)
- positioning algorithm used (multidimensional scaling, multilateration, heuristics)
- signal used (sound waves, electromagnetic waves, magnetic field strength)
- signal wavelength (visible light, infrared, radio frequencies)
- system architecture (central or distributed systems)
- application (navigation, surveying, industry tracking, metrology)
- coordinate reference (local, global, object or sensor coordinate system)

2.1.3 Evaluation of Positioning Systems

In order to find a suitable positioning technology for a particular application, the performance parameters need to be matched with the user requirements. These parameters (listed above and detailed in Section 2.2) pose a multidimensional optimization problem when searching for the best match. Moreover, the values for the performance parameters are usually not exactly determinable since they in turn depend on various factors, circumstances and conditions. Each system approach has not only its individual set of performance parameters, but also several unique characteristics, conditions, assumptions and applications which need to be weighted
against each other. Weighting of all parameters and additional conditions cannot be done in an objective manner. Therefore, fair-minded ranking of the systems is neither useful nor feasible.

\section*{2.2 Positioning Requirements Parameters Definition}

\subsection*{2.2.1 Accuracy / Measurement Uncertainty}

The accuracy of a system is an important user requirement which should be quantified in any description of an application. The term accuracy has been defined in the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM) as the closeness of agreement between a measured quantity value and a true quantity value of a measurand. In the new concept of measurement uncertainty published in JCGM 200:2008 (2008) the term ‘true value’ has been discarded. In accordance, ‘measurement accuracy’ is not used anymore for quantification of a numerical quantity. Instead of ‘measurement accuracy’ the term ‘measurement uncertainty’ is used now for quantification of a standard deviation (including the two categories Type A and Type B). Measurement uncertainty comprises, in general, many components. Only some of these components (Type A) may be evaluated from the statistical distribution. Components evaluated from probability density functions based on experience or other information belong to Type B. In order to take into account all components of uncertainty, including those arising from systematic effects, such as components associated with corrections, all systematic measurement errors must be modeled and calibration must be completed by means of a measured quantity value having a negligible measurement uncertainty. However, researchers, developers and vendors still quantify the performance of indoor positioning systems in terms of ‘positioning accuracy’. In order to be able to compare the system performances, the conventional definition of ‘positioning accuracy’ as reported in the sources is used throughout this book. ‘Positioning accuracy’ should be understood as the degree of conformance of an estimated or measured position at a given time, to the true value, expressed for the vertical and horizontal components at the 95% confidence level. If normal distribution can be assumed, a useful metric for the quality of positions is the computation of the standard deviation (i.e. RMSD, Root Mean Square Deviation)

\[ \sigma_P = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{P}_i - P_i)^2}, \]  

where \( n \) is the number of estimated (i.e. measured) position vectors \( \hat{P}_i \), and \( P_i \), the position vector predicted by a model of the localized node \( i \), or, if only one single location is estimated, \( P_i \) is replaced with a single position vector \( P_0 \). A criterion which is less sensitive to outliers is the average absolute position deviation

\[ a_P = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\hat{P}_i - P_i|, \]  

In most cases a predicted location \( P_i \) in Equations (2.1) and (2.2) is represented by an empirical mean value. If the unknown coordinates are to be estimated from a redundant set of observations, the average of the estimated mean square positional variances

\[ \hat{a}_P = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sqrt{q_{xxi} + q_{yyi} + q_{zzi}}, \]  

can be computed, where \( q_{xxi} \), \( q_{yyi} \), \( q_{zzi} \) are diagonal elements of the variance-covariance matrix \( C \), of the estimated parameters as a result of a network adjustment. In this book, ‘low accuracy’
refers to a standard deviation \( \sigma_p > 10 \text{ m} \) and ‘high accuracy’ to \( \sigma_p < 1 \text{ cm} \) if no value of accuracy is stated explicitly.

Although the accuracy of an indoor positioning system is the key driver for most applications, it needs to be viewed in context with the other performance parameters described below.

2.2.2 Coverage
Describes the spatial extension where system performance must be guaranteed by a positioning system. One of the following categories should be specified:

a) Local Coverage: a small well-defined, limited area which is not extendable (e.g. a single room or building). For this case, the coverage size is specified (e.g. (m), (m²) or (m³)).

b) Scalable Coverage: Systems with the ability to increase the area by adding hardware (e.g. through deployment of additional sensors). In this book, the parameter ‘coverage’ is set to ‘scalable’ only if the scalability is not affected by a loss of accuracy.

c) Global Coverage: system performance worldwide or within the desired / specified area. Only GNSS systems and celestial navigation belong to this category.

2.2.3 Integrity
Integrity relates to the confidence which can be placed in the output of a system. Integrity risk is the probability that a malfunction in the system leads to an estimated position that differs from the required position by more than an acceptable amount (the alarm limit) and that the user is not informed within the specified period of time (time-to-alarm). Regulatory bodies have studied and defined integrity performance parameters in some sectors such as civil aviation, however, in other sectors, including those relating to indoor navigation it is more difficult to find quantified integrity parameters. From the application description, this requirement parameter should give an indication whether the devices for integrity parameters are related to Safety of Life (SoL), economic factors, or convenience factors. In academic research papers which describe indoor positioning approaches, the integrity parameter is usually not specified. Therefore this survey does not take integrity into account.

2.2.4 Availability
Availability is the percentage of time during which the positioning service is available for use with the required accuracy and integrity. This may be limited by random factors (failures, communications congestion) as well as by scheduled factors (routine maintenance). Generally one of the following three levels could be specified, although this will depend on the particular application:

a) low availability: \(< 95\%\)

b) regular availability: \(> 99\%\)

c) high availability: \(> 99.9\%\)

To achieve availability, it is assumed that continuity, accuracy and integrity requirements are fulfilled. Application descriptions usually include specification of availability, whereas system developers usually do not specify an availability figure.

2.2.5 Continuity
The continuity is the property of continuous operation of the system over a connected period of time to perform a specific function. The frequencies of acceptable outages should be given. The continuity requirement is usually similar to that of availability.
2.2.6 Update Rate

The update rate is the frequency with which the positions are calculated on the device or at an external processing facility. The following types of measurements rates exist:

a) periodic: regular update, specified in an interval (unit e.g. (Hz) )
b) on request : triggered by the user or by a remote device.
c) on event: measurement update initiated by the local device when a specific event occurs, e.g. when a temperature sensor exceeds a critical threshold.

2.2.7 System Latency

The system latency describes the delay with which the requested information is available to the user. The latency can have the following values:

- real time: Does not tolerate 'perceivable' delays. It is the most demanding latency requirement. It is necessary for navigation and almost all indoor positioning applications.
- sooner the better: Requires the system's best effort.
- sooner the better with an Upper Limit: Requires the system's best effort but the system must be designed to limit the maximum delay to a specified threshold.
- post processing: No specific time of delivery is defined.

2.2.8 Data Output

In addition to times and positions, a number of spatio-temporal data derivatives may be required, many of these can be provided without significantly increasing the data capture or storage requirements. The following derived values are of interest in many applications:

- speed / velocity
- acceleration
- heading / bearing
- predicted position

The requirements specification should explicitly mention if the heading of a mobile object is needed. Some applications require the full spatial orientation, e.g. in form of values for 6 Degrees of Freedom (6 DoF, i.e. 3 coordinate and 3 rotation parameters).

2.3 Man Machine Interface Requirements

The man machine interface requirements describe how position information will be reported and queried at the user device. The following questions need to be answered for an application description.

2.3.1 Information Display – Spatial Data Requirements

- Is a graphical display required?
- Is a scaled map required or is topological correctness sufficient?
- Is additional cartographic/mapped information required?
- What level of detail is required approximately?

2.3.2 Data Query and Analysis Tools

- Is on-request status information about the network or devices needed?
- Is route planning information required?
2 User Requirements

- Is en-route guidance (visual or audio) needed?
- Are Natural Language Instructions (NLI) required? NLI is a convenient way to provide route information to users, offering rich and flexible means of describing navigational paths.

2.4 Security and Privacy Requirements

The figures about security issues should be given. In addition, several aspects of privacy, such as approval by the user need to be considered.

2.4.1 Requirements for Security and Safety

The security of a system is the extent of protection against some unwanted occurrence such as the invasion of privacy, theft, and the corruption of information or physical damage. The quality or state of being protected from unauthorized access or uncontrolled losses or effects should be given. Safety is a property of a device or process which limits the risk of accident below some specified acceptable level.

2.4.2 Requirements for Privacy and Approval

The level of privacy influences the approval by the user: How comfortable are users with their data (e.g. trajectory) being stored? Do users have legal concerns about their privacy? If so, can private users be motivated to provide personal data?

Approval also includes the requirements for the system to allow certification by authorities. E.g. if there is a need for admissibility in court, the requirements for the system to deliver evidence should be given. Insurance companies should point out their policies concerning approval.

2.5 Costs

The maximum cost of a positioning system is an important user requirement which can be assessed in several ways. Time costs include factors such as the time required for installation and administration. Capital costs include factors such as the price per mobile unit or system infrastructure and the salaries of support personnel. Maintenance costs include expenses required to keep the system functional. Space costs involve the amount of installed infrastructure and the hardware’s size. The quantification of the costs should be handled with care due to time-, location-, manufacturer-related dependencies.

2.6 Generic Derivation of User Requirements

Figure 2.3 shows the general approach to define user requirements. First, the potential user groups are defined and listed. Based on the user groups, their associated services are determined. Then the minimum high-level functions that a potential positioning system must fulfill are defined. From these high level functions, a list of parameters to capture the user requirements is derived. The data acquisition (step 5) is carried out from a combination of sources. Primarily a user survey is performed with questionnaires, brainstorming sessions and interviews of industry partners. The evaluation of the questionnaires, interviews and sessions with the user groups is then carried out for each user group and application separately. The result of such a study is the summary of the user requirements parameters in an explicit form.
2.7 Requirements for Selected Indoor Applications

This section provides numerical targets of some application areas for indoor positioning as stated in various studies of experts. These numbers demonstrate large dissimilarity of user requirements between different applications. Figure 2.4 shows an overview of required accuracies and ranges allowing for direct comparison with the performances of technologies in Figure 1.1 on page 10.

![Figure 2.4 Overview of user requirements in terms of accuracy and coverage](image-url)
2.7.1 Requirements for the Mass Market

Mass market applications for indoor positioning require the use of standard devices without supplementary physical components, e.g. major modifications to mobile phones in order to include a positioning function are out-of-scope in the mass market. The general user requirements for mass-market localization have been put into numbers by Wirola et al. (2010), see Table 2.1.

**Table 2.1 Summary of requirements for mass-marked localization according to Wirola et al. (2010)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>horizontal accuracy</td>
<td>2D position for the detection of a shelf in a supermarket</td>
<td>1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical accuracy</td>
<td>selection of the correct floor and visualization</td>
<td>floor detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update rate</td>
<td>minimum for navigation</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latency</td>
<td>delay with which position is available to the user</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTFF</td>
<td>Time-To-First-Fix, latency after switching on the device</td>
<td>without delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>privacy</td>
<td>maintenance of the user privacy</td>
<td>according to user-set policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7.2 Requirements for Underground Construction

Schneider (2010) details the positioning requirements for underground construction. In contrast to pedestrian navigation applications, the positioning requirements for underground surveying are more demanding in terms of accuracy which needs to be in the order of millimeters instead of meters. Other requirements such as constraints on costs, size and electrical power are therefore less demanding. Additional requirements apply in terms of system robustness. Table 2.2 quantifies the requirements as stated by Schneider.

**Table 2.2 Summary of positioning requirements in underground construction according to Schneider (2010)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>for deformation analysis</td>
<td>1 mm – 5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>for heading and machine guidance</td>
<td>1 cm – 5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>depends on the application</td>
<td>20 m – 50 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D-positioning</td>
<td>tasks require 3D-coordinates</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resistance against perturbation, robustness</td>
<td>required against external impacts such as dust (especially close to tunnel face), emissions from construction machines, damage caused by ongoing construction (e.g. drill &amp; blast), vibrations and tunnel deformations</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real-time availability</td>
<td>construction surveying tasks need results in real-time</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user friendliness</td>
<td>system should be operable by foremen without surveying background</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>costs</td>
<td>system cost must not exceed that of a surveying totalstation</td>
<td>10’000 € - 50’000 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operability under non-line of sight</td>
<td>system must be operable under NLoS conditions, continuous and direct LoS between the reference sensors and the work site is not always given</td>
<td>required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power supply</td>
<td>availability for external electrical power</td>
<td>guaranteed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7.3 Requirements for Indoor Surveying

Carpenters, architects, interior designers and fitters would benefit from a tool capable of delivering 3D positions within mm-accuracy. Such a tool must be user-friendly in the sense that the system set-up is quick and wireless operation of a handheld device is possible. Real-time tracking with 20 Hz or more is necessary to allow for capturing profiles and maintaining robustness during fast pivoting movements of the operator. An overview of the user requirements is given in Table 2.3.
2.7 Requirements for Selected Indoor Applications

Table 2.3 Summary of requirements in indoor surveying applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>3D position compared to reference</td>
<td>2 mm (at 20 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td>3D measurement volume</td>
<td>20 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>size of mobile measurement unit</td>
<td>handheld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update rate</td>
<td>high rates needed for tracking and fast movements</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operating time</td>
<td>time of battery life</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>installation complexity</td>
<td>time to set-up system</td>
<td>&lt; 2 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality indicator</td>
<td>self-reporting of current accuracy</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>costs</td>
<td>user price per unit</td>
<td>&lt; 3000 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7.4 Requirements for Ambient Assisted Living

Prior to an evaluation of positioning systems for Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) through competitive benchmarking (EvAAL 2011) the user requirements for AAL applications were defined in an open discussion. It revealed a 2D accuracy of 0.5 m to 1 m and an update rate of 0.5 s. An important requirement is the 'user acceptance', which describes how intrusive a system is to the user, e.g. does an elderly person notice the system by wearing tags on the body? An overview of the requirements including their relative weights is given in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4 Summary of requirements in AAL applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>2D position compared to reference</td>
<td>0.5 m – 1 m</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>installation complexity</td>
<td>man-minutes to install an AAL system in a flat</td>
<td>&lt; 1 hour</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user acceptance</td>
<td>qualitative measure describing invasiveness</td>
<td>non-invasive</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>availability</td>
<td>fraction of time a system is active and responsive</td>
<td>&gt; 90 %</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrability of AAL</td>
<td>use of standards and open protocols</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update rate</td>
<td>Sample interval of the location system</td>
<td>0.5 s</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td>area of a typical flat</td>
<td>90 m²</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>costs</td>
<td>not assessed within the evaluation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7.5 Requirements for First Responders

Rantakokko et al. (2010) quantify the requirements for enforcement officers, firefighters and military personnel. They identify the following key requirements as stated in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 Summary of requirements for first responders according to Rantakokko et al. (2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>horizontal accuracy</td>
<td>need for specific room determination</td>
<td>≤ 1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical accuracy</td>
<td>need for determination of a specific floor in a building</td>
<td>≤ 2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update rate</td>
<td>updates need to provide constant accessibility</td>
<td>permanent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latency</td>
<td>delay with which position is available to the user</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight</td>
<td>weight of personal localization and tracking gear</td>
<td>&lt; 1 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost</td>
<td>price of complete positioning system</td>
<td>&lt; €1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further requirements include physical robustness, encrypted communication, estimation of uncertainty, compatibility with other information sources, real-time map-building, and user friendliness.

2.7.6 Requirements for Law Enforcement

The study of Mautz (2005) describes user requirements for a proposed positioning system in all environments for crime prevention, crime detection and the detection of stolen goods. Table 2.6 gives an overview of the potential services which have been identified and quantifies the
required parameters for individual services. Generally speaking, a positioning accuracy of 1 m or better is required indoors for most services.

Table 2.6 Summary of positioning requirements in crime reduction management according to Mautz (2005)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Required Data</th>
<th>Positioning Accuracy (95%) (indoor)</th>
<th>Integrity</th>
<th>Availability (maximum allowable continuous outage)</th>
<th>Update Rate</th>
<th>Brief Justification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>target hardening, reducing likelihood of a device being stolen</td>
<td>position, ranging, alarm</td>
<td>1 m</td>
<td>10 s</td>
<td>&gt; 95% (5 min)</td>
<td>on event, in event: 1 s – 10 s</td>
<td>geofencing, alarm leaving designated area or network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduction in the value of goods.</td>
<td>alarm</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>&gt; 95% (1 h)</td>
<td>on event, on request</td>
<td>disabling of devices, electronic marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increasing the risk for criminals of being caught, surveillance</td>
<td>position, ranging, movement, alarm</td>
<td>0.5 m</td>
<td>1 s</td>
<td>&gt; 95% (1 min)</td>
<td>on event, in event: 1 s – 10 s</td>
<td>motion detection in offices, surveillance on roads and crime hotspots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instantaneous detection of theft or burglary</td>
<td>ranging, position, speed, heading, track</td>
<td>0.1 m</td>
<td>1 s</td>
<td>&gt; 99% (1 min)</td>
<td>on event, in event: 1 s – 10 s</td>
<td>movement detection of devices in offices, real-time tracking on streets and roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locating and recovery of stolen products.</td>
<td>ranging, position, track</td>
<td>0.5 m</td>
<td>60 s</td>
<td>&gt; 99% (5 min)</td>
<td>on event, on request</td>
<td>trajectory of movements, locate stolen products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>investigation on crime, e.g. location from wireless digital devices</td>
<td>position, track</td>
<td>5 m</td>
<td>60 s</td>
<td>&gt; 90% (5 min)</td>
<td>on request</td>
<td>crime scene recovery, locate mobile phones on roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training in crime detection</td>
<td>position, time</td>
<td>5 m</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>&gt; 90% (60 min)</td>
<td>on request</td>
<td>identification of crime hotspots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Definition of Terms

In this chapter prevalent technical terms for ‘positioning’ are defined and an explanation is given for technical terms frequently used in the field of indoor positioning. The chapter concludes with the definition of basic measuring principles and positioning methods.

3.1 Disambiguation of Terms for Positioning

In the literature, the process of determining a location is described by a number of different technical terms with slightly different meanings. The following definitions primarily reflect their usage in this work and might be defined slightly differently elsewhere.

3.1.1 Positioning

Positioning is the general term for determination of a position of an object or a person. It is particularly used to emphasize that the target object has been moved to a new location.

3.1.2 Localization

Mostly used for describing the process of position determination in wireless sensor networks based on communicating nodes. In the literature, the use of ‘localization’ to mean ‘positioning’ emphasizes the fact that positioning is carried out in an ad-hoc and cooperative manner. The term ‘localization’ also underlines that the application requires topological correctness of the sensor locations, whereas the absolute coordinate position is of minor importance. Therefore, localization is mainly associated with rough estimation of location for low-accuracy systems such as for locating mobile phones.

3.1.3 Wireless Positioning

In the literature, the term ‘wireless positioning’ refers to radio-navigation techniques that rely on distance estimation. Because all positioning technologies presented here are ‘wireless’ in the sense that they do not require electric wiring, the term ‘wireless positioning’ is avoided.

3.1.4 Geolocation

Geolocation is used for locating internet-connected devices where the determined location is descriptive or context based rather than a set of geographic coordinates.

3.1.5 Location Sensing

As with Geolocation, the term ‘Location Sensing’ is used in computer science to express information about the location of devices (mostly descriptive, rarely coordinate based) by employing the internet.
3.1.6 Radiolocation
Radiolocation refers to position determination of an object by exploiting intrinsic characteristics of received radio waves. Signal amplitudes, phases, angles of arrival and times of arrival can be used to derive distances.

3.1.7 Locating
Locating is the process of determining the current location of an object or a person relative to a reference position. It is mostly used in conjunction with less accurate location techniques to place, assign or to discover the location of an object.

3.1.8 Positioning
Positioning is a synonym for position finding.

3.1.9 Local Positioning System (LPS) / Real Time Locating System (RTLS) / Active System
The terms LPS, RTLS and ‘Active System’ refer to beacon-based positioning that depends on locally deployed infrastructure – in contrast to passive systems that use only self-contained sensor data and can operate autonomously. Passive indoor positioning systems normally use inertial sensors in combination with barometers, odometers and magnetometers. Although not operating autonomously, GNSS based navigation is considered as ‘passive’ since local infrastructure is not required (unless terrestrial differential GNSS is used).

3.1.10 Navigation
Navigation comprises 1) determination of position, speed and heading of a subject or object, 2) finding of the optimal path (in the sense of the fastest, shortest, or cheapest route) from a start to an end location, and 3) guidance along a given path and control of the difference between the current position and the planned path.

Navigation according to definition 2) and 3) requires geoinformation about the navigable indoor space. The two main types of location information are physical and symbolic location. Physical locations are expressed in form of coordinates, which identify a point on a map. A navigation system providing a physical position can usually be augmented to provide corresponding symbolic location information with additional information or infrastructure. Symbolic navigation is based natural-language, such as ‘in the library’ or ‘near the exit door’.

In contrast to tracking, navigation requires position information to be available at the mobile station.

3.1.11 Tracking
The process of repeated positioning of a moving object or person over time is called tracking. In case of object tracking (also denoted as target tracking, path tracking, location tracking, mobile tracking, device tracking or asset tracking) the mobile object is associated with any kind of positioning system. In contrast to navigation, tracking is used when the infrastructure is determining the location of a passive mobile device, where the information about the current position is not necessarily known at the mobile device.

An important special case is that of video tracking (also the terms visual-, optical, photogrammetric, fiducial marker- or image feature tracking are used). Video tracking involves digital cameras and recognition of target objects in consecutive video frames. High sampling rates of tracking kinematic objects facilitate positioning due to high correlation between consecutive measurements.
The term tracking is often used in conjunction with dead reckoning, where the movement is modeled using previously determined positions, speeds and directions with the aim not only to estimate the current location but also predict future positions.

### 3.1.12 Network and Mobile Based Positioning

Network based positioning is defined as a technique, where Base Stations (BS) receive signals coming from a Mobile Station (MS). Position determination is carried out remotely on a server within the network. In contrast, mobile based techniques rely on determination of position being exclusively carried out at the MS using the signals it receives from multiple BS. Since the mobile based positioning approach does not require any forwarding of information to the network, it satisfies privacy issues of mobile users. Radio positioning systems are classified as ‘network based’ or ‘mobile based’ in correspondence to ‘tracking’ and ‘navigation’ respectively.

### 3.2 Definition of Technical Terms

This section provides definitions for technical terms significant in the field of indoor positioning.

#### 3.2.1 Absolute and Relative Position

A distinction must be made between absolute and relative positions (locations). Absolute locations refer to a global or large area reference grid with its realization in the form of markers, landmarks or GNSS satellites. Absolute coordinate positions refer to such global or superior reference system. In contrast, relative positions depend on a local frame of reference, e.g. coordinates within a small coverage area are given in delta positions to a local realization of reference.

#### 3.2.2 Known and Unknown Nodes

In the literature, known positions are denoted as anchor nodes, beacons, fixpoints, Access Points (AP), Base Stations (BS) or reference nodes. Typically, these points are represented physically through markers or devices at permanent positions and are fixed to a certain location with known coordinates. The term ‘anchor node’ is used in larger networks with multi-hop positioning strategies. ‘Beacon’ is used to indicate active signal emission. ‘Fixpoint’ refers to stability in time, ‘access point’ is the technical term used for WLAN nodes, ‘base station’ for mobile phone architectures and ‘reference node’ is primarily used to express availability of absolute position information.

In contrast, unknown nodes are denoted as Mobile Stations (MS), Mobile Terminals (MT) or Blind Nodes (BN) and represent those locations whose coordinates need to be determined by the positioning system. Most positioning system architectures allow blind nodes to be mobile. Typically, blind nodes are attached to the user of the system in the form of tags or devices. The unknown node can be any navigable device or can represent a mounted target on a robot.

#### 3.2.3 Centralized and Distributed Positioning

The concept of a centralized system architecture is that the entire position determination is carried out at a central server where all node locations are stored and provided to an operator. Benefits of centralized architectures are simplicity, data consistence, uniform service to all users and lower expansion costs because the input and output modules contain fewer components. In a distributed system, position determination is carried out onboard of each node based on local observations. The advantages of a distributed architecture are unlimited system scalability and guarantee of the user’s privacy.
3.2.4 Line of Sight (LoS) and Non Line of Sight (NLoS)

LoS is present when a signal can travel on the direct straight path from an emitter to a receiver. Positioning techniques relying on LoS are common, e.g. time of arrival distance measurements based on radio signals. Due to occlusions from walls, furniture and people, indoor environments typically induce NLoS propagation, which causes inconsistent time delays at a radio receiver. These delays pose a particular challenge which can only be tackled by few positioning techniques.

3.2.5 Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB)

CRLB in general denotes the lower limit for the minimal variance of any unbiased estimates of an unknown parameter. In the context of positioning algorithms, this fundamental limit bounds the achievable localization accuracy and therefore serves as a benchmark for positioning algorithms.

3.2.6 Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)

Signal attenuation can be exploited for distance estimation based on RSSI values. RSSI are observed RSS (Received Signal Strength) values averaged over a certain sampling period and usually specified as received power $P_R$ in decibels. Based on the attenuation model

$$P_R \propto P_t \frac{G_T G_R}{4\pi d^p}$$

(3.1)

the received signal power or signal strength $P_R$ can be used to estimate the distance $d$ of a person or a mobile object. In the model, $P_t$ is the transmitted power at the emitter, $G_T$ and $G_R$ are the antenna gains of transmitter and receiver and $p$ is the path loss exponent. The path loss factor $p$ characterizes the rate of attenuation with the increase of distance $d$. In free space $p = 2 (P_R - d^2)$ respective $p > 2$ for environments with NLoS multipath. For indoor environments the path loss exponent typically takes values between 4 and 6. On the other hand, a corridor can act as a waveguide, resulting in path loss with $p < 2$. The free space model does not take into account that antennas are typically set up above the ground. In fact, the ground acts as a reflector and therefore the received power differs from that of free space. A mathematical formulation of such a model – known as open field model – can be found in Bensky (2007).

Theoretically, distances $d_i$ (with $i = 1..n$ and $n>2$) which have been estimated from RSSI values to multiple beacons can be used to determine the receiver position by multilateration. In real-world application however, interference, multipath propagation and presence of obstacles and people leads to a complex spatial distribution of RSSI values, which is unfavorable for the estimation of distances from RSSI. Therefore fingerprinting has become more popular than propagation modeling.

3.2.7 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) or ($S/N$)

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of signal power to the power level of background noise. An SNR of more than 1 indicates that the signal is stronger than the noise. As with RSSI, SNR can be used for fingerprinting. Instead of absolute signal strength, SNR patterns of the user device are compared to the database.

3.2.8 Indoor Path Loss Model

The so-called ITU Model for Indoor Attenuation takes into account special properties of radio propagation inside buildings. The model provides a relation between distance $d$ and the total path loss $L$ with
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\[ L = 20 \log f + p \log d + c(k, f) - 28, \quad (3.2) \]

where \( f \) is the radio frequency, \( c \) an empirical floor loss penetration factor and \( k \) the number of floors between transmitter and receiver. A room inside a building is considered as a closed area limited by walls where the signal is reflected, absorbed or is able to penetrate to a certain extent. Since the prediction of the path loss requires complex modeling, the values for the pass loss coefficient \( p \) are determined empirically and differ between \( p = 20 \) and \( p = 30 \) depending on the type of indoor space.

3.2.9 Multipath Environment

In a multipath environment different paths (echoes) reach the receiver with different time delays. If differences in paths length are less than the reciprocal of the transmission bandwidth, these paths cannot be resolved as distinct pulses and are observed as the envelope of their sum.

3.2.10 Multipath Modeling

Multipath propagation of signals is particularly problematic for time based ranging methods. In indoor environments where NLoS is the standard case, time of flight estimation requires multipath propagation modeling and mitigation. The problem arises when signal paths from different directions degrade the ability to determine the travel time of the direct path. Most problematic indoors is short multipath with delays of less than 0.5 code chips (i.e. pulses) compared to the direct signal.

The standard model for decomposition of a received multipath signal \( r(t) \) is

\[ r(t) = \sum_i A_i s(t - \tau_i) + z(t), \quad (3.3) \]

where \( A_i \) is the complex amplitude of the \( i \)th path, \( \tau_i \) is the delay of the \( i \)th path, \( s(t) \) is the transmitted signal and \( z(t) \) random noise. Based on observed data, the multipath time delays and the complex amplitudes (including phase shifts) can be estimated. The number of parameters can be reduced by solving for the complex amplitudes analytically as a function of the time delays.

One way to distinguish the direct path from an NLoS path is to move the receiver or emitter stations. NLoS paths change erratically while in motion allowing for separation and averaging, while the direct path is directly related to the motion of the object. Thus, averaging over time with a motion-tracking model is an effective way to mitigate multipath.

Another way to mitigate multipath is the use of a diversity scheme by switching to different frequency channels. Alternatively, radio signals with a large absolute frequency bandwidth such as Ultra-Wideband (Chapter 10) have been shown to be advantageous for mitigation of multipath fading (Molisch 2009).

3.3 The Basic Measuring Principles

The following basic measuring principles are common techniques for distance and angular observations which form the basis for the positioning methods described in section 3.4.
3.3.1 Time of Arrival (ToA) / Time of Flight (ToF)

The principle of ToA is based on measuring the absolute travel time of a signal from a transmitter to a receiver. The Euclidean distance between two devices can be derived by the multiplication of the signal travel time by the wave speed (i.e. speed of light in vacuum). Since the wave velocity depends on properties of the propagation medium, knowledge of the penetrated material is required. For all building materials the propagation speed depends on the square root of the dielectric constant $k$. For example, for glass and dry concrete $k \approx 5$, slowing down electromagnetic waves by a factor of more than 2. For ferroconcrete $k \approx 9$, resulting in a factor in travel speed velocity of one third compared to the speed of light.

ToA relies on precise synchronization of transmitter and receiver clocks, as even one nanosecond error in synchronization translates into a distance error of 30 cm if radio frequency signals are used. During Line-of-Sight (LoS), a rule of thumb is that timing can be achieved down to a fraction of the chip duration. A chip is typically a rectangular pulse of +1 or -1 amplitude, multiplied by a data sequence. ToA is particularly difficult to apply in indoor environments where multi-path conditions are common, because the autocorrelation peak in the signal referring to the LoS beam may not be resolved. The usage of a wider frequency band is a way to address this problem.

3.3.2 Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)

Taking time differences of ToA measurements has the advantage that a possible receiver’s clock bias is not relevant. Any constant time offset of a non-synchronous receiver's clock is eliminated by subtraction. In contrast to ToA, the receiver does not need to know the absolute time at which a pulse was transmitted - only the time difference of arrival from synchronized transmitters is needed. With two emitters at known locations, a receiver can be located onto a hyperboloid. A receiver’s location can be determined in 3D from four emitters by intersection of three hyperboloids. With this approach, very precise synchronization of all emitters is a precondition. For GNSS positioning TDoA is a useful approach, because the drift of a low-cost receiver's clock can be eliminated while the satellites are precisely synchronized by 'GNSS time'. Conversely, a mobile emitter can be located from multiple receivers. In this configuration the infrastructure is trying to determine the location of the mobile station.

3.3.3 Round Trip Time (RTT) / Roundtrip Time-of-Flight (RToF) / Two Way Ranging (TWR)

Using RTT, also known as Two-Way Ranging (TWR), the time taken by the signal to travel from a transmitter to a receiver and back is measured. RTT avoids the need for time synchronization between the two devices, allowing its application in uncoordinated mesh networks with the advantage of low complexity and cost. As a drawback of this method, range measurements to multiple devices need to be carried out sequentially which may cause critical latencies for applications where devices move quickly.

3.3.4 Phase of Arrival (PoA) / Phase Difference (PD)

PoA uses the received carrier phase to determine the distance between two devices. In order to mitigate phase wrapping, the received signal phase is evaluated on multiple frequencies. The distance is then determined by the rate of phase change.

3.3.5 Near-Field Electromagnetic Ranging (NFER)

NFER refers to any radio technology employing near-field properties of radio waves. The principle is that the phase of an electro-magnetic field varies with the distance around an
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antenna. NFER has potential for range measurements in the accuracy range of 30 cm to 1 m and operating distances up to 300 m. More details can be found in Chapter 15 Magnetic Localization.

3.3.6 Angle of Arrival (AoA) / Angulation / Triangulation / Direction based Positioning
AoA information, i.e. direction of incidence, can be obtained by the use of directionally sensitive antennas. In real application, AoA is usually based on crude sector information. Kemppi et al. (2010) use a multi-antenna array for a pedestrian navigation system. A survey of methods for antenna orientation can be found in Grimm (2012). But also all camera based systems make use of the principle of AoA. Each pixel from a CCD/CMOS chip represents a distinctive horizontal- and vertical angle of incidence. If more than one AoA measurement is performed, the position can be determined by intersection of lines (i.e. resection and intersection).

3.3.7 Doppler Ranging
The Doppler ranging technique is used to observe the relative velocity between a transmitter and a receiver. If a fixed signal source is used the absolute velocity along the line of sight can be derived from the measured Doppler frequency shift. Given a known initial position and multiple Doppler frequency observations, the displacements of a mobile device can be determined.

3.4 Positioning Methods
This section gives an overview of basic principles for 2D/3D position determination from various basic measurements such as proximity, distance and angular observations.

3.4.1 Cell of Origin (CoO) / Proximity Detection / Connectivity Based Positioning
The CoO method is used to determine the position of a mobile device merely by its presence in a particular area or based on a physical phenomenon with limited range. The procedure consists in simple forwarding of the position of the anchor point where the strongest signal is received. The accuracy of CoO relates to the density of anchor point deployment and signal range. CoO is a simple positioning method used for applications with low requirements for accuracy. Examples are sensors detecting physical contact, automatic ID systems and mobile wireless positioning systems.

3.4.2 Centroid Determination
Centroid location determination involves knowledge of multiple beacon positions within the detection range and simply locates the beacon at the centroid. Alternatively the weighted centroid location can be determined, where the weights are set in function of RSSI values (see 3.2.6), distances or uncertainties of each beacon.

3.4.3 Lateration / Trilateration / Multilateration
All three terms refer to position determination from distance measurements. Usually a 2D/3D position is computed with redundancy from more than two/three distance measurements to nearby nodes. Lateration based positioning can be applied on a set of distances no matter what distance estimation method has been used. Well-known methods for distance estimation are ToA, TDoA, E-OTD, RTT, PoA and RSSI/SNR. In some literature the term multilateration is particularly used to indicate that the distances originate from TDoA. A mathematical formulation to the lateration problem and its solution can be found in Mautz et al. (2007a).
3.4.4 Polar Point Method / Range-Bearing Positioning

The polar point method uses a distance and an angular measurement from the same station to determine the coordinates of a nearby station. This method is particularly useful, because it requires measurements from only one station (under the assumption that orientation is also known). Polar point determination is conveniently used in geodetic surveying, where the position of several targets can be determined from a single set-up of a total station.

3.4.5 Fingerprinting (FP) / Scene Analysis / Pattern Matching

The standard quantity for Fingerprinting (FP) is radiofrequency RSSI, but FP can also be performed acoustically from audio or visually from images. Fingerprinting typically consists of two phases. First, in an off-line calibration phase, maps for fingerprinting are set up either empirically in measurement campaigns or computed analytically. In the first case, signal strengths received from fixed stations are measured at a number of points inside a building and added to a database. In the operation phase the current measured signal strength values (RSSI-tuples) are compared for the best agreement with a database. The second case of analytical model generation is used to avoid elaborate calibration measurements. Thereby, the signal strength reference values can be computed using a signal propagation model. More details on fingerprinting methods can be found in Chapter 8 WLAN / Wi-Fi.

3.4.6 Dead Reckoning (DR)

Dead reckoning is the process of estimating a position based upon previously determined positions and known or estimated speeds over the elapsed time. An inertial navigation system is the main type of sensor used. A disadvantage of dead reckoning is that the inaccuracy of the process is cumulative, so the deviation in the position fix grows with time. The reason is that new positions are calculated solely from previous positions. In literature associated with the field of indoor applications the term Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) is used as an indication that accelerometers have been attached to the body of a person.

3.4.7 Kalman Filter (KF) and Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

The most widely used algorithm for fusion of dead reckoning positions with absolute position updates is the Kalman Filter. It is a recursive estimator of the state of a dynamic system. The classic KF seeks to maximize the conditional probability of the state $x$ given the past history

$$\max_x p(x_t|x_{t-1}, x_{t-2}, ..., x_0).$$

Kalman filtering is an important technique particularly used to predict positions in-between data samples for camera based tracking and pedestrian navigation based on inertial measurements. For application on nonlinear observation and state transition models the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used. The required linearization of the nonlinear functions introduces the risk of divergence. Nevertheless, the EKF has become the standard algorithm for nonlinear state estimation in navigation.

3.4.8 Map Matching (MM)

Map matching algorithms – also called map measurements – combine current positioning data with spatial map data to identify the correct link on which a pedestrian (or vehicle) is travelling while improving positional accuracy. The use of maps is an economical alternative to the installation of additional hardware. MM techniques include topological analyses, pattern recognition or advanced techniques such as hierarchical fuzzy inference algorithms. A number of map matching algorithms have been assessed in Quddus et al. (2007).
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3.4.9 Combination of Basic Measuring Principles and Positioning Methods

Many system architectures use multiple measuring principles which require the use of various positioning techniques. For example, in a large sensor network with a huge number of nodes, the combined use of proximity, distances and angular measurements enhances positioning performance. Recently, research focus is on the integration of heterogeneous sensor technologies that employ a combination of positioning methods and data fusion techniques.
4 Cameras

This Chapter describes optical indoor positioning approaches where a camera is the only or the main sensor. Optical systems combined with distance or mechanical sensors are treated in Chapter 6. A literature review on optical systems has been published in Mautz and Tilch (2011) and is reprinted here for the sake of completeness.

Cameras are becoming a dominating technique for positioning which covers a wide field of applications at all levels of accuracy, with its main application area in the sub-mm domain. The success of optical methods originates from improvement and miniaturization of actuators (e.g. lasers) and particularly advancement in the technology of detectors (e.g. CCD sensors). In parallel there has been an increase in data transmission rates and computational capabilities as well as profound development of algorithms in image processing.

Optical indoor positioning systems can be categorized into ego-motion systems where a mobile sensor (i.e. camera) is to be located and static cameras which locate moving objects in images. An answer is to be found how position and rotations in a 3D world can be computed where the primary observations are 2D positions on a CCD sensor. All camera-based system architectures measure image coordinates which represent only angular information and exclusively built on the Angle of Arrival (AoA) technique. Depth information of monocular images can be obtained by making use of the motion of a camera. In this approach – known as synthetic stereo vision – the scene is observed sequentially from different locations by the same camera and image depths can be estimated in a manner similar to the stereo-vision approach. However, the baseline between sequential images needs to be determined by a complementary technique. Therefore, the system scale cannot be determined from images alone and requires a separate solution.

The transformation from image space into object space requires additional distance information. If a stereo camera system is used with a known baseline, the scale can be determined from stereoscopic images. As a drawback, the performance of a stereo camera system is directly driven by the length of the stereo baseline and therefore a miniaturization for handheld devices is not applicable.

Alternatively, distances can be directly measured with additional sensors, such as with laser-scanners (see Section 6.2.4) or range imaging cameras. The latter return a distance value for every pixel of a 320 × 240 image at a frame rate of 100 Hz. In order to determine the scale roughly, the position of the autofocus can be used.
A decisive characteristic in the system architecture is the manner how reference information is obtained. Therefore, this survey of recently developed optical navigation systems takes the primary mode of reference as criterion for categorization. An overview of the here mentioned systems and their key parameters are given in Table 4.1 at the end of this chapter.

A comprehensive survey of older works can be found in DeSouza and Kak (2002). A more recent overview of video tracking systems has been carried out by Trucco and Plakas (2006), where the main algorithmic approaches, namely window tracking, feature tracking, rigid object tracking, deformable contour tracking and visual learning are explained and 28 works of video tracking are discussed.

4.1 Reference from 3D Building Models

This class of positioning methods relies on detection of objects in images and matching these objects with a building data base (such as CityGML as shown in Figure 4.1) which contains position information of the building interior. The key advantage of these methods is that there is no requirement for installation of local infrastructure such as deployment of sensor beacons. In other words, reference nodes are substituted by a digital reference point list. Accordingly, these systems have the potential for large scale coverage without significant increase of costs.

Figure 4.1 Model of a room in CityGML (Kohoutek et al. 2010)

Kohoutek et al. (2010) use the digital spatio-semantic interior building model CityGML at the highest level of detail (LoD 4) with the intention to determine location and orientation of a range imaging camera. In a first step the correct room of the camera is identified in the CityGML data base. From the 3D point cloud obtained by the range image sensor, fixed objects such as windows and doors are detected and their geometric properties can be compared with the database. The second and last step consists of dm-level fine positioning of the camera based on a technique which combines trilateration and spatial resection.

Hile and Borriello (2008) compare a floor plan with the current image of a camera phone. In a first step rough location is determined by WLAN connectivity to limit the search area. In a second step extracted features from the images are used to find feature correspondences and to compute the pose of the phone at decimeter level. Location based information can be displayed instantly.
Kitanov et al. (2007) compare image lines which have been detected in images of a robot mounted camera with a 3D vector model. The camera orientation is repeatedly computed from image sequences while the camera is in motion. An off-line optimal matching of rendered image lines and lines extracted from the camera images appears to achieve dm-level positioning accuracy. An odometer is used to stabilize system robustness.

The computer vision algorithm described by Schlaile et al. (2009) also relies on feature detection in an image sequence. Here, the computer vision module is used for complementary assistance of an integrated navigation system mounted on a micro aerial vehicle.

### 4.2 Reference from Images

The so-called view-based approach relies on sequences of images taken beforehand by a camera along certain routes in the building, see Figure 4.2. Thereby, the current view of a mobile camera (as shown in Figure 4.3) is compared with these previously captured view sequences. The main challenge of this approach is to achieve real-time capability. For the identification of image correspondences the computational load is particularly high since operability is assumed without deployed passive or active optical targets. Nevertheless, all systems require an independent reference source from time to time in order to control accumulated deviations.

In order to navigate a humanoid robot through office buildings, Ido et al. (2009) carry out a template matching of images. In an initial phase, recording runs are captured by a camera mounted on the head of the robot. When the view sequences have been analyzed, compressed and stored as image templates, an autonomous navigation phase can commence. In this phase correlation coefficients between the image of the current view and the stored templates are computed to determine the robot’s pose. First trials indicate an accuracy of 30 cm.

Sjö et al. (2009) navigate their robot based on a low-resolution camera with zoom capabilities. To approximately estimate distances to objects they use the zoom position in a first step and then carry out SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) by computing RFC Histograms (Receptive Field Cooccurrence Histograms) from the current image and comparing them with histograms of previously captured images. In order to stabilize their SLAM method geometrically, the robot is also provided with laser scanning data.

Muffert et al. (2010) determine the trajectory of an omnidirectional video camera based on relative camera orientation of consecutive images. If there is no additional control via other references positions or directions, the recorded path drifts away from the true trajectory, similarly to inertial sensors relying merely on dead reckoning. For an acquisition time of 40 s, standard deviations of 0.1 gon are reported for yaw angles.
Kim and Jun (2008) match stored image sequences with the current view of a cap mounted wireless camera. In addition to the vision based positioning technique, deployed markers and topographical information of the indoor environment are also used to support the recognition of the location. The system is designed for augmented reality applications by annotating the user's view with additional information.

Based on the principle of optical odometry, Maye et al. (2006) develop a low-cost optical navigation device using an optical mouse sensor. The only modification to a computer mouse is a different lens tailored to higher speeds (2 m/s) and ground clearance (5 cm). In order to correct the accumulated path deviation, fixed landmarks are deployed to enable position updates. In addition, a magneto-inductive compass is employed. The reported drift for velocities of less than 2 m/s is 1% of the travelled path length.

### 4.3 Reference from Deployed Coded Targets

Optical positioning systems that rely entirely on natural features in images lack of robustness, in particular under conditions with varying illumination. In order to increase robustness and improve accuracy of reference points, dedicated coded markers are used for systems with demanding requirements for positioning. The markers serve three purposes for algorithmic development: a) simplification of automatic detection of corresponding points, b) introduction of the system scale, c) distinction and identification of targets by using a unique code for each marker.

Common types of targets include concentric rings, barcodes or patterns consisting of colored dots, see Figure 4.4. There are retro-reflective and non-reflective versions.

**Figure 4.4 Three examples of coded targets used for point identification and camera calibration**

Sky-Trax Inc. (2011) developed an optical navigation system for forklift trucks in warehouses. Coded reference markers are deployed on ceilings along the routes. On the roof of each forklift an optical sensor takes images that are forwarded to a server where they are processed centrally. The position accuracy is reported as 'between one inch to one foot'.

Mulloni et al. (2009) developed a low-cost indoor positioning system for off-the-shelf camera phones by using bar-coded fiduciary markers. These markers are placed on walls, posters or certain objects. If an image of these markers is captured, the pose of the device can be determined with an accuracy of ‘a few centimeters’. Additional location based information (e.g. about the next conference room or the next session) can also be displayed.

AICON 3D Systems (2010) developed a system named 'ProCam' for industrial applications in the sub-mm accuracy range. The mobile video camera is pointed to a pre-calibrated reference point field. In order to increase robustness of the point detection, the camera emits active infrared light which illuminates the reference points. Tactile measurements are carried out manually with an integrated probe tip.
The StarGazer system of Hagisonic (2008) is tailored for robot positioning and relies on retro reflective targets mounted on the ceiling. An infrared sensitive camera observes different point patterns which are actively illuminated by an infrared light source. The point patterns are uniquely arranged on a $3 \times 3$ or $4 \times 4$ grid to identify each room, but also to determine the pose of the roving camera within sub-dm accuracy.

Lee and Song (2007) also use the principle of retro reflective targets to locate and orientate a mobile robot. Here, the corners of the triangle shaped targets are used for approximate orientation estimation and six inner sectors for unique identification. In order to achieve algorithmic robustness the difference between one image with and one without active illumination are processed. According to the stated results, the 2D accuracy is at sub-decimeter level.

Frank (2008) describes a system with the name ‘stereoScan-3D’ developed by Breuckmann GmbH for high precision mapping of industrial surfaces. Two mobile high resolution cameras with a fixed baseline are used to capture points with an accuracy of 50 μm. Precise positioning of the cameras is carried out in a calibration phase which consists in image capture with markers attached to the target object.

### 4.4 Reference from Projected Targets

Projection of reference points or patterns spares physical deployment of targets in the environment, making this method economical. For some applications mounting of reference markers is undesirable or not feasible. Optionally, infrared light can be projected to attain unobtrusiveness to the user. In contrast to systems relying only on natural image features, the detection of projected patterns is facilitated due to distinct color, shape and brightness of the projected features. The principle of an inverse camera (or active triangulation) can be used where the central light projection replaces the optical path of a camera. The main disadvantage of active light based systems is that camera and light source require direct view on the same surface.

![Figure 4.5 Projected reference patterns. Upper left: TrackSense Grid, upper right: CLIPS laserspots, lower left: laserspots of Habbecke, lower right: diffraction grid of Popescu](image)

Köhler et al. (2007) built an experimental model called TrackSense consisting of a projector and a simple webcam. A grid pattern is projected onto plain walls in the camera's field of view as shown in Figure 4.5 (upper left). Using an edge detection algorithm, the lines and intersection
points are determined. By the principle of triangulation – analogous to stereo vision – distance and orientation to each point relative to the camera is computed. With a sufficient number of points TrackSense can determine the camera’s orientation relative to fixed large planes, such as walls and ceilings. The evaluation of TrackSense indicates that such a system can deliver up to 4 cm accuracy with 3 cm precision.

Tilch and Mautz (2010) developed CLIPS (Camera and Laser based Indoor Positioning System) with the purpose to determine the pose of a mobile camera with respect to a laser rig. Since the rig emits laser-beams from a virtual central point, it can be regarded as an inverse camera. From bright laser spots projected to any surface without any specific structure of the scene as shown in Figure 4.5 (upper right), the relative orientation between camera and laser rig can be computed. Point tracking is achieved at frame rates of 15 Hz and the accuracy of the camera position is sub-mm.

The video camera system of Habbecke and Kobbelt (2008) is based on a mobile rig of laser pointers and a fixed camera. The laser rays mounted on the rig have an arbitrary alignment without the need for a central point of intersection. In order to accomplish correct identification of the laser spots (shown in Figure 4.5 lower left), a greedy pairing algorithm is used. Via least squares minimization, the relative orientation between the camera and the rig is determined. Apart from pose determination, the system can be used for tracking and scene reconstruction. Reported accuracies indicate position deviations in the order of a few millimeters.

The laser rig of Popescu et al. (2004, 2006) is rigidly mounted to a hand-held video camera with the advantage that the relative orientation between laser source and camera remains constant. From a single laser source and a diffraction grating which acts as a beam splitter a grid of $7 \times 7$ laser spots is generated, see Figure 4.5 lower right. These 49 spots are located in each frame, and their 3D positions are computed by triangulation between the optical rays and the laser beams. When the camera with the laser rig is freely moved through a scene, the 3D positions of the laser spots can be used for scene modeling. The positional accuracy was reported to be better than 1 cm.

Evolution Robotics (2010) developed the indoor localization system NorthStar for navigation of shopping carts or robotic vacuum cleaners. Position and heading of the mobile unit is determined from infrared light spots, emitted from one or more infrared LED. Each mobile unit can be equipped with an infrared detector and projector to allow determination of relative orientation between mobile devices. The reported positioning accuracy is in the magnitude of cm to dm.

**4.5 Systems without Reference**

The purpose of systems in this class is to observe position changes of objects directly and therefore do not require external reference. The common approach is to track mobile objects with high frame rates in real-time by a single or multiple static cameras.
The DEADALUS system described by Bürki et al. (2010) consists of a CCD camera clipped on a surveying total station. Due to the magnification of the telescope, high-precision horizontal and vertical angle measurements are possible for automated 2D monitoring of objects with high data rates. Generally, any object can be tracked, but typically illuminated targets are observed to enhance algorithmic robustness, see Figure 4.6. DEADALUS is a high-end system where the reported relative accuracy between points can reach 0.3 arc-seconds or 0.04 mm.

Boochs et al. (2010) use multiple fixed calibrated and orientated cameras to track an illuminated target mounted on the head of an industrial robot. The target body consists of a sphere with 54 self-luminous infrared LEDs to allow robust tracking from all directions. First test results of this photogrammetric tracking approach have shown 3D coordinate quality of about 0.05 mm.

Tappero (2009) suggests a low-cost system for tracking of people in an indoor environment. In order to accomplish real-time tracking using extremely cheap components the computational efficiency is optimized by detection of changes in difference images of subsequent frames. A static camera is mounted at the ceiling is able to locate people and objects within an accuracy of some decimeters.

### 4.6 Reference from Other Sensors

Soloviev and Venable (2010) combine vision data with GNSS carrier phase measurements for GNSS challenged environments. If less than the required number of satellites is visible, single carrier phase measurements at the accuracy level of sub-centimeters are used to support feature extraction from video images. Range measurements observed by GNSS are used to determine the system scale and facilitate feature extraction by providing image depth initialization. There is no need to determine the integer carrier ambiguities because the unknown ambiguities are eliminated by differencing between carrier phase measurements of successive positions with only a small shift in space.

### 4.7 Summary on Camera Based Indoor Positioning Systems

As can be inferred from the overview Table 4.1, cameras achieve accuracy levels between tens of µm and dm. Some high precision systems offer solutions for applications in surveying and industrial metrology. The covered areas of the systems presented in this chapter (excluding microscale technologies) differ between 4 m² and large room sizes or can be scaled arbitrarily. High update rates of typically more than 10 Hz allow for kinematic applications such as precision-navigation, real-time mapping and pose estimation. With the abundance of computing
power and CCD sensor chips, low-cost positioning solutions are in view which have the potential to serve the mass market.

Table 4.1 Camera systems and reported performance parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Coordinate Reference</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>CCD Size Pixel</th>
<th>Frame Rate</th>
<th>Object / Camera Positioning</th>
<th>Camera Costs</th>
<th>Market-Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kohoutek</td>
<td>CityGML</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>176 x 144</td>
<td>54 Hz</td>
<td>cam., SR 4000</td>
<td>9000 $</td>
<td>suggestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hile</td>
<td>floor plan</td>
<td>30 cm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>0.1 Hz</td>
<td>obj., cell phone</td>
<td>100 $</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitanov</td>
<td>vector model</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>752 x 585</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>cam., EVI-D31</td>
<td>£ 245</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlaie</td>
<td>edges segments</td>
<td>1 dm/min</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>752 x 582</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>cam., VC-PCC 48P</td>
<td>175 €</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ido</td>
<td>images</td>
<td>30 cm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>320 x 40 x 4</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>cam., IEEE 1394</td>
<td>£ 700</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sjö</td>
<td>images / scans</td>
<td>sub m</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>320 x 240</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>cam., VC-C4R</td>
<td>&gt;10000$</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muffert</td>
<td>images</td>
<td>0.15 gon/min room</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>1616 x 1232 x 6</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>cam., Ladybug3</td>
<td>£ 100000</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim</td>
<td>images</td>
<td>89 % success</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>16 x 16</td>
<td>2300 Hz</td>
<td>cam., WLAN cam.</td>
<td>£ 1.35</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky-Trax</td>
<td>coded markers</td>
<td>2 cm – 30 cm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>cam.</td>
<td>low product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulloni</td>
<td>coded markers</td>
<td>m – dm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>176 x 44</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>cam., cell phone</td>
<td>low product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICON Procam</td>
<td>coded markers</td>
<td>0.1 mm</td>
<td>vehicle</td>
<td>1628 x 1236</td>
<td>7 Hz</td>
<td>cam., Procam</td>
<td>high product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarGazer</td>
<td>coded markers</td>
<td>cm – dm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>camera</td>
<td>980 $</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee</td>
<td>coded markers</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>1280 x 1024</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>cam., VX-6000</td>
<td>£ 40</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naviSCAN3D</td>
<td>projection</td>
<td>50 μm</td>
<td>1.5–10 m</td>
<td>2448 x 2048 x 2</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>obj., stereoSCAN</td>
<td>high product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrackSense</td>
<td>projection</td>
<td>4 cm</td>
<td>25 m²</td>
<td>640 x 480</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>obj., cam, Pro4000</td>
<td>200 $</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIPS</td>
<td>projection</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>36 m²</td>
<td>1032 x 778</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>cam., Guppy F80</td>
<td>1000 $</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habbecke</td>
<td>projection</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>25 m²</td>
<td>1280 x 960</td>
<td>object</td>
<td></td>
<td>1000 $</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popescu</td>
<td>projection</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>25 m²</td>
<td>720 x 480</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
<td>camera</td>
<td>1500 $</td>
<td>developm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorthStar</td>
<td>projection</td>
<td>cm – dm</td>
<td>36 m²</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>cam./obj, IR</td>
<td>1400 $</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEADALUS</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0.04 mm</td>
<td>m – km</td>
<td>1024 x 768</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>obj., Guppy F80</td>
<td>high developm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boochs</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>0.05 mm</td>
<td>4 m³</td>
<td>2000 x 2000 x 4</td>
<td>object</td>
<td></td>
<td>high developm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tappero</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>dm – m</td>
<td>30 m³</td>
<td>356 x 292</td>
<td>3 Hz</td>
<td>obj., OV 6620</td>
<td>20 $ US</td>
<td>suggestion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Infrared (IR) wavelengths are longer than that of visible light, but shorter than that of terahertz radiation. Therefore infrared light is invisible to the human eye under most conditions, making this technology less intrusive compared to indoor positioning based on visible light.

System architectures for positioning based on IR signals differ to such an extent that they hardly can be summarized within a single chapter. The three general methods of exploiting infrared signals are: a) use of active beacons, b) infrared imaging using natural (i.e. thermal) radiation or c) artificial light sources.

### 5.1 Active Beacons

The active beacon approach is based on fixed infrared receivers placed at known locations throughout an indoor space and mobile beacons whose positions are unknown. The system architecture may include only one receiver in every room for simple room-precise localization (i.e. CoO) or one receiver with additional AoA capabilities for sub-room precision. In order to achieve meter-level precision or better, a configuration of an IR tracking system based on active beacons must include several receivers deployed in each room to disambiguate sectors of a room. Note that IR signals are unable to penetrate opaque materials, such as walls and ceilings.

One of the early and most widely recognized IR indoor positioning systems is the Active Badge System (Want et al. 1992) designed for locating people at room level. The building staff wears 'Active Badges' which emit short IR pulses with unique codes at a rate of 0.07 Hz. The signals are picked up by a network for fixed IR receivers deployed in the building interior. Since the concept of Active Badge makes use of the Cell of Origin (CoO) principle, the positional accuracy is driven by the operating range of an IR sender, which is 6 m. One major disadvantage of Active Badge is that it is not suitable for real-time applications as the positional update rate is 15 s. The largest implementation includes 200 active badges and 300 sensors.

A special application of infrared rays has been proposed by Atsuumi and Sano (2010). The system is designed to mitigate the sensor drift of integrating positioning systems by providing angular information. The azimuth angle of incidence is estimated with respect to a single beacon by the use of polarized infrared light. The beacon is composed of an infrared light source and an optical polarizing filter, which only passes light through that oscillates along a single plane. The receiver consists of a photo detector and a rotating polarizer that causes attenuation of the
signal intensity depending on the horizontal angle. The phase of the time-varying signal is then translated into the angle of the polarizing plane. This allows estimation of the absolute azimuth angle with an accuracy of 2% (or a few degrees) as first experiments have shown. Note that this technique uses a special measuring principle that is not related to the AoA (Angle of Arrival) method.

5.2 Imaging of Natural Infrared Radiation

In the literature, positioning systems using natural infrared radiation are known as passive infrared localization systems. Sensors operating in the long wavelength infrared spectrum (8 µm to 15 µm, also known as the thermography region) are able to obtain a completely passive image of the surrounding world from natural thermal emissions. Thus, it is not necessary to employ active infrared illuminators or any other dedicated thermal source. Thermal infrared radiation can be used to remotely determine the temperature of people or objects without any need for wearing tags or emitters. Existing thermal detectors are thermal cameras, broadband detectors (Golay Cells), pyroelectric infrared sensors used for motion detection or thermocouples used to convert heat gradients into electricity or to measure the temperature contact-free. As a drawback, passive infrared approaches are compromised by strong radiation from the sun.

Hauschildt and Kirchhof (2010) propose a localization system based on passive thermal IR sensors to detect thermal radiation of the human skin. Their thermal IR approach uses thermophiles, which are a series of thermocouples (i.e., temperature sensor elements) with a lower resolution compared to IR cameras. Multiple sensors are placed in the corners of a room from where the angles relative to the radiation source are measured. The position is then roughly estimated via the principle of AoA. Via triangulation from multiple thermophile arrays the position of humans can be determined. First experiments indicate that positional accuracy at decimeter level is feasible, but effects of dynamic background radiation need to be studied first before the method is applicable in real environments.

Ambiplex (2011) offers the system 'IR.Loc' that includes different localization solutions based on naturally emitted heat radiation. A sensor measures the angle of incidence to a heat source. From multiple sensors mounted on the walls, the location of a heat source can be determined at a measurement rate of 50 Hz. The reported location accuracy is 20 cm to 30 cm at an operating range of 10 m. Intended applications for IR.Loc are in the area of person detection such as control of automatic doors, detection of persons in security zones or surveillance to reduce the risk of fire.

5.3 Imaging of Artificial Infrared Light

Optical IR indoor positioning systems based on active IR light sources and IR sensitive CCD cameras are a common alternative to optical systems operating in the visible light spectrum. Implementations using IR cameras are either based on active infrared LEDs such as that of Boochs et al. (2010) or based on retro reflective targets, e.g., Lee and Song (2007), AICON (2011) and Hagisonic (2008) with their StarGazer system. More details on camera systems can be found in Chapter 4.

The motion sensing device known as Kinect used for the video game console Xbox (Microsoft Kinect 2011) uses continuously-projected infrared structured light to capture 3D scene information with an infrared camera. The 3D structure can be computed from the distortion of a
pseudo random pattern of structured IR light dots. People can be tracked simultaneously up to a
distance of 3.5 m at a frame rate of 30 Hz. An accuracy of 1 cm at 2 m distance has been reported.
The release of a Kinect software development kit has inspired several third party developments
for automatic tracking, robotic guidance and gesture control and even surgical navigation. The
NorthStar system developed by Evolution Robotics (2010) is also based on projection of infrared
laser spots. Only two projected spots are employed by NorthStar to determine the position and
orientation of a vacuum cleaner.

5.4 Summary on Infrared Indoor Positioning Systems

The spectral region of infrared has been used in various ways for detection or tracking of objects
or persons. Systems based on high resolution infrared sensors are able to detect artificial IR light
sources at sub-mm accuracy, whereas systems based on active beacons or those using natural
radiation are mainly used for rough positional estimation or detecting the presence of a person
in a room. Some performance parameters of infrared-based indoor positioning systems are
quantified in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Positioning systems based on infrared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Measuring Principle</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Target Illumination</th>
<th>Update Rate</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Badges (Want)</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>cell of origin</td>
<td>6 m</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>signal transmission</td>
<td>0.1 Hz</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atsuumi</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>polarized light</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 m</td>
<td>photo detector</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>demonstrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauschildt</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>angle of arrival</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>30 m²</td>
<td>natural IR radiation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>demonstrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiplex</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>angle of arrival</td>
<td>20-30 cm</td>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>natural IR radiation</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boochs et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>IR camera</td>
<td>0.05 mm</td>
<td>4 m³</td>
<td>active, LED</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee and Song</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>IR camera</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>36 m²</td>
<td>retro reflective</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AICON ProCam</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>IR camera</td>
<td>0.1 mm</td>
<td>vehicle</td>
<td>retro reflective</td>
<td>7 Hz</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagisonic - StarGazer</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>IR camera</td>
<td>cm - dm</td>
<td>scalable</td>
<td>retro reflective</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution Robotics</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>IR camera</td>
<td>cm - dm</td>
<td>36 m²</td>
<td>IR projection</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinect</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>structured light</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>3.5 m</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Tactile and Combined Polar Systems

Tactile and Combined Polar Systems are primarily used for industrial or surveying applications since they fulfill demanding accuracy requirements in the orders of $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-6}$. Despite this excellent performance, which translates into 0.1 mm to 0.01 mm positional accuracy within the specified operating range of a few meters, these systems have not traditionally been considered as ‘indoor positioning systems’. This is due to their high price, which is not suited for mass market applications. Research in this field is conducted by geodetic institutes and manufacturers of instruments. Published papers focus mainly on calibration or assessment of such instruments. Table 6.1 shows an overview of the instrumentation used for high-precision 3D indoor positioning and tracking.

6.1 Tactile Systems

Tactile systems are high precision mechanical instruments which measure positions by touching an object with a calibrated pointer, a so-called probe.

6.1.1 Measuring Arms

Measuring arms are manually operated devices designed for short-range indoor applications. The objective is determination of the pose of a probe or the position of a laser triangulation scanner, representing the end of an open-chain structure with $q$ links connected to each other by $q-1$ joints. Up to $q=7$ links are used. High precision angle encoders in the joints measure the orientation of the next link. The coordinates of the tip are determined from the joint angles and well-calibrated lengths of the joints which form a polygonal chain. For the purpose of a detailed digital 3D acquisition and representation of an object’s surface, the tip of the measurement arm can be combined with a laser scanner. The main advantages of measuring arms are portability, high precision and a high ($m$-1) degree of freedom which facilitates its manual operation. The operating range is typically 3 m, but can be scaled by combining measurements from multiple instrument stations. Manufacturers of measuring arms are CogniTens, Hexagon Metrology, Romer, Faro, Nikon Metrology, CAM2 and others.

6.1.2 Coordinate Measuring Machines

A Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM), sometimes referred to as measuring robot, is stationary device for very precise 3D positioning determination. A CMM consists of a table on which the object to be measured is placed and a movable bridge with a measuring probe. The probe samples the test object along the x-, y-, and z-axes of the Cartesian machine coordinate system with extremely high accuracy in the order of $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-8}$. Traditionally, mechanical touch probes have been used, whereas new probing systems are non-contact optical probes. Optical
gratings running along the length of each axis can be used to determine the position along a scale system. The work space is limited to the size of the CMM, typically covering volumes between \((0.3 \, \text{m})^3\) and \(10 \, \text{m} \times 4 \, \text{m} \times 3 \, \text{m}\). As with measuring arms, a scanning device can be mounted on the tip for a detailed acquisition of the physical geometrical characteristics of an object. Operation of CMMs can be carried out manually or automatically by direct computer control. Manufacturers include Metris, Merlin, Leitz, Brown & Sharpe, LT, Mitutoyo, Leader Metrology and Walter.

### 6.2 Combined Polar Systems

Polar systems measure angles by mechanical or optical encoders or by the Time of Arrival (ToA) of a rotating beam, e.g. iGPS 6.2.6. In addition to angles, the distances to targets are also measured such that combined polar systems determine object positions from the complete 3D vector between instrument and target object.

#### 6.2.1 Laser Trackers

Modern laser trackers are devices equipped with a telescope and a multitude of sensors, where an interferometer and two angle encoders are the key components. The laser interferometer is used for distance measurements to a tracking reflector. Nowadays absolute distance can be observed by an absolute interferometer. The spatial orientation of the emitted laser beam is determined by two angle encoders which measure horizontal and vertical positions of the rotation axes of a leveled instrument. From distance and angle observations, spherical 3D coordinates can be determined with accuracy in the order of \(1 \cdot 10^{-6}\) for high-dynamic and high precision applications such as for automotive and aerospace industries. A typical operating range is 15 m, expandable to 80 m. Distances can be measured with an accuracy of \(10 \, \mu\text{m} + 5 \, \text{ppm} (\mu\text{m}/\text{m})\) and angles up to \(0.001^\circ\). The tracking retro reflector can be equipped with tactile devices for probing or lasers for object scanning. Modern laser trackers can determine the full pose (6 DoF) of the probe by integration of a high-speed camera system. For dynamic tracking, the system is capable of closed-loop control by following the target automatically, where the current position of the survey beam is measured by a Position Sensitive Device (PSD). Laser trackers are offered by Hexagon Metrology, Faro and Automated Precision Inc.

#### 6.2.2 Totalstations and Theodolites

Totalstations are used for various tasks in the field of indoor and outdoor surveying engineering. Usually, a reflector prism is manually or automatically sighted through the crosshairs of a telescope. Horizontal and vertical angles are then measured visually or optically by means of precise readings of digital bar-codes on rotating discs within the instrument’s alidade. Reference to the plumb line is established by a two-axis tilt sensor. In combination with an Electronic Distance Meter (EDM), relative 3D coordinates of the prism can be determined. Modern totalstations feature an Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) system and a servomotor control system for automatic prism tracking and robotic guidance. Nowadays, tracking totalstations can be used to measure real-time 3D trajectories of moving targets within an accuracy of a few millimeters (Kirschner and Stempfhuber 2008).

In contrast to totalstations, theodolites do not include a distance sensor. Two theodolites can be employed as an ‘industrial measurement system’ to determine 3D coordinates solely from angular measurements under the assumption that the baseline vector between the two stations is known. By the use of an industrial measurement system, a coordinate accuracy of 0.1 mm can be reached within distances of 10 m.
The maximal operating range of a totalstation is typically 2 km to 10 km, depending on the EDM and the prism. Despite these performance parameters, totalstations are not associated with indoor positioning, due to high hardware costs, hardware size and need for LoS between instrument and target. Leading manufacturers of totalstations are Trimble, Hexagon Metrology (Leica Geosystems), Topcon and Sokkia.

6.2.3 3D Disto
Leica Geosystems (2011) has developed a low-cost totalstation for indoor applications. The so-called ‘3D Disto’ combines a laser projector, a laser distance meter, horizontal and vertical goniometers, tilmeters and a camera within one instrument which can be placed on a table with a self-leveling function. The laser projector is used to project laser patterns on the walls for setting out. The 3D Disto is designed to assist plumbers, building managers or roofers.

6.2.4 Laser Scanners
Terrestrial laser scanners are based on a non-contact ranging technology for 3D point measurement and 3D point cloud acquisition. In combination with readings at a horizontal and a vertical circle, primarily polar coordinates of the measured points are determined and then transformed into Cartesian coordinate system. This process generates a so-called point cloud of the scene. The main principles for distance determination are optical triangulation, phase and pulse measurements. From a single instrument set up close range scanning allows capturing an area less than 100 m and up to 3 km if a long range scanner is used. Scans from multiple stations can be combined via registration, making laser scanning a scalable technique.

Manufacturers are – amongst others – Sick, Faro, Zoller + Fröhlich, Riegl, Callidus, Mensi, Optech, Leica, VisImage and Mensi. An overview of terrestrial laser scanning is provided in Fröhlich and Mettenleiter (2004).

Khoshelham (2010) presents an indoor localization method for terrestrial laser scanners via matching planar objects (such as walls) in multiple scans. If at least three correspondences of intersecting planes can be found in two scans, relative scanner positions can be determined with an accuracy of a few centimeters. This method is useful for the process of fine registration of multiple scans, but it is no real-time method for indoor positioning due to long acquisition times required for capturing large 3D point clouds.

Kokeisl (2011) offers a laserscanning based navigation and collision avoidance system for industrial robots. The position reference is obtained relative to the environment. From automatic scans the environment is mapped and the navigation path is adjusted accordingly in case of obstacles. An accuracy of 1 cm at speeds of 1.5 m/s is reported.

6.2.5 Laser Radar
Laser radar, known as Frequency Modulated Coherent Laser Radar (FM CLR) uses the principle of laser scanning, by sending an infrared laser beam to a target object where the signal is reflected and a fraction of it is returned. In contrast to laser scanning, a part of the beam travels through a calibrated optical fiber for reference. The two returning beams are superimposed by non-linear mixing (heterodyne detection). This technology allows for precise measurement of the absolute distance. Up to 2000 points per second can be measured. Laser radars can be used at a surface reflectivity of less than 1 % and operate independent of lighting conditions. The main application is the inspection of large volume parts for aerospace and shipbuilding industries. A manufacturer is Nikon Metrology and a retailer is Quamt Engineering.
6.2.6 iGPS

iGPS (indoor Global Positioning System) is a laser-based 3D measurement system which can be used for high precision industrial measurements. Its name ‘iGPS’ is misleading, because the measuring principle is different from its space-based counterpart GPS. iGPS consists of two or more static transmitters which continuously send out two rotating fan-shaped laser beams and a reference infrared pulse (see Figure 6.1). Based on Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) between the three signals, the relative horizontal and vertical angles with respect to a receiver are determined. In order to establish a time-dependency between the arrival of the laser planes and the vertical angle, the rotation axis of the laser planes are tilted by an elevation angle of $\alpha_{el} = 30^\circ$. The first laser plane follows the second at a $90^\circ$ angle delay (one plane is tilted $30^\circ$ to the left, the other $30^\circ$ to the right). The horizontal angle to a receiver is estimated from TDoA between a laser plane and the reference pulse. A receiver's 3D position is determined from two angles of at least two orientated transmitters whose coordinates have been determined in a prior set-up phase. One can say that iGPS is based solely on triangulation, or more precisely on spatial resection. The system scale is introduced from the fixed length between two receivers as shown in Figure 6.2. Two receivers mounted on a fixed stick (the so-called vector-bar) allow for determination of the stick's full pose (6 DoF).

![Figure 6.1 Laser planes of iGPS. Graphic by Schmitt et al. (2010), origin from Nikon.](image)

![Figure 6.2 iGPS scale determination, by Schmitt et al. (2010), origin from Nikon](image)

The manufacturer (Nikon Metrology 2011) states that the accuracy of 3D positions is 0.2 mm and a typical measurement footprint based on 4 to 8 transmitters is 1200 m². A more detailed assessment of the system is provided by Schmitt et al. (2010).

Due to the rotational speed of the laser planes (40 Hz to 50 Hz) and an updated rate for receiver positions at 40 Hz, iGPS can be used for kinematic tracking. Depenthal (2010) assessed the performance under kinematic conditions and concluded that the dynamic mode enables real-time tracking of receivers at velocities of 3 m/s and 3D position deviations of less than 0.3 mm.
6.3 Summary on Tactile and Combined Polar Systems

Tactile and combined polar systems provide μm to mm level accuracy, outperforming all other technologies presented in this work. Due to high instrument costs and limitation to a single room at a time, these systems are rarely applied to navigation, but are essential tools for industry, surveying and 3D modeling. The key performance parameters of these instruments used in geodesy and metrology are quantified in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Tactile and combined polar systems used for geodetic and industrial applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Typical Accuracy (m)</th>
<th>Measuring Range (m) or Area (m²)</th>
<th>Measuring Principle</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Typical Hardware Costs</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>measuring arm</td>
<td>15 μm + 10 ppm</td>
<td>3 m</td>
<td>polygonal chain</td>
<td>object inspection</td>
<td>&gt; 30.000 € product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMM</td>
<td>2 μm + 0.4 ppm</td>
<td>10 m × 3 m</td>
<td>mechanical, interferometry</td>
<td>automotive, inspection</td>
<td>size depend. product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser tracker</td>
<td>10 μm + 5 ppm</td>
<td>80 m</td>
<td>distance &amp; angular meas.</td>
<td>automotive, aerospace</td>
<td>&gt; 110.000 € product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>totalstation</td>
<td>2 mm + 5 ppm</td>
<td>&gt; 2000 m</td>
<td>distance &amp; angular meas.</td>
<td>surveying, multipurpose</td>
<td>10.000 € product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser scanner</td>
<td>3 mm + 5 ppm</td>
<td>&lt; 1000 m</td>
<td>distance &amp; angular meas.</td>
<td>3D modeling</td>
<td>50.000 € product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Disto</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>50 m</td>
<td>distance &amp; angular meas.</td>
<td>setting out, plumbing</td>
<td>8.000 € product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser radar</td>
<td>15 μm + 5 ppm</td>
<td>120 m</td>
<td>distance &amp; angular meas.</td>
<td>aerospace, industry</td>
<td>250.000 € product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iGPS</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
<td>1200 m²</td>
<td>TDoA, resection</td>
<td>industry, metrology</td>
<td>&gt; 60.000 € product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7 Sound

In contrast to electromagnetic waves (Chapters 8-13), sound is a mechanical wave that is an oscillation of pressure transmitted through a medium. Positioning systems use the air and building material as propagation media.

An established concept using sound waves for positioning is that locations of mobile nodes on robots or tags worn by human users are determined via multilateration based on distance measurements to static nodes mounted permanently at the ceiling or walls. Most systems use ultrasound but as an alternative, audible sound can be used (see Section 7.2).

7.1 Ultrasound

The relative distance or range between two devices can be estimated from Time of Arrival (ToA) measurements of Ultra Sound (US) pulses which travel from an US emitter to an US receiver. In contrast to radio waves, the US ToA operating range is 10 m or less due to the specific decay profile of the airborne acoustic channel. Doubling the distance causes the signal's sound pressure level to attenuate by 6 dB due to radial intensity attenuation and absorption which translates to an inverse quadratic attenuation in 3D space.

An estimation of the emitter's coordinates is possible by multilateration from three or more ranges to fixed receivers deployed at known locations. Systems operating on such architecture are known as active device systems. The alternative system architecture consists of a reverse signal flow with multiple static emitters at known locations and one or more mobile passive devices which receive the signal. In the literature ultrasound receivers are denoted as listeners and broadcasting nodes as beacons.

In order to avoid the need for time synchronization of the mobile unit with the fixed nodes and to enable ad hoc localization in unprepared environments, the Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) method is used instead of ToA. Each beacon broadcasts an RF (Radio Frequency) signal together with an ultrasonic pulse in order to trigger nearby receiver nodes. The range \( r \) between beacon and listener can then be derived by the difference of arrival times \( \Delta t \) between the RF and the US signal,

\[
\Delta t = \frac{r}{v_{US}} - \frac{r}{v_{RF}} \quad (7.1)
\]
where \( v_{US} \approx 344 \text{ m/s} \) is the speed of sound in the air and \( v_{RF} \approx 3 \cdot 10^8 \text{ m/s} \) the speed of light. Because RF travels about \( 10^6 \) times faster than ultrasound, the travel time of the RF signal can be neglected. The most critical influence on the sound speed \( v_{US} \) is the temperature \( T \). The dependency is

\[
v_{US} = (331.3 + 0.606 \cdot T) \text{ m/s},
\]

(7.2)

where \( T \) is the absolute temperature in Celsius (°C). At room temperatures this effect causes about 0.2 % systematic range deviation per degree Celsius. For a typical maximum range of 10 m, a change of 1°C in the temperature causes a deviation in the range estimation of 2 mm. Therefore, most ultrasound systems include sensors for automatic temperature compensation. Nevertheless, the true air temperature along the path between transmitter and receiver remains unknown. Minor influences on the speed of acoustic sound are the air pressure, the \( \text{CO}_2 \) content and the sound amplitude. Temporal changes in the speed of sound can also be compensated by taking into account calibration measurements between known nodes.

Applications of positioning systems based on ultrasound are indoor tracking of people and mobile devices, but these systems are rarely used in outdoor environments due to the following three reasons: Temperature gradients are larger outdoors and therefore more complicated to model or compensate. Secondly, wind degrades the system precision significantly. Thirdly, the typical limitation for distance measurements of about 10 m is not practical for outdoor use. Although ultrasound systems are scalable by adding further fixed nodes, the deployment of nodes in outdoor environments is problematic due to the absence of ceilings or nearby walls.

Further challenges of ultrasound systems are mitigation of multipath propagation (Mautz and Ochieng 2007) and detection of heavily Doppler-shifted signals (Alloulah and Hazas 2010). A practical challenge arises from the task of minimizing the battery drain that wireless ultrasonic systems usually face. Therefore power-saving techniques have been implemented. Another negative influence on ranging accuracy is the near-far problem of transmitters (see Chapter 12) and the directivity of the transducers (Hazas and Hopper 2006).

In order to make a listener-beacon system functional, the coordinates of the static nodes need to be known in advance. Therefore the static nodes need to be surveyed by another positioning system. Because the accuracy of the node coordinates should be at least as good as the ultrasound positioning system itself, time-consuming manual positioning methods such as totalstation measurements are required – delivering a positioning accuracy of 5 mm to 10 mm (1 σ). In order to avoid the use of a second positioning system for static node localization, Mautz and Ochieng (2007) have implemented an auto-localization algorithm. As shown in Figure 7.1, a dynamic sensor node is moved slowly to various locations in a room while permanently collecting ToA ranging data to at least four beacon nodes mounted at the ceiling. The mobile and the static node positions are unknown. Even the inter-beacon ranges may not be available due to obstacles between them.

The described scenario nevertheless allows creation of a rigid distance network based on local coordinates. The deployment of static nodes in the four corners of a room allows the setup of a meaningful local coordinate system orientated along the orthogonal walls. The redundancy of such an auto-localization problem in 3D is given by

\[
\text{reduncancy} = n_r - 3 \left( n_s + n_m \right) + 6,
\]

(7.3)
where \( n_r \) is the number of observed ranges, \( n_s \) the number of static nodes and \( n_m \) the number of mobile positions. If direct line of sight conditions allow all combinations of ranges to be obtained, then \( n_r = n_s \cdot n_m \) holds.

In Figure 7.1, the mobile node has collected 4 ranges to 4 static nodes at 6 different locations. For the 3D case, there are \( 3 \cdot (n_s + n_m) = 30 \) unknown coordinates and \( n_r = n_s \cdot n_m = 24 \) range measurements creating a network with a redundancy of 6. But taking into account the 6 degrees of freedom (i.e. 3 translations and 3 rotations) for the rigid 3D distance network, the solution has no redundancy for this case. Mautz and Ochieng (2007) have shown that zero or low redundancy of the network causes the auto-localization algorithm to fail under real field conditions. With too low redundancy, gross errors in the position estimation are likely to remain undetected due to the existence of outlier observations, bad geometric constraints and errors caused by linearization of the objective function. To obtain the beacon coordinates the following procedure can be carried out:

a) Stepwise movement of the mobile node in a room while collecting range measurements.
b) Grouping of the ranges at \( m \) mobile positions according to their time stamps.
c) Gross error detection by finding sudden jumps in the range measurements and testing triangle conditions.
d) Creation of a distance matrix between all network positions with size \((n_s + n_m)\) by \((n_s + n_m)\), see Figure 7.2.
e) Filling the gaps of the distance-matrix by interpolation. This step establishes rough approximations for all inter-nodal ranges.
f) Setting up a local coordinate system based on the inter-nodal ranges of four nodes (preferably static nodes).
g) Computation of all coordinates based on Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), a localization method which transforms a distance network into geometric embedding. Given a set of pairwise distances in presence of large range measurement noise, the location approach using MDS has outperformed proximity based algorithms (Shang et al. 2004). If the range measurements are of good quality, positions can be determined by multilateration.
h) Refinement of the coordinates by geodetic network adjustment. When applied to real data, the network adjustment may not be carried out straight away, because it requires good approximate values of the unknown positions. In order to avoid a failure of the network adjustment, a heuristic optimization method can be carried out which avoids linearization by directly using the original observation equations. The heuristic method improves approximate positions for the input of the network adjustment – typically from meter to centimeter level. An insight into heuristic methods is given in Mautz (2002).
When the auto-localization procedure has been completed, the coordinates of the static nodes are available in a local system. An over-determined auto-location setup allows determining quality indicators of the coordinates.

### Active Device Systems

In an active device system, mobile devices actively transmit signals. Therefore, the transmission of ultrasonic pulses needs to be well scheduled among the mobile devices. The disadvantage of an active device system is insufficiency in scalability, i.e. if too many users with ultrasonic devices gather in a room, the chance of signal overlap is increased. A well-coordinated scheme for pulse transmission between the devices may solve the problem but at the cost of a reduced measurement rate.

Ward et al. (1997) describe an ultrasonic system named ‘Active Bat’ which can be regarded as pioneer work in the development of broadband ultrasonic positioning systems. Active Bat consists of roaming transmitters attached to the user and fixed ultrasonic receivers mounted on the ceiling. Each transmitter’s position is determined by performing ToF multilateration. The Active Bat system also deduces direction information by attaching multiple transmitters on the mobile object. However, Active Bat employs a centralized system architecture and requires dense deployment of precisely positioned ultrasonic receivers. The 3D accuracy of a synchronous transmitter is 3 cm in 95 percent of cases. A large demonstration system consisting of 720 receivers and up to 75 mobile tags has been deployed in an office space of 1000 m².

In order to mitigate the problem of multiple user detection which active device systems usually face, Aloulah and Hazas (2010) implemented a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) desresher on a broadband ultrasonic signal. CDMA allows simultaneous transmission of different data streams at the same communication channel.

Sato et al. (2011) developed a range measurement technique called Extended Phase Accordance Method (EPAM) which showed a standard deviation of less than 1 mm in a laboratory experiment. However, the overall position accuracy of the real implementation with tags attached to a body is reported as 4 cm.

Sonitor IPS (2011) is a commercially available ultrasonic positioning solution which has been installed on a large scale in several hospitals for the purpose of patient and equipment tracking at room or sub-room level accuracy. Motion activated tags worn by the user transmit ultrasonic
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*Figure 7.2 Distance matrix of the example with 4 static nodes and 6 mobile positions*
signals with unique identification codes to wall mounted receivers which process the signal and transfer relevant information to a central server via LAN or WLAN. The maximum range is specified as 18 m.

Hexamite (2011) offers ultrasonic positioning systems with various architectural set-ups. According to the company the products are supposed to provide accuracy of 9 mm and precision of 1 mm for distances up to 14 m. A standard evaluation package contains three receivers and two transmitters. Intended applications are robotic guidance, automation and manufacturing as well as 3D film studio assistance.

### 7.1.2 Passive Device Systems

Passive systems rely on permanently installed transmitters which broadcast ultrasound signals to the receiving devices. Such an architecture has the advantage that the privacy of the users can be kept. Mobile passive devices only receive signals and do not transmit anything. Therefore the localization is exclusively carried out onboard of the device, without any need for network interaction. The number of users can be scaled without any risk of signal overlapping.

Priyantha (2005) describes in his thesis the passive ‘Cricket’ system developed by the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science. The Cricket system is pioneer work dating back to the year 2000. A 3D positioning accuracy of 1 cm to 2 cm can be reached indoors within a maximum range of 10 m. Real-time tracking is generally possible with an update-rate of 1 Hz. A hardware unit can be programmed either as a static beacon or mobile listener. Due to its open system architecture, Cricket has been used as a research platform all over the world and inspired many applications.

A modern, well-designed version of a passive system is presented in Schweinzer and Syafrudin (2010). Although the precision of TDoA distances is better than 0.7 mm (empiric 1-σ standard deviation of repetitive measurements), the absolute accuracy of a located listener is reported as 1 cm.

Jiménez et al. (2009) present the passive device system christened 3D-LOCUS based on TOF multilateration and delivering 1 cm accuracy. In order to apply pseudo-random digital codes they have chosen to use acoustic transducers which operate mainly in the audible region below 25 kHz. In order to serve the intended application area of archeological surveying, special pointing rods with receivers at both ends have been developed.

### 7.1.3 Echolocation

Similar to biosonar used by several animals such as bats, it is possible to emit sound pulses by a transmitter to the environment and make use of the returned echoes to locate and identify objects or even determine the transmitter’s location. The principle of binaural (i.e. two-receiver based) localization is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Echolocation systems have the advantage that they can operate without the need for beacons or tags.
Reijniers and Peremans (2007) propose a biomimetic sonar system based on distance and bearing estimation of reflectors using a central transmitter and two receivers pointing in slightly different directions. A sweeping pulse of 3 ms duration in the frequency range between 31 kHz and 59 kHz is transmitted and the echoed signal is evaluated in the time- and frequency domain. First results indicate an uncertainty of the angles of a few degrees and positions of a few decimeters.

Wan and Paul (2010) implemented an experimental setup with 6 ultrasonic wall-mounted transmitters in order to track persons without the need for body-worn tags. An US signal is reflected at a person’s body causing an echo which is analyzed for estimation of the distance between the person and the transmitter. From multiple sensors it is possible to determine the person’s 2D position with an accuracy of better than 0.5 m.

### 7.2 Audible Sound

A small fraction of system approaches makes use of sound waves in the audible spectrum. The key idea is to make the system easily deployable using sound cards of standard devices. Apart from the task of avoiding annoyance to the user, other challenges arise from low bit rates and delays caused by the soundcards.

Filonenko et al. (2010) propose the use of inbuilt mobile phone speakers to generate simple sine tone ultrasonic signals in the near audible spectrum of 17 kHz to 22 kHz. Their goal is to implement ToF trilateration positioning using unmodified hardware on ordinary mobile phones.
Mandal et al. (2005) locate standard mobile devices using audible sounds at a frequency of 4 kHz. To minimize intrusiveness, positioning is carried out on request only. After calibration of these delays, the TOF multilateration approach achieves 3D accuracy of 60 cm (2σ) with a range of 7 m.

### 7.3 Summary on Sound Systems

Sound systems are used for various tracking applications at cm-level accuracy. The strong decay profile of acoustic waves causes sound systems to be limited to a 10 m operating range if not scaled with additional node deployment. Time synchronization is simple due to the relatively slow speed of sound. The drawbacks are frequency changes due to the Doppler shift and a strong temperature dependency. In contrast to other technologies, the performance parameters of various sound systems are relatively similar as shown in Table 7.1. Due to existing NLoS conditions and multipath propagation in indoor environments, the development of reliable sound systems at cm-level or better remains a substantial challenge.

#### Table 7.1. Localization systems using sound waves and reported performance parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy</th>
<th>Active or Passive Devices</th>
<th>Transmitters</th>
<th>Receivers</th>
<th>Tags or Tag Free</th>
<th>Carrier Frequency</th>
<th>Update Rate</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Bat</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>3 cm</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>720 tags</td>
<td>40 kHz</td>
<td>5 Hz</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>smart tracking</td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloulah</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3 cm</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4 tags</td>
<td>20-50 kHz</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>AAL, monitoring</td>
<td>demonstr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sato</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>4 cm</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4 tags</td>
<td>40 kHz</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>human motion</td>
<td>demonstr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonitor</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>subroom</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
<td>&gt;99 tags</td>
<td>35-40 kHz</td>
<td>5 Hz</td>
<td>disclosed</td>
<td>hospitals, mines</td>
<td>product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexamite</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.9 cm</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
<td>&gt;99 tags</td>
<td>40 kHz</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>3D studio</td>
<td>product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cricket</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1-2 cm</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>&gt;99 tags</td>
<td>40 kHz</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>smart tracking</td>
<td>product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schweinzer</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>&gt;99 tags</td>
<td>35-65 kHz</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>WSN</td>
<td>demonstr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiménez</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>&gt;8 tags</td>
<td>&lt;25 kHz</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>archeology</td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reijiniers</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>decimeter echo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 free</td>
<td>31-59 kHz</td>
<td>low echolocation</td>
<td>robot guidance</td>
<td>study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wan</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.5 m</td>
<td>echo</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 free</td>
<td>40 kHz</td>
<td>2 Hz</td>
<td>body reflection</td>
<td>person tracking</td>
<td>study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filonenko</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>&lt; 1 m</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 tags</td>
<td>17-22 kHz</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>LBS, guidance</td>
<td>proposal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandal</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>60 cm</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 tags</td>
<td>4 kHz</td>
<td>request</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>LBS, malls</td>
<td>demonstr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WLAN (Wireless Local Area Networks, IEEE 802.11 standard; ‘Wi-Fi’ is used interchangeably or as a superset of IEEE 802.11 and denotes the registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance) can be used to estimate the location of a mobile device within this network. The use of WLAN signals is a tempting approach, since WLAN access points are readily available in many indoor environments and it is possible to use standard mobile hardware devices. The range of 50 m to 100 m which is typically covered by WLAN outreaches that of Bluetooth or RFID. Another advantage of using WLAN is that line of sight is not required. ToA, TDoA or AoA methods are less common in WLAN due to the complexity of time delay and angular measurements. The most popular WLAN positioning method is to make use of RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicators) which are easy to extract in 802.11 networks and can run on off-the-shelf WLAN hardware. Therefore, WLAN positioning systems have become the most widespread approach for indoor localization, see Table 8.1 for an overview. In general, the use of RSSI in combination with WLAN can be subdivided into four strategies: Propagation modeling, Cell of Origin (CoO), Fingerprinting (FP) and multilateration.

8.1 Propagation Modeling

Modeling of signal propagation is considered as analytical fingerprinting in the literature, but treated separately here. For the purpose of analytical determination of Received Signal Strength Indicators (RSSI), different propagation models are used. A major technical difficulty using RSSI arises from the fact that RSSI values depend to a large extent on the propagation environment, making it very difficult to set up suitable propagation models which describe the relationship between RSSI values and receiver position in real indoor environments. Therefore fingerprinting methods (see 8.3) which rely on simple comparison of empirical measurements without application of a theoretical model have become the more favorable method compared to analytical modeling. However, analytical modeling can be used in combination with empirical fingerprinting. The better a theoretical model can predict the measurements, the less calibration measurements are required in an offline stage.

A basic propagation model is the radial symmetric free-space path loss model (3.1). The purpose of this model is to derive the distance between a radiating source and a receiver by exploiting the attenuation of RSSI with distance. However, this simplistic model is rarely applicable in indoor settings where the signals do not attenuate predictably with the distance due to
shadowing, reflection, refraction and absorption by the building structures. The Multi Wall Model (MWM) is a modified version of the path loss model which takes into account the wall being crossed on the direct path. It requires the thickness of walls and the dielectric properties of each wall as input. Since MWM considers only the direct path which does not necessarily correspond to the strongest path, ray tracing algorithms have been proposed which take into account all possible paths and sum up each individual contribution. In order to avoid the computational burden intrinsic to ray tracing Parodi et al. (2006) used the Dominant Path Model (DPM) which takes only into account the strongest path which is not necessarily identical to the direct path. An accepted propagation is the Indoor Path Loss Model (3.2.8) which has been validated by Chrysikos et al. (2009). However, the success of modeling WLAN propagation indoors is limited due to the interplay of highly unpredictable multipath fading.

### 8.2 Cell of Origin

This is a straightforward method suitable for applications with requirements for positioning accuracies of 50 m or more. The WLAN access point generating the highest RSSI value at the mobile device is identified and the user position is assumed to have the same coordinate position as the access point.

### 8.3 Empirical Fingerprinting

The empirical fingerprinting approach requires – as a major drawback – a previous set of calibration measurements in an offline stage (also denoted as the calibration phase) where the RSSI are observed at various locations in the building and stored together with ground-truth locations in a database known as a ‘radio map’. Each entry of the database is denoted as fingerprint f and consists of the ground-truth position \( (x, y, z) \) and the RSSI vector \( c \) containing the calibration measurements to access points. The database is then used in the operational online stage to estimate the position of a mobile device by correlating all current RSSI measurements \( r_t \) received at time \( t \) from \( n \) different access points with the RSSI values \( c \) of fingerprint location \( f \) stored in the database. A common method is to determine the Euclidean distance

\[
d(f \parallel (x, y, z, c)) = \sqrt{(r - c)^2}
\]  

(8.1)

in signal space, where the vector of RSSI differences \( (r - c) \) is of dimension \( n \), and \( n \) is the number of access points. Then, the Euclidean distances \( d_f \) for all \( m \) fingerprint locations are determined and stored in the distance vector \( d \). In the most straightforward approach, the minimum Euclidean distance \( d_{\text{min}} = \min(d) \) to a calibration point is taken as the current location. Alternatively, the coordinates of the observation point can be computed by a weighted mean of the calibration points, where the weights are set reciprocal to their distances \( d_f \). For example, the weighted mean for the coordinate \( x \) reads

\[
x = \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{1}{d_j} \right]^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{x_j}{d_j}
\]  

(8.2)

In the so called probabilistic approaches, the correlation values
for all $j$ fingerprint locations are compared. Based on the correlation value $cor$, the probability that the current RSSI observations $\mathbf{r}$ have been received at the same position as the fingerprint $\mathbf{f}_j$ can be computed. Since records at an observation point contain more than one epoch, fuzzy logic methods have been applied to make use of the additional information (Teuber and Eissfeller 2006).

Fingerprinting performance can reach meter-accuracy, depending on the number of base stations per m$^2$ and the density of calibration points where the fingerprints are taken. Even if there are no changes to the environment, recorded RSSI fluctuates in time. In order to eliminate the high-frequency deviation of attenuation in the signal (known as fast fading term) the RSSI values are to be averaged over a certain time interval up to several minutes at each fingerprint location. Owing to the substantial cost incurred by building the radio map, the fingerprinting approach may be prohibitive for many applications. In order to make the creation of radio maps economically efficient, Bolliger (2008), Park et al. (2010) and Hansen et al. (2010) draw on active user participation relying on the contribution of end users by marking their location on a floor plan while recording the fingerprints. The amount of prior fingerprint measurements can also be minimized by using mutual measurements between the access points to set up an initial propagation model which is refined by incorporating additional parameters via online learning (Parodi et al. 2006).

The main drawback of WLAN fingerprinting systems is that changes in the environment such as the moving of furniture in offices, open/closed doors or even people may necessitate recalulation of the predefined signal strength map. Chen et al. (2005) quantified these dynamic changes empirically and employed RFID sensors together with an online calibration scheme to build multiple radio maps under various environmental conditions. Hansen et al. (2010) conclude from long-term measurements over a period of two months that static radio maps cannot be used for room identification even in modestly dynamic environments and therefore recommend dynamically adapting algorithms. Also the orientation of the devices contributes to a change in the RSSI values (Xiang et al. 2004) and the influence from the user’s body (Gansemer et al. 2010). King et al. (2006) observed a decrease in the reception power of 15 dBm from the blocking effect of a human body. Even the humidity level causes changes in the RSSI, due to the WLAN operation band of 2.4 GHz being a resonant frequency of water (Chen et al. 2005).

WLAN hardware and network protocols have not been designed for positioning. As a consequence, another weakness of WLAN fingerprinting arises when the method is applied to users with different WLAN chipsets. RSSI values collected from different chipset vendors differ in the RSSI definition and are therefore difficult to compare (Koski et al. 2010). Vaupel et al. (2010) determined offsets in the RSSI values of 16 dBm between different handheld WLAN devices. Their calibration approach for RSSI offsets takes into account different distances, orientations and multiple access points. After calibration, the same localization accuracy could be achieved independent of the hardware used.

The indoor localization system RADAR is a pioneer work in WLAN fingerprinting. Bahl and Padmanabhan (2000), who developed the system, used the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method in signal space for location of a person and achieved a median deviation of 5 m using 3 access points covering about 1000 m$^2$. Apart from the node density, their findings include that the
performance depends on the number of data points taken and the orientation and speed of the user.

With extensive pre-calibration (1 m grid of calibration points, 110 RSSI measurements at each calibration point in 8 different orientations) King et al. (2006) report an average deviation of 1.6 m. Their approach includes the use of an additional digital compass to detect the orientations of the users to handle blocking effects from the user. The static radio map does not model environmental changes.

The fingerprinting method of Gansemer et al. (2010) developed an adapted Euclidean distance model which takes into account a dynamically changing environment with changing sets of received base stations. Therefore, the distances in the model are normalized according to the number of stations received.

In order to make their WLAN fingerprinting system economically feasible for campus-wide deployment, Gallagher et al. (2010) simplify the calibration phase, while accepting room-level accuracy. Their system also integrates GNSS measurements and aims to provide indoor and outdoor localization for students and staff based on smart phones.

### 8.3.1 Commercial WLAN Fingerprinting Systems

The XPS WLAN fingerprinting system offered by Skyhook© is a software-only, server based solution which allows determining a mobile position in dense urban areas. Skyhook (2011) builds up and maintains a global database of WLAN access points by collecting RSSI data from specially equipped cars. GNSS and cell tower ID’s (CoO) are also used. Since the fingerprinting is done by Skyhook, positioning can commence immediately after software installation. The system determines a device location with 10 to 20 meter accuracy in outdoor environments. The positioning performance for indoor environments was 30 m to 70 m average accuracy in a test measurement at availability of 50 % of the time (Gallagher et al. 2009). The system is designed to provide efficient positioning information on a large scale.

Also commercially available is the Ekahau© Real-Time Location System, based on the combination of RSSI WLAN fingerprinting and track history. In contrast to Skyhook, dedicated WLAN tags are to be deployed and the RSSI database is to be generated by the system providers themselves. According to the Ekahau© specifications, WLAN tags can be tracked at 1 to 3 meter accuracy. Gallagher et al. (2009) state an average accuracy of 7 m for indoor environments.

### 8.4 WLAN Distance Based Methods (Pathloss-Based Positioning)

Information regarding the distance from a transmitter is contained in the arrival times and the amplitudes of the received waveforms. Accordingly, distance estimation using WLAN is generally possible from RSSI, ToA, TDoA and RTT.

#### 8.4.1 Lateration Using RSSI

The RSSI value obtained by a wireless device is a function of the distance between emitter and receiver. The path loss or attenuation model (3.1) describes this dependency in general. However, this simplistic model does not fully describe the distribution of the path amplitudes in indoor environments, where the propagation conditions are of dynamic nature due to multipath (i.e. fast fading) and shadow fading (i.e. slow fading). Taking into consideration fast and slow fading the model becomes
where $P_R$ is the received power (RSS) value, $P_T$ the transmitted power, $G_T$ and $G_R$ the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, $d$ the distance, $p$ the path loss exponent, $\gamma$ a model parameter for slow fading (log-normal distribution) and $h$ a parameter modeling the fast fading, often referred to as multipath fading. Fast fading appears in the form of small scale rapid amplitude fluctuations of the complex envelope, caused by reception of multiple copies of the signal through multipath propagation and is usually modeled by Rayleigh distribution in absence of a strong received component, i.e. NLoS conditions. In cases where a strong dominating path (e.g. the LoS path) exists compared to other arriving low level scattered paths, the Rician distribution is used. More details on the propagation models in indoor environments can be found in Hashemi (1993).

If the RSSI are averaged over a certain time interval, the fast fading term $h$ in (8.4) can be approximated with $h = 1$ and using logarithmic units the dependency between RSSI $P_R$ and distance $d$ becomes

$$P_R = \alpha - 10 \log_{10}(d) + z(0, \sigma),$$  

where the shadow fading (also known as slow fading) is modeled as suggested by Salo et al. (2007) as the zero-mean Gaussian random variable $z$ with standard deviation $\sigma$. Shadow fading represents the slow variation in the signal amplitude due to obstacles in the propagation paths. The term $\alpha$ contains the averaged fast fading, the transmitter power $P_T$ as well as the antenna gains $G_T$ and $G_R$. Equation (8.5) can be used in any indoor environment to describe the relationship between RSSI values and the distance between an access point and a receiver. Figure 8.1 shows the logarithmic trend and also demonstrates that due to the logarithmic dependency, range estimation becomes more difficult with the increase in distance, i.e. long distances are almost indistinguishable from RSSI.

![Figure 8.1 Dependency between distance and RSSI. The continuous line represents the log-distance model and the dots are measurements according to Laitinen (2004)](image-url)
The main challenges for WLAN RSSI indoor positioning methods are the high time-variability of signal strength and the complexity of modeling the signal propagation according to attenuation patterns in indoor environments.

Mazuelas et al. (2009) use relation (8.5) to derive distance estimates from RSSI values to multiple WLAN access points in order to determine the location of a mobile receiver. To minimize the directional dependency of power transferred from transmitter to receiver caused by the rotational position of the antenna, omnidirectional antennas have been used. Prior to carrying out positioning, the averaged fading term $\alpha$ and the path loss $p$ were determined for a specific indoor environment. Using an over-determined set of distance estimates for their multilateration approach, the redundancy was exploited to dynamically adjust the path loss exponents by least-squares minimization and also quantify the standard deviation of the determined position estimate based on the residuals. Mazuelas et al. achieved a mean positional accuracy of 4 m in their test measurements.

8.4.2 WLAN ToA

WLAN ToA based on trilateration constitutes a technology to overcome the offline training phase required by RSSI based techniques. Timing measurements also provide a more stable alternative compared to RSSI measurements with their known variability in time.

However, ToA observations are not directly available from a standard WLAN interface. The present WLAN standard does not provide timestamps with sufficient resolution in time. Assuming optimal conditions it is possible to access a time base of 1 µs using standard WLAN, which corresponds to a resolution of 300 m in distance. This problem might be mitigated in future with the introduction of IEEE 802.11v which has an allocation for timestamp differences within the request/response mechanism.

Methods using time delay measurements in standard WLAN are complex due to the difficulty of obtaining precise timing measurements. In order to precisely determine the impulse response, the distribution of the arrival time sequence has been studied by Hashemi (1993). Muthukrishnan et al. (2006) concluded in their feasibility study that ToA is not a feasible approach for localization for WLAN due to the limitation of current hardware and protocols.

For precise time measurements, it is preferred to keep the system operating at the lowest possible network layers in order to avoid extra delays due to processing between the layers. Therefore, most ToA ranging methods rely on precise time measurements at the physical layer at the cost of hardware modifications in the WLAN chipset. It should be noted however, that the use of modified WLAN hardware is an obstacle for deploying WLAN ToA as practical positioning solution.

The ToA approach of Golden and Bateman (2007) estimated distances between fixed access points and the location of a laptop. Their approach requires minor modifications to the physical layer (software and hardware). In order to mitigate multipath propagation three different measures are taken. First, a diversity scheme is applied which relies on a number of different communication channels. Secondly, the multipath is minimized by using directional antennas at the access points. Thirdly, the existence of different delayed paths in the received signal is taken into account by applying the path-decomposition-model (3.3). The reported accuracy for the distances is 1 m to 5 m.
Reddy and Chandra (2007) propose a ToA technique based on correlation of the WLAN signal where the received signal is correlated at the physical layer with training symbols stored in the receiver. Different channel models were defined which take into account specific power delay profiles typical of certain environments, e.g. an office with NLoS conditions. A major drawback for measurements at the physical layer is that specific (nonstandard) hardware modules are required, causing the implementation to be difficult to put through in real-world applications.

The estimation of ToA distances at upper layers of WLAN takes advantage of the WLAN (IEEE 802.11) standard protocol and therefore its applicability is facilitated for ranging using portable, off-the-shelf devices. Due to the limitations of unmodified WLAN hardware and protocols, current approaches determine ToA indirectly from Round Trip Time (RTT) ranging techniques.

### 8.4.3 WLAN TDoA

TDoA requires simultaneous reception of signals from at least 2 access points for the most basic operation mode. One premise of WLAN however is that only one node talks at a time, i.e. the access points do not transmit on the same channel simultaneously. Therefore, TDoA based on WLAN follows the other approach where the access points serve as multiple synchronized receivers and the mobile station transmits the signal. The problem is that neighboring access points are typically set to different frequency channels and listen only in that particular frequency.

### 8.4.4 WLAN AoA

IEEE 802.11n is an amendment to the WLAN standard to improve the network throughput by adding a technology which supports multiple antenna configurations, known as Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO). Wong et al. (2008) used this amendment of WLAN to determine the Angle of Arrival (AoA) of a mobile transmitter signal received at an access point with an array of four linear monopole antennas. From AoA of four access points, the position of the mobile was estimated. Based on simulations it was concluded that the potential positioning accuracy is better than 2 m.

### 8.4.5 WLAN RTT

The Round Trip Time (RTT) is the time difference between the time a pulse was sent to an access point and the time the response was received at the same device after return (see Section 3.3.3). In order to estimate a distance to a WLAN access point based on RTT, the delay at the access point must be known. WLAN access points have no deterministic delay. Due to variable interrupt latencies outgoing or incoming time stamps are falsified. The resulting delays have a typical variation of 5 μs which translates to 1500 m error in the distance estimation. One possible solution is to measure the time delay directly at the access point and forward the value to the mobile station. In addition, the clock drift of an RTT observation must be taken into account during transmission of a sequence. If a WLAN clock has a frequency stability of 50 ppm and the RTT observation takes 320 μs, an accuracy of 5 m can be assumed.

Günther and Hoene (2004) conducted experiments with WLAN RTT based on low-cost, commercial WLAN hardware (with modifications at the Media Access Control (MAC) layer but without modification at the physical layer). They used the intrinsic feature of WLAN that a ping response is immediately acknowledged by its receiver to determine indirectly the air propagation time. By using multiple delay observations and applying statistical methods (i.e. stochastic resonance) Günther and Hoene found that the propagation delays correlate closely with the distance, obtaining a deviation of only a few meters.
Ciurana et al. (2009) carried out a pure software based solution for two-way ranging on the IEEE 802.11 standard protocol and off-the-shelf WLAN hardware. From the Round Trip Time \( RTT \), for a distance \( i \) and the reference Round Trip Time \( RTT_0 \) for the distance zero, the signal travel time

\[
\Delta t_i = \frac{RTT_i - RTT_0}{2}
\]

(8.6)
can be determined. The RTT is the difference between time-stamps obtained at the MAC layer. Experiments conducted under LoS conditions showed a large dispersion of RTT values. After averaging 1000 measurements (equivalent to a duration of 1 s), a ranging accuracy of 1.7 m was obtained for a LoS indoor distance of 13 m. An attempt to reduce the dispersion of the RTT observations has been made by Ciurana et al. (2010). In order to become a practical solution for indoor positioning, more hostile scenarios must be addressed and the impact of simultaneously injected data traffic at the access point must be better understood. Based on simulation, Tapper et al. (2010) predict that a campus wide implementation of a WLAN RTT positioning system can achieve an accuracy of 3 m to 5 m.

### 8.5 Summary on WLAN Systems

Fingerprinting based on RSSI values is the prevalent method of using WLAN for positioning. Depending on the density of calibration points, fingerprinting reaches accuracies of 2 m to 50 m, see Table 8.1. The fingerprinting method is particularly of commercial interest, because off-the-shelf devices can be used. Experiments on WLAN time-of-arrival distance measurements have proven to be of poor quality due to multipath and low resolution of the clocks. Using RSSI for distance estimation in indoor environments has also proved unreliable due to an irregular dependency between attenuation and distance in indoor environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy (m)</th>
<th>Area (m²) per Access Point.</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Prior calibration</th>
<th>Number of Calibration Points</th>
<th>Model / Method</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parodi</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1235 / 14 = 88</td>
<td>online learning</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2 – 5</td>
<td>1400 / 5 = 280</td>
<td>fingerprint &amp; map</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>offline training</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahl</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>978 / 3 = 326</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>offline training</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganser</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>972 / 24 = 40</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>offline training</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koski</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5 – 7</td>
<td>5600 / 206 = 27</td>
<td>fingerprint &amp; map</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>coverage area</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansen</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ca. 140/14 = 10</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>dynamic model</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2 – 4</td>
<td>400 / 5 = 80</td>
<td>fingerprint &amp; RFID</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>online</td>
<td>dynamic model</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>312 / 20 = 15</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>offline training</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teuber</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2 – 3</td>
<td>400 / 5 = 80</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>fuzzy logic</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazuelas</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3375 / 8 = 422</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>only AP</td>
<td>path loss model</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallagher</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>room level</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>signal distance</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekhah</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>ca. 450 / 5 = 90</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>offline training</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyhook</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>30 – 70</td>
<td>‘global’ coverage</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>no, by Skyhook</td>
<td>offline training</td>
<td>product</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1 – 5</td>
<td>hardware mod.</td>
<td>diversity</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>path decomposition</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddy</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>hardware mod.</td>
<td>time of arrival</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>LTS correlation</td>
<td>simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>hardware mod.</td>
<td>angle of arrival</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Günther</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>software mod.</td>
<td>round trip time</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>study</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciurana</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>software mod.</td>
<td>round trip time</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>line of sight</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9 Radio Frequency Identification

An RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) system consists of a reader with an antenna which interrogates nearby active transceivers or passive tags. Using RFID technology, data can be transmitted from the RFID tags to the reader (also known as RFID scanner) via radio waves. Typically, the data consist of the tag’s unique ID (i.e. its serial number) which can be related to available position information of the RFID tag. The most frequently employed positioning principle is that of proximity, also known as CoO (Cell of Origin), e.g. the system indicates the presence of a person wearing an RFID tag. Thereby, the accuracy of an RFID system is highly depending on the density of tag deployment and the maximal reading ranges. Alternatively, the Received Signal Strength Indicators (RSSI) can be used for coarse range estimation in order to apply multilateration techniques. Time of Arrival (ToA) distance estimation on RFID has been proven difficult to achieve. In order to measure the distance between a reader and a tag at a resolution of better than one meter, a bandwidth of at least 10 kHz must be used and multiple observations need to be averaged. The standard case of RFID positioning based on ToA distances relies on observations from a single tag, where the position determination is carried out in combination with Angle of Arrival (AoA) measurements from that tag. Also Phase of Arrival (PoA) methods have been proposed for RFID, see Povalač and Šebesta (2010). Fingerprinting (FP) based on pre-measured signal maps can also be applied. Readers are able to scan several tags at high data rates up to 10 Hz.

Generally, RFID systems can be unobtrusive to the user by integrating the tags in the pavement, under the carpet or in the walls without direct line of sight, since the radio waves have the ability to penetrate solid materials to some extent. The higher the frequency, the more the signal suffers from attenuation. The typical frequency ranges are categorized as Low Frequencies (LF) at 30 kHz to 500 kHz, High Frequencies (HF) at 3 MHz to 30 MHz, Ultra-High frequencies (UHF) at 433 MHz & 868 MHz to 930 MHz and microwaves (SHF) at 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz & 5.8 GHz.

Products equipped with RFID tags can be tracked seamlessly from a supplier’s factory to the retailer’s store shelves. However, as RFID moves to item and device tagging, the probability of tags disclosing personally identifiable information has become a primary privacy concern for users. On the other hand, the unique identification of RFID can be used for security to control building access or for payment systems allowing customers to pay for items automatically. When scaling an RFID system to large numbers in multiple facilities with geographical distribution, a challenge for data management and configuration arises.
9.1 Active RFID

An active RFID system consists of deployed RFID scanners which interrogate active radio transceivers equipped with internal battery power. In contrast to passive tags the need for batteries makes active transceivers heavier and more costly, but enables long detection ranges of 30 m or more. The active RFID technology can be used for positioning, where the location estimation is typically carried out by fingerprinting on RSSI.

Seco et al. (2010) have achieved a median positioning accuracy of 1.5 m based on 71 active RFID tags covering 55 rooms of 1600 m². Using Gaussian processes to describe the spatial dependence of RSSI signals propagating indoors they improved the accuracy by 30% versus least squares minimization. Jiménez et al. (2010) used the active RFID tags to stabilize the IMU drift of a foot mounted pedestrian navigation system. Their method of tight IMU-RFID integration limits the absolute drift deviation to maximal 1 m to 3 m. At an emission frequency of 1 Hz, it is expected that the tags’ batteries will last for a period of 6 months.

Peng et al. (2011) integrated an active RFID system with INS/GNSS in order to establish a seamless indoor/outdoor positioning system for the purpose of vehicle and pedestrian navigation. Based on a Sigma Point Kalman Filter multi-sensor integration algorithm, meter-level accuracy could be achieved.

Kimaldi (2011) offers a solution for applications in hospitals based on static active readers operating in the microwave band. The tags are worn as wristbands or attached to keyrings for access control and personal monitoring.

9.2 Passive RFID

Passive RFID systems solely rely on inductive coupling and therefore don’t require batteries. The principle of inductive coupling allows the tags to receive sufficient energy in the form of RF waves from the nearby RFID scanner to transmit their codes back to the scanner. Passive tags can be applied for waypoint navigation based on a reference grid of ID markers whose locations are accessible from a database. The advantages of using passive RFID tags for positioning are their small size, high level of ruggedness, relatively inexpensive installation and low maintenance needs since they have no batteries. Therefore, passive tags are suitable for subsurface embedding in building material. As the main drawback, the detection range is usually limited to 2 m, which demands dense deployment of tags. The attenuation for embedded tags increases with the frequency, e.g. the application for concrete embedded tags is prohibitive for frequencies above 2.4 GHz. Below 100 MHz the attenuation of embedded tags is low and comparable to that of free space, but frequencies below 300 MHz are unsuited for read ranges above 1 meter due to inductive coupling as a phenomenon of near-field operation. The penetration of electromagnetic waves in concrete depends on the use of integrated metal fibers, the moisture content of walls, floors and ceilings and the angle of incidence of the radio wave. Pena et al. (2003) have shown that signal propagation through reinforced concrete has a power loss of 90% at 30 cm penetration depth and a frequency of 900 MHz.

Daly et al. (2010) have embedded passive RFID tags in concrete and optimized the antenna design with respect to a maximal reading range for passive tags. They were able to double the readability by achieving a reading range of up to 1.2 m of concrete embedded tags. The embedding of RFID in the ground is used for navigation based on smart paving stones.
Further applications are discovery and identification of buried pipes. Dziadak et al. (2005) suggest attaching passive RFID tags to buried non-metallic pipes in order to facilitate their detection.

Passive tags have shown to be applicable for vehicle guidance (Baum et al. 2007) as well as inventory control (Frick 2011).

The navigation system ‘ways4all’, developed by Kiers et al (2011) includes arrays of passive RFID tags which have been deployed under the carpet to provide route guidance for visually impaired and blind people. Experiments show, that the current maximal reading range of 30 cm needs to be extended to 60 cm in order to obtain a sufficiently high tag detection rate.

Uchitomi et al. (2010) have enhanced the pure proximity positioning of an RFID reader antenna based on passive RFID tags. They rotate the RFID reader antenna in the horizontal plane and estimate its position from the intersection of positions of two communication boundary areas, see Figure 9.1. Using this method, a robot arm of 1.2 m in length could be located with an accuracy of less than 20 cm.

Another enhancement of passive RFID positioning based on proximity detection has been implemented by Fujimoto et al. (2011). By varying the transmission power of the reader, they create different sensing ranges to refine the distance estimation of a tag. In addition, the reader is moved to different locations in order to determine its position with higher accuracy. It takes 30 seconds to determine a position.

Future Shape offers the solution for robot navigation based on a 50 cm grid of passive RFID tags with the product name NaviFloor (2011). One application is that a cleaning robot can record the date and place of its operation and even which cleanser was used.

9.3 Summary on RFID Systems

Most RFID systems rely on proximity detection of permanently mounted tags to locate mobile readers. Therefore the accuracy of an RFID system is directly related to the density of tag
deployment and reading ranges. Some long-range active RFID systems can also use signal strength information to improve the localization accuracy. RFID can be combined with IMU in order to correct the drift which IMUs have. The main application of RFID location systems is route guidance for pedestrians. System parameters of RFID approaches included in this study are given in Table 9.1

Table 9.1 Localization systems using RFID and reported performance parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Tag Range</th>
<th>Tag Frequency</th>
<th>Tag Deployment</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Positioning Principle</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seco</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>active</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>433 MHz walls</td>
<td>1.5 m RSSI, FP</td>
<td>person/object</td>
<td>location</td>
<td>development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiménez</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>active</td>
<td></td>
<td>70 m</td>
<td>433 MHz walls</td>
<td>1.3 m RSSI + IMU</td>
<td>pedestrian</td>
<td>navigation</td>
<td>development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peng</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>active</td>
<td></td>
<td>100 m</td>
<td>915 MHz floor</td>
<td>1.3 m RSSI + IMU</td>
<td>pedestrian</td>
<td>navigation</td>
<td>study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimaldi</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>active</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 m</td>
<td>2.45 GHz wrist, keyring</td>
<td>room CoO</td>
<td>hospital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiers</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-30 cm</td>
<td>134 kHz under carpet</td>
<td>dm CoO</td>
<td>navigation</td>
<td>of blind</td>
<td>product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daly</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 m</td>
<td>868 MHz concrete</td>
<td>m CoO</td>
<td>vehicles and blind</td>
<td>navigation</td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dziadak</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>130 kHz soil, 2m depth</td>
<td>m CoO</td>
<td>buried asset detection</td>
<td>navigation</td>
<td>study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baum</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td></td>
<td>7-10 cm</td>
<td>13.5 MHz foil cover road</td>
<td>dm CoO</td>
<td>guided vehicle</td>
<td>development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utchitomi</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>2.45 GHz floor</td>
<td>20 cm CoO + AoA</td>
<td>pedestrian</td>
<td>navigation</td>
<td>simulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujimoto</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>2.45 GHz floor</td>
<td>15 cm CoO + range</td>
<td>pedestrian</td>
<td>navigation</td>
<td>study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviFloor</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 50 cm</td>
<td>13.5 MHz floor</td>
<td>50 cm CoO</td>
<td>robot navigation</td>
<td></td>
<td>product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) is a radio technology for short-range, high-bandwidth communication holding the properties of strong multipath resistance and to some extent penetrability for building material which can be favorable for indoor distance estimation, localization and tracking. A typical UWB setup features a stimulus radio wave generator and receivers which capture the propagated and scattered waves. In contrast to narrowband operation, UWB waves occupy a large frequency bandwidth (>500 MHz). More precisely, an emitted radio wave belongs to UWB if either the bandwidth exceeds 500 MHz or 20% of the carrier frequency. In order to avoid interference with other radio services, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the USA has limited the unlicensed use of UWB to an equivalent isotropically radiated power density of -41.3 dBm/MHz and restricted the frequency band to 3.1 GHz - 10.6 GHz (respectively 6.0 GHz - 8.5 GHz in accordance to the European Communications Committee (ECC)). Figure 10.1 illustrates how UWB coexists with other Radio Frequency (RF) standards.

Legal restrictions in signal power limit the operating range to less than 100 m. On the other hand the low power spectral density prevents harmfulness to the human body and bounds the interference of UWB signals with other narrowband receivers. Licensed UWB technologies operate in the wavelength of microwaves, where the low frequency components in the UWB...
signal spectrum have the ability to penetrate building materials such as concrete, glass and wood (Koncur et al. 2009). This is a useful property for indoor positioning, because it enables ranging under NLoS conditions and makes inter-room ranging possible. On the other hand, partial signal penetration into the target object is unfavorable for precise distant measurements, because the reflected signal includes multiple returns besides the outer boundary reflection. Therefore robust extraction of useful information from the received signal is a major challenge in UWB ranging. Superposition of different scattering effects complicates data interpretation.

10.1 Range Estimation Using UWB

A major advantage of using UWB for distance measurements is that large bandwidth translates into a high resolution in time and consequently in range. The achievable range resolution \( r_r \) can be approximated with

\[
\frac{r_r}{2} \approx \frac{v}{b},
\]

where \( v \) is the speed of the wave front and \( b \) the bandwidth. E.g. for the FCC band and propagation in free space (assuming speed of light with \( v = c_0 \)) it is \( r_r \approx 0.5 \frac{c_0}{7.5 \text{ GHz}} = 2 \text{ cm} \), respectively 6 cm for the ECC band at bandwidth \( b = 2.5 \text{ GHz} \).

UWB ranging techniques include Time of Arrival (ToA), Two Way Ranging (TWR), Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA). All these techniques rely on time measurements which can be divided into three different principles as described below.

10.1.1 Continuous Waves

Within the frequency band, different frequencies are sequentially used by stepping or sweeping (i.e. frequency modulation in a manner similar to a chirp, see Figure 13.2). The signal is analyzed in the frequency domain resulting in low time resolution which is unfavorable for dynamic real-time applications. Continuous waves allow for precise ranging, but cannot be used for small devices such as a smart phone because such technology requires large antennas. If the frequency range is very wide, a large physical size of the antenna is necessary to achieve sufficient antenna efficiency.

10.1.2 Impulse Radio

The UWB Impulse Radio (UWB-IR) is simply structured and can be used for fast distance measurements. The duration of the pulses is in the order of nanoseconds or even less. Compared to continuous waves, ultra-short pulses are less likely to interfere with signals traveling other paths allowing for better resolution of the line of sight path and therefore evoking robustness against multipath. Since the radios have to be powered for a short time only before and during pulse generation, UWB-IR has a low power consumption compared to other UWB techniques. UWB pulse-based ranging systems are employed with relatively low repetition rates of 1 MHz to 100 MHz (i.e. megapulses per second), in contrast to UWB communication systems which use 1 GHz to 100 GHz (Robert et al. 2010). Stoica (2006) presents a demonstrator for UWB-IR ranging based on non-coherent energy-collection and achieves 1.5 m (5 ns) distance estimation. Fischer et al. (2010) use impulses of 300 ps duration (equivalent to 9 cm wavelength) employing a Two Way Ranging (TWR) technique based on the gated oscillator principle. An accuracy of 4 cm was reported under perfect LoS conditions. Pietrzyk and von der Grün (2010) achieved a ranging accuracy of 1 cm to 2 cm for LoS distances of up to 5 m between an UWB-IR transmitter and a non-coherent energy detection receiver.
An actual implementation for localizing a mobile robot in industrial environments with NLoS conditions has been carried out by Segura et al. (2010). Four synchronized anchor nodes are used to determine the 2D location of a robot within 20 cm accuracy by TDoA ranging and hyperbolic intersection. The method also works under NLoS conditions at slightly poorer positional accuracy.

10.1.3 Pseudo Noise Modulation
Random or pseudo noise can be applied for ToA ranging (Herman et al. 2010, Zetik et al. 2010, Kocur et al. 2009). Usually this technique is based on Maximum Length Sequences (MLS, also known as M-sequences) which are pseudo-random binary sequences (of 585 ns duration for example). As a disadvantage, large processing capabilities are required for determining the correlation at the receiver. Nevertheless, pseudo noise techniques are of interest for the mobile phone market, because miniaturized antennas can be used.

10.2 Multipath Mitigation Using UWB
The large signal bandwidth of UWB allows for high resolution in time such that a large number of delayed multipath components appear in the signal and become resolvable. The rich multipath diversity can be used to mitigate signal fading. According to Hausmair et al. (2010) it is an ongoing research challenge to extract the multipath components from the information embedded in the Channel Impulse Response (CIR) of the UWB signal. Molisch (2009) has made an attempt to better understand the UWB fading statistics and CIR which consists of the sum of delayed, attenuated and scaled replicas of a transmitted impulse.

Coherent receivers are particularly well suited for multipath mitigation. A coherent receiver recovers the absolute phase, amplitude and time of the received multipath components, while a non-coherent receiver uses only the envelope of the signal power by autocorrelation of the received signal. Since non-coherent receivers do not use frequency and phase, less information is provided for the separation of multi-path reflections. Therefore, their ability to detect multipath is limited compared to coherent receivers.

10.3 Positioning Methods Using UWB

10.3.1 Passive UWB Localization
Passive UWB systems have the potential for localization of people and objects from signal reflection, using the principle of radar (Chapter 13.5). The advantage of passive UWB is that neither an active nor a passive tag needs to be worn by the user nor attached to the localized object. A typical passive localization setup includes one or more omnidirectional emitter antennas and multiple listener antennas, as shown in Figure 10.2.
In order to detect a moving person, time-invariant direct waves and strong static signals reflected from furniture need to be subtracted. Given that the locations of the emitter and receiver antennas are known, estimated ranges from the reflected waves can be used for any range-based algorithm such as ToA or TDoA multilateration to determine the object position. Following the so-called background subtraction approach, it is possible to observe extremely small movements such as cardiac or respiratory activity (e.g. Kosch et al. 2011).

Based on experiments with a network of deployed UWB pseudo-noise sensors, Herrmann et al. (2010) have shown the feasibility of UWB for application in Ambient Assistant Living (AAL). The test network consisted of two transmitters and four receivers in one room. From signal reflections from a moving person, the propagation distance and the reflectivity of the received wave were used to determine the location and identify the activity of the person. The authors concluded that scattering effects at the human body complicate data interpretation. For the purpose of smart audio systems, Zetik et al. (2010) demonstrated that passive UWB localization has the capability to detect walking persons by employing a setup of multi-receiver antennas.

10.3.2 UWB Virtual Anchors

Under the assumption that the 3D geometry of a room is known, multipath signal reflections from a single UWB transmitter can be used for position estimation of a mobile receiver. Even if only one transmitter has been physically deployed, signal reflections from walls cause path delays which can be used to derive pseudodistances to so-called virtual anchors and perform multilateration to estimate the transmitter position. Figure 10.3 illustrates the principle of virtual anchors. Meissner et al. (2010) propose the virtual anchor method in combination with the use of trajectory information. To determine the unknown positions, a multimodal optimization problem is solved by a so-called state space estimation technique.
10.3.3 UWB Direct Ranging

Direct, non-reflected UWB range measurements can also be used for positioning. As active tags are carried by the mobile user, such approaches can be categorized as active systems. Implementations can be based on ToA, TDoA or RTT (Round Trip Time) distance measurements from UWB Impulse Radios (UWB-IR, see 10.1.2.). Positions are determined based on LoS distances by lateration techniques.

10.3.4 UWB Fingerprinting

The large frequency spectrum of a Channel Impulse Response (CIR) from an UWB transmitter contains a large amount of information originating from multiple multipath components. Therefore, a unique fingerprint can be assigned to each location and stored in a database during an offline training phase. In an online phase, the current CIR is compared to the database and the fingerprint which is responsible for the optimal cross correlation coefficient is returned as the current position. UWB fingerprinting has the potential to achieve better accuracies than fingerprinting based on WLAN and is also applicable in NLoS scenarios. The advantage of fingerprinting using Received Signal Strength Indicators (RSSI) is that the method does not require time synchronization. As a drawback, the RSSI method does not make use of the full potential of high resolution available with UWB.

Kröll and Steiner (2010) implemented UWB fingerprinting with a grid spacing of 1 cm. Their demonstrator system consisted of one transmitter, one receiver and 6 fingerprinting regions, each 28 cm x 28 cm in size. The research team was able to correctly identify each neighbor region and achieved an average position accuracy of 4 cm.

Wang et al. (2010) carried out fingerprinting based on RSSI to localize a static UWB receiver. Based on a demonstrator system setup, a positional accuracy of 0.33 m was reported after 20 fingerprints had been taken from four fixed UWB transmitters on an area of 1.2 m x 1.6 m.
10.4 Commercial UWB Systems

A commercially available UWB-IR positioning solution is that of Ubisense (2011). The system operates in the 6.5 GHz to 8 GHz band and localizes small sized active tags equipped with long-life batteries. A system setup requires deployment of multiple fixed receivers which include antenna arrays for the estimation of the angle of incidence. Position determination is carried out by a combination of TDoA and AoA with a specified 3D accuracy of 15 cm for indoor environments and an operating range of around 50 m.

The UWB-IR system of Zebra Enterprise Solutions (2011) utilizes TDoA to locate tags up to a distance of 100 m and has a specified accuracy of better than 30 cm under line of site conditions. The system is particularly well suited for environments with severe multipath.

10.5 Summary on Ultra-Wideband Systems

Since achievable accuracy of ToA measurements is directly correlated to the signal bandwidth, Ultra-Wideband is well suited for precise ranging. At bandwidths of several hundred MHz and appropriate time resolution in the order of nanoseconds, ranging and positioning at cm-level are possible. UWB is especially useful for indoor environments where multipath is severe, because the wide bandwidth facilitates the detection of multiple time-delayed versions of a signal sequence. The reason why UWB has not entered the mass market (apart from a few industrial implementations) is the requirement for a dedicated transmitter-receiver infrastructure. An overview of UWB implementations included in this study is given in Table 10.1.

Table 10.1. Localization systems using UWB and performance parameters as reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Transmitters</th>
<th>Receivers</th>
<th>Noise Radar or IR (Pulse Duration)</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 IR (1.5 ns)</td>
<td>ToA</td>
<td>indoor application</td>
<td>not reported</td>
<td>demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoica</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 IR (750 ps)</td>
<td>ToA</td>
<td>sensor networks</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
<td>demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fischer</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 IR (300 ps)</td>
<td>ToA, RTT</td>
<td>industrial application</td>
<td>4 cm</td>
<td>demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pietrzyk</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 IR (65 ps)</td>
<td>ToA</td>
<td>precise ranging</td>
<td>1 cm – 2 cm</td>
<td>demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segura</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 IR (2 ns)</td>
<td>TDoA</td>
<td>mobile robot</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herrmann</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 noise M-seq.</td>
<td>body reflection</td>
<td>AAL, monitoring</td>
<td>person detection</td>
<td>demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zetik</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 noise M-seq.</td>
<td>body reflect., ToF</td>
<td>smart audio system</td>
<td>person detection</td>
<td>demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kocur</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 noise M-seq.</td>
<td>reflect, ToA</td>
<td>through wall pos.</td>
<td>person detection</td>
<td>demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meissner</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>passive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 IR virtual anchors tracking</td>
<td>0.5 m</td>
<td>simulation</td>
<td>0.3 m</td>
<td>demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kröll</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 pseudo noise fingerprinting</td>
<td>office</td>
<td>4 cm</td>
<td>demo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
<td>&gt;2 IR (very short)</td>
<td>TDoA, AoA</td>
<td>automation</td>
<td>&lt; 15 cm</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBISENSE</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
<td>&gt;2 IR (short)</td>
<td>TDoA</td>
<td>logistics</td>
<td>&lt; 30 cm</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebra</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
<td>&gt;2 IR (short)</td>
<td>TDoA</td>
<td>logistics</td>
<td>&lt; 30 cm</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11.1 Signal Attenuation

11 High Sensitive GNSS / Assisted GNSS

Employing Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) for positioning has the potential to fulfill the vision of ubiquitous positioning. GNSS are the only technique which satisfies the two conditions: a) independent operation from local infrastructure and b) world-wide coverage. However, indoor spaces are hardly covered by GNSS because receivers are challenged with the task of tracking satellites in an environment where signal fading is severe. The difficulty of receiving satellite signals indoors has triggered promising developments involving the building of highly sensitive and assisted GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) receivers – with many issues remaining unsolved.

11.1 Signal Attenuation

The power of the C/A code of the L1 frequency at the GPS satellite is about 500 Watts (27 dBW) if the antenna gain is taken into account. The free space path loss as a function of the satellite-to-receiver distance of 21'000 km is about 185 dBW (18 orders of magnitude). Therefore, a signal power of 27 dBW – 185 dBW = -158 dBW = -128 dBm can be expected at the Earth surface. The relevant quantity for signal acquisition is the receiver specific signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) which depends not only on the received signal power but also on the type of receiver amplifier.

Apart from free space path loss, building material causes additional attenuation of the satellite radio signal in indoor environments, where the attenuation factor depends primarily on electrical properties of the material such as the dielectric coefficient. Penetration of GNSS signals through ferro-concrete walls causes attenuation of 20 dB to 30 dB (a factor of 100 to 1000) compared to the signal amplitudes outdoors. Loss factors for various materials are listed in Table 11.1. While attenuation in wooden residential homes is moderate with 5 dB to 15 dB, typical brick or concrete buildings cause a loss of 20 dB to 30 dB. In underground car parks and tunnels the already weak satellite signals become nearly undetectable for GNSS receivers at loss factors of >30 dB, see Table 11.2.

Greater transmitter power would improve the signal strength and lighten the impact on attenuation but can hardly put into practice with satellites which solely rely on solar panels for their power.
Apart from attenuation of the GNSS signal, the topic of indoor signal reception is more complex and high sensitivity is only one milestone. Phenomena such as reflections, diffraction or scattering occur when radio signals enter a building. In particular, multipath reception induces individual time shifted measurements which degrade the quality of the received GNSS signal and lead to less reliable positioning. Indoor fading caused by building material is less well understood compared to the fading taking place in the troposphere and ionosphere which can be described by existing models. See Hein et al. (2008) for more details.

### 11.2 Assisted GNSS

Assisted GNSS (AGNSS, AGPS) is a thoroughly standardized positioning method in outdoor environments. Applications of AGNSS include localization of mobile phones or devices with internet access. AGNSS receivers employ an additional data link to provide information of satellite ephemeris, almanac, differential corrections and timing information which is normally obtained from the GNSS satellites directly.

A cold start (i.e. initial time, position and almanac being inaccurate) of an unassisted GNSS receiver requires search through a 2D space of about 30 frequency bins and 1000 code-delay chips (i.e. 30 × 1'023). The search through 30 frequency bins is necessary because the relative motion between receiver and satellites causes a shift in frequency (i.e. Doppler-shift). Since the Doppler shift is unknown in case of a cold start, the receiver must search across a wide frequency range, typically 30 Doppler bins. Since it takes about 1 s to search all code-delays of one frequency, the correlation peaks for all frequencies can be found within 30 s. It takes another 30 s until the time-of-week and ephemeris data is decoded, such that the total Time To First Fix (TTFF) is approximately 60 s. In a weak signal environment, the first fix takes longer or
is even not possible at all, because any lost data bit requires the receiver to obtain another data message of 30 s. In case of AGNSS, additional data helps to reduce the TTFF significantly in two ways. First, it is possible to save the timespan of 30 s which an unassisted receiver spends on downloading the ephemeris data from the satellites. Secondly, the search for the correlation peak is facilitated, because an AGNSS enabled receiver has prior information of each satellite’s position and velocity from an AGNSS server which can be used to effectively reduce the number of frequencies to be searched. By providing time, frequency and ephemeris data via the additional data link, a fix position is obtained much faster – under the assumption that at least some weak signals to four satellites can be received. An AGNSS receiver has therefore an increased sensitivity, facilitating the use of signal strengths below the normal threshold to carry out pseudorange measurements. Therefore AGNSS is an enabler for position estimation with GNSS in various indoor environments. Details on technical aspects of AGNSS can be found in Diggelen (2009).

### 11.3 Long Integration and Parallel Correlation

Apart from AGNSS, High Sensitive GNSS (HSGNSS) receivers make use of two further techniques which facilitate reception of weak satellite signals indoors. The first technique improves low signal to noise ratio by integration over multiple intervals, while at the same time accepting longer acquisition times. Conventional GNSS receivers integrate received signals for 1 ms, which is the duration of a C/A code cycle. The integration time can be increased up to 20 ms or even longer by predicting bit transition in the navigation message. However, this method can lead to unacceptably long searching durations. The second technique relies on massive parallel correlators to reduce the computing time for correlation by a factor of 500 or more and lessen the required receiver power (Eissfeller et al. 2005). AGNSS in combination with massive parallel correlation (e.g. $10^5$ correlators) can still not satisfy most applications in deep indoor scenarios. Within the next 10 years, a new level of indoor performance with GNSS might be reached with an improved GPS signal structure, GLONASS and additional use of Beidou and Galileo signals.

Currently, with the use of 44’000 correlators and SBAS (Satellite Based Augmentation System) 10 m accuracies can be achieved in indoor environments, e.g. Opus III (eRide 2011). Skyhook (2011) reports an accuracy of 10 m with an availability of 99.8 % and a Time-To-First-Fix of 4 s for its hybrid XPS system which combines WLAN, cell tower and AGNSS positioning. Lachapelle (2004) achieved an accuracy of 58 m over integration intervals of 10 s to 20 s in a commercial building and a horizontal positioning accuracy in the order of 10 m in a residential home.

Wieser (2006) assessed performances of a low-cost high sensitive u-blox antenna in partially obstructed scenarios. A high sensitive receiver was able to observe a significantly higher number of pseudo ranges to the satellites compared to a standard receiver, but the pseudo-range accuracy was 1 to 2 magnitudes lower compared to unobstructed environments (70 m instead of 4 m). Wieser showed that, taking into account a proper variance model and quality control, the positioning accuracy in harsh environments with the majority of observations obtained from obstructed satellites could be improved significantly (down to 5 m to 20 m).

Zhang et al. (2011) have assessed four static AGNSS enabled HSGNSS receivers in various indoor environments and obtained accuracies of 20 m to 60 m, see Table 11.3. Their overall conclusion is that there is no clear ‘winner’ on the HSGNSS receiver market today.
To improve the understanding of GNSS indoor reception, Kjærgaard et al. (2010) compared performances of HSGNSS receivers, including those embedded in mobile phones. The result of an extensive measurement campaign was that position accuracy of 5 m can be achieved inside wooden houses, 10 m in most concrete buildings and around 20 m in shopping malls. The significant factors degrading GNSS performance are the number of overlaying floors and the building material. GNSS receivers embedded in mobile phones generally provided slightly lower performances.

Eissfeller et al. (2005) show that acquisition of GNSS signals in environments facing severe signal attenuation of 25 dBW or more (e.g. basements, concrete buildings) requires Assisted GNSS. According to Eissfeller et al., currently achieved accuracies in office buildings of 20 m don’t allow room identification, but this could be realized with differential corrections using DGNSS.

Soloviev and Dickman (2010) extracted GNSS carrier phase measurements 30 dBW below open-sky conditions (deep indoors), achieving cm-level accuracies. The approach uses signal integration times of 1 s and advanced processing techniques to track the carrier phase. A precondition for coherent integration of 1 s is the generation of a long and precise signal replica which requires short-term clock stability of $10^{-10}$/s and reproduction of user motion, i.e. the inertial drift must not exceed 1 cm/s which can be achieved by employment of a commercial-grade IMU.

### 11.4 Summary on High Sensitive GNSS

Performance of indoor GNSS using high sensitivity technologies has been shown to be severely degraded, as compared to the level of performance achievable in outdoor environments. GNSS can be used inside buildings made of wood or bricks at accuracies in the order of 10 m when accepting acquisition times around 20 s. However, HSGNSS is not yet ready to be used for pedestrian navigation in most public buildings and therefore the market of emerging location-based services cannot be served with satisfaction based on HSGNSS alone. However, HSGNSS can be a useful component of an IMU multi-sensor indoor navigation system to provide sparse position updates. Table 11.1 gives an overview of various HSGNSS solutions and experimental studies.

#### Table 11.3 Performance of AGNSS enabled high sensitive receivers during static tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Indoor Environment</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Horizontal Accuracy (m)</th>
<th>Vertical Accuracy (m)</th>
<th>TTFF (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eRide</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>typical -191dBW</td>
<td>massive parallel</td>
<td>OPUS III</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyhook</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>difficult environ.</td>
<td>plus WLAN</td>
<td>SIRF</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachapelle</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>garage</td>
<td>massive parallel</td>
<td>SIRF-Star II</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>hot start</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachapelle</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>office building</td>
<td>massive parallel</td>
<td>SIRF-Star II</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10 – 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wieser</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>harsh environm.</td>
<td>variance model</td>
<td>u-blox TIM-LH</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>lecture room</td>
<td>AGNSS</td>
<td>Navman Jupiter 32</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>lecture room</td>
<td>AGNSS</td>
<td>SIRF GSCI-5000</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>lecture room</td>
<td>AGNSS</td>
<td>u-blox LEA-4P</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>lecture room</td>
<td>AGNSS</td>
<td>u-blox EVK-5H</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kjærgaard</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>wood &amp; brick</td>
<td>AGNSS</td>
<td>u-blox LEA-5H</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kjærgaard</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>shopping mall</td>
<td>AGNSS</td>
<td>u-blox LEA-5H</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>&gt; 1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kjærgaard</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>shopping mall</td>
<td>AGNSS</td>
<td>Nokia, GPS 5300</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eissfeller</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>wood dome</td>
<td>massive parallel</td>
<td>SIRF-Star II</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>hot start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eissfeller</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>wood dome</td>
<td>massive parallel</td>
<td>SIRF-Star III</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>hot start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soloviev</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>up to -188dBW</td>
<td>carrier phase</td>
<td>L1 only GPS</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12 Pseudolites

The term 'pseudolite' is an accepted short form for pseudo-satellites, which are land-based beacons that generate pseudo-noise codes similar to those transmitted by GNSS. A pseudolite system also includes mobile receiver units (rovers) whose positions are estimated from distance measurements to the pseudolite beacons which are usually deployed at known positions. The main purpose of pseudolites is to support GNSS with additional ranges in situations where satellite signals are blocked, jammed or simply not available, e.g. in indoor environments. Originally, pseudolites included only systems that transmit at GPS frequencies L1 (1575.42 MHz) and/or L2 (1227.6 MHz) to enhance the satellite geometry for the usage of customary GPS receivers. Although utilization of the civilian signal structure of GPS is advantageous because existing receiver hardware can be used, legal broadcasting of GNSS signals is very limited. Therefore research and development has moved away from preserving backward compatibility with existing GNSS. For the upcoming Galileo system however, the GATE (2011) testbed consisting of 8 terrestrial transmitters fulfills that strict sense of a pseudolite system by broadcasting fully compliant Galileo signals - but it will operate only until Galileo has reached full operational capability in 2014. This chapter refers to a broader definition of pseudolites which includes all systems that have similarities to GNSS.

The coverage area of a pseudolite system can span up to tens of kilometers, with its limitation mainly driven by the availability of line of sight between pseudolites and rovers. Although local regulations set upper limits to the signal power, the received power from pseudolites is orders of magnitude stronger compared to the received signal strength of satellites. A combined pseudolite receiver can acquire and track GNSS and pseudolite signals. This functionality provides an extended positioning solution for seamless transition between indoor and outdoor environments.

Several error sources are intrinsic for pseudolite based indoor positioning:

- Multipath is a big concern when using signal structures similar to GNSS indoors. This problem contributes to the degradation of system performance. Multipath is mitigated by carrying out carrier phase measurements which are less sensitive to multipath, i.e. a typical multipath error of the carrier phase is in the order of centimeters, compared to deviations in the order of 10 m for multipath code measurements (Kee et al. 2003).

- The near-far problem arises from signal interference of pseudolites with large differences in the distance to a receiver, causing such large disparities in received signal power that the weaker signal cannot be encoded. The problem is usually solved by pulsing the transmission of each pseudolite separately in time.
• Time synchronization remains a costly and complex task for pseudolite range measurements. This is particularly the case in deep indoor environments where access to atomic clocks of the GNSS satellites is not available.

• A solution for carrier phase ambiguities is not found straightforwardly for pseudolite systems relying on phase measurements. Methods for finding an ambiguity solution are triple differencing or keeping the receiver in motion while collecting carrier phase data in the initialization phase. Note that pseudolites – in contrast to satellites – don’t move and therefore do not provide additional geometric constraints while the receiver is static.

12.1 Pseudolites Using Signals Different to GNSS

This group of pseudolite systems uses a dedicated signal infrastructure which is similar – but not identical – to that of GNSS. An advantage is that license-free frequency bands can be used with better prospects of commercialization. Such systems have an architecture that usually includes distance estimation by pseudo ranges and carrier phase measurements.

The Locata (2011) technology consists of a network of terrestrial-based and time-synchronized pseudolite transmitters which broadcast GNSS-like signals for kinematic applications at cm-level accuracy using carrier-phase measurements. Two frequencies within the 2.4 GHz ISM band are used for broadcasting. The Locata transmitters can be synchronized to an accuracy of 3 ns. Deployed Locata transmitters can augment GNSS positioning in situations where the reception of GNSS signals is severely degraded. Intended applications are deep pit mines, where high walls block a significant number of GNSS satellites. Operating ranges of up to 50 km have been reported. Rizos et al. (2010) have conducted indoor experiments in a hall with an area of 30 m by 15 m. After installing a network of 5 Locata transmitters, a standard deviation for static measurements of 2 cm was achieved. Barnes et al. (2005) demonstrate the suitability of the Locata technology for machine tracking and guidance in factories or warehouses where GNSS satellite coverage is limited. Barnes et al. (2007) conclude that movements of less than 1 cm can be detected. Since the signals can be transmitted with significantly larger amplitudes compared to GNSS, Locata signals can penetrate walls, but with a degraded level of performance.

Trimble (2011) offers a so-called Terralite XPS system consisting of ground-based transmit stations which are used in combination with GPS/GLONASS to extend coverage for a positioning service in open pit mines. Very little information about the system specification has been made public.

Kee et al. (2001 and 2003) describe a system of asynchronous pseudolites which have been shown to provide accuracy of 1 mm to 2 mm in static experiments, respectively 5 mm to 15 mm in dynamic indoor environments. These results were achieved using customary GPS receivers with minor software modifications that allowed observing differential carrier phase measurements to four pseudolites.

12.2 GNSS Repeaters

GNSS Repeaters use – in contrast to pseudolites – the original, unmodified (but amplified) GNSS signal for positioning. The purpose of using Repeaters is to enable customary GNSS receivers to track satellites in a blocked signal environment. The GNSS Repeater approach includes a GNSS antenna located outdoors at a location with direct view to the satellites. A preferred location is
the roof of a building. The received GNSS signal is transferred from the antenna into the building via cable and repeated wirelessly inside the building by multiple transmitters which consist of a signal amplifier and an internal rebroadcast antenna. If only a single transmitter is used for retransmission, a mobile receiver in the coverage area will always determine its own location to be that of the static outdoor antenna. The extra path delay from the repeater cable is common to all satellites and thus indistinguishable from the receiver offset. To enable positioning indoors with higher resolution, multiple transmitters can be deployed. Based on a sequential broadcasting scheme the individual transmitters can be identified from fixed time slots within a transmission cycle. The advantage of such an approach is that the synchronization of the transmitters is automatically provided by GNSS time. At the rover, the position is determined by multilateration from delta distances (distance differences or pseudo distances) between the rover and the transmitters. These pseudo distances are obtained from an offset in the carrier phase of the received signal at the rover.

The implementation of a repeater system requires compliance with the regulations for its legal operation. The ECC Report-145 (2010) details the regulatory framework for GNSS repeaters. In order to prevent signal interference which can impact the normal use of GNSS in the vicinity, the regulations limit the total gain of +45 dB for GNSS repeaters, which is equivalent to a GNSS protection distance of around 10 m for a typical GNSS signal strength of -160 dBW. However, most countries currently do not allow using GNSS repeater equipment at all.

Fluerasu et al. (2011) present a proof-of-concept of a repeater system with multiple indoor transmitters. The stated accuracy of their implementation is 2 m to 3 m. In order to reduce the interference problem for uninvolved GNSS receivers located in the vicinity, the PRN codes 33 to 36 were used, which are reserved to support pseudolites.

Vervisch-Picois and Samama (2009) propose a concept of so-called repealites (short for repeater-pseudolites), which represent a compromise between GNSS repeaters and pseudolites. The same satellite signal is retransmitted continuously onto all antennas of an indoor setting, but a distinct delay is applied to each antenna in order to avoid interference. From four delayed tracking channels, the receiver is able to determine its own position from four pseudoranges with an accuracy of 40 cm. If carrier phase measurements are used and the phase ambiguities can be solved, the authors predict that an accuracy of 10 cm to 15 cm is feasible.

Figure 12.1 System overview of Alawieh et al. (2010)
The experimental system of Niwa et al. (2008) includes repeaters from a rooftop antenna and pseudolites transmitting GPS L1 codes with the PRN numbers 33 to 36 which are not used for satellites. Carrier phase measurements to locate a robot proved to be unreliable due to cycle slips which occur when the robot is near a wall.

Alawieh (2010) presents a method for modeling the clock drift of a pseudolite system which is currently under development at the Fraunhofer Institute IIS. The system architecture includes a special differential technique which employs additional reference receiver stations which estimate the clock bias of the pseudolites and forward the value as a time correction to a rover, see Figure 12.1.

### 12.3 Summary on Pseudolite Systems

Several difficulties have limited pseudolite systems to few applications in GNSS-challenged environments such as open pit mines. These difficulties arise primarily from the need for multipath mitigation, time synchronization and ambiguity solving. The tempting approach to broadcast the GPS L1 signal or to use GNSS repeaters is impeded by regulatory restrictions. Therefore, pseudolites of commercial systems always broadcast their own signal structure. While an area of several kilometers can be covered outdoors, the indoor application is limited to a single room or part of a building. An overview of pseudolite systems included in this study is given in Table 12.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy (m)</th>
<th>Coverage Area (m²)</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rizos (Locata)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>carrier phase ranges</td>
<td>2 cm</td>
<td>50 km</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>pit mines, also indoors</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimble</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>not disclosed</td>
<td>cm - dm</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>not disclosed</td>
<td>pit mines</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kee</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>carrier phase ranges</td>
<td>1-2 cm</td>
<td>9 m²</td>
<td>1.0 GHz</td>
<td>factories, indoor nav.</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluerasu</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>GNSS repeaters</td>
<td>2-3 m</td>
<td>building</td>
<td>1.6 GHz, L1</td>
<td>emergency, fire fighters</td>
<td>simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vervisch-Picois</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>repealdties</td>
<td>&lt; 1 m</td>
<td>400 m²</td>
<td>1.6 GHz, L1</td>
<td>commercial indoor use</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niwa</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>carrier phase ranges</td>
<td>cm - m</td>
<td>100 m²</td>
<td>1.6 GHz, L1</td>
<td>robots for everyday life</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alawieh</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>carrier phase ranges</td>
<td>4 cm</td>
<td>100×100 m²</td>
<td>not disclosed</td>
<td>enhanced navigation</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13 Other Radio Frequency Technologies

A major class of indoor positioning systems utilizes propagation of Radio-Frequency (RF) signals emitted by either dedicated beacon structures, notably Ultra Wide Band Radios (Chapter 10) and RFID tags (Chapter 9) or alternatively via common wireless communication standards via an existing network of deployed nodes such as WLAN (Chapter 8). This chapter discusses communication protocols such as ZigBee (Section 13.1) and Bluetooth (Section 13.2) which have – like WLAN – been designed for short-range wireless transfer. The existing infrastructure of short-range DECT phones (Section 13.3) as well as wide-area digital television (Section 13.4) and Cellular Networks (Section 13.5) can also be used for indoor positioning. Systems based on RF signal reflection are discussed in Section 13.6 (Radar). Chapter 13 concludes with a discussion on positioning using long-range FM Radios (Section 13.7).

13.1 ZigBee

ZigBee is a wireless technology standard which can be regarded as a low rate Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN). It is particularly designed for applications which demand low-power consumption, but don't require large data throughput. The signal range coverage of a ZigBee node is up to 100 m in free space, but in indoor environments typically 20 m to 30 m. Distance estimation between two ZigBee nodes is usually carried out from RSSI values. Since ZigBee operates in the unlicensed ISM bands, it is vulnerable to interference from a wide range of signal types using the same frequency which can disrupt radio communication.

Larrañaga et al. (2010) deployed a ZigBee network consisting of 8 reference nodes in an office space area of 432 m². RSSI values were used for locating a mobile ZigBee node. Instead of generating a map of fingerprints, the distances between the known positions of the reference nodes were used to obtain information about the real propagation characteristics of the scenario. An average localization accuracy of 3 m was achieved. In a similar study carried out by Tadakamadla (2006) it was concluded that the main error contribution is caused by the randomness of RSSI and the dependency on the user’s orientation and the user’s body. My-Bodyguard (2011) offers a tracking system for persons and objects based on ZigBee for indoor areas and GNSS otherwise. My-Bodyguard is supposed to deliver room-level accuracy at a
measurement rate of 0.2 Hz. The beacons’ battery power is specified for an active signal transmission duration of 3 years.

13.2 Bluetooth

Bluetooth is – like ZigBee – a wireless standard for Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs). But in contrast to ZigBee, the Bluetooth standard is a proprietary format managed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group. The advantage of using Bluetooth for exchanging information between devices is that this technology is of high security, low cost, low power and small size. The highest specified power level (class 3) of the Bluetooth standard has a maximum power output of 1 mW (0 dBm) which enables communication ranges of 5 m to 10 m depending on the propagation conditions such as LOS, material coverage and antenna configuration. Since the Bluetooth sensor does not stay in inquiry mode for 5 s during its 10 s cycle, the off-the-shelf Bluetooth device has latency unsuitable for real-time positioning applications.

According to Cheung et al. (2006) the consensus in published work on Bluetooth positioning implies that the standards and intrinsic characteristics of the protocol do not favor conventional time-of-flight based positioning methods. Reading RSSI for an unmodified standard Bluetooth device is not in option either, since the host controller command for reading the received signal strength values is not implemented by default (Aalto et al. 2004). Therefore, the Cell of Origin (CoO) method is normally applied as the basic positioning principle. Aalto et al. implemented the Real-Time Navigational Assistance (URNA) system to enable the transfer of location-based information between Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones. Using CoO, the position accuracy was stated as 10 m to 20 m, which was the achievable range of device discovery during tests carried out in a corridor. URNA is designed for location-aware mobile advertising to mobile phones.

Being aware that RSSI is not a reliable measure of Bluetooth hardware, Bargh and de Grote (2008) used a fingerprint-based localization method which relies only on the Response Rate (RR) of Bluetooth inquiries. It was shown, that the measured RR decreases with respect to the distance, e.g. for 2 m RR = 97% and for 10 m RR = 86 % at variances of 1 % to 5%. An extensive fingerprinting capture was necessary to achieve sub-room accuracy.

ZONITH (2011) offers an indoor positioning module which consists of deployed Bluetooth beacons (each covering one or more rooms) and Bluetooth devices, such as those integrated in mobile phones, worn by the people to be tracked. On a graphical interface, it is possible to view the employees’ locations. ZONITH provides room-level accuracy sufficient for applications of worker protection and automatic alarm dispatch.

13.3 DECT Phones

Phones based on Digital Enhanced Cordless Technology (DECT) are common devices for talking wirelessly around the house. DECT phones communicate with a single base station within a typical distance of 200 m to 500 m.
Kranz (2010) demonstrated the feasibility of using DECT phones for positioning in urban indoor and outdoor scenarios. His fingerprinting method on DECT RSSI outperformed that of WLAN due to the high number of DECT stations (12 to 17) which could be received at a single sub-urban location. After taking fingerprints of 1 to 3 m separation, a localization accuracy of up to 5 m was achieved.

Schwaighofer et al. (2003) have taken a dense grid of 650 RSSI fingerprints from typically 15 surrounding DECT phones in an assembly hall of 250 m × 180 m. Due to dynamical changes caused by moving cranes and people, the RSSI fluctuated by 10 dB. An average deviation of 7.5 m was achieved by building Gaussian process models for the RSSI distribution.

### 13.4 Digital Television

Broadcast signals of digital television stations can be utilized for positioning in urban areas including deep indoor environments with accuracy of about 10 m. Since digital television had started in 1998, most countries have established a network of terrestrial broadcast stations (10 km to 100 km distance between stations). The unmodified digital video broadcast is suited for pseudorange estimation and multilateration in indoor environments due to several reasons:

- digital television has a signal power advantage over GPS of 40 dB allowing reception in deep indoor environments
- the signals have a wide bandwidth of 5 MHz – 8 MHz facilitating multipath mitigation
- demodulation of the data is simplified by a guard interval in the message
- emitters of digital television are synchronized with GPS time allowing to timestamp the data and determine TOA pseudoranges.

However, the weak density of terrestrial emitters is low – causing the direct signal to arrive at low elevation angles near the horizon. With such a network configuration, only 2D positioning is feasible and multipath is severe since the direct signal is usually blocked.

Rabinowitz and Spilker (2005) have shown that the infrastructure of digital television can be exploited for obtaining positions in parking garages and in office buildings. In the ground floor from an office building an accuracy of 10 m was achieved.

Serant et al. (2011) describe a pseudorange estimation method based on digital video broadcast signals and demonstrate that pseudoranges can be determined with an accuracy of 20 m even in the presence of NLOS signals and blockage of the direct signals. With advanced processing techniques the research team was able to improve these results to below 10 m.

### 13.5 Cellular Networks

This section is dedicated to positioning techniques which solely rely on the mobile cellular network, notably the second-generation wireless telephone technology GSM (Global System for
Mobile communication. It does not include navigation techniques which make use of sensor components being integral part of smart phones such as INS (MEMS accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers), GNSS, cameras and WLAN. See Chapter 14 for solutions based on INS-supported pedestrian navigation.

Mobile networks such as GSM and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) form the basis of modern area-wide wireless communication infrastructure. GSM networks are pervasively available in most countries. With cell sizes of up to 35 km, GSM far outreaches the coverage of WLAN. Therefore, obtaining position estimates for the mobile user – even with low accuracy – sees mass market applications such as location based services and emergency assistance. For locating a mobile phone, it is not necessary to make an active call. Unlike WLAN, GSM operates in the licensed bands, where there is no interference from other devices operating at the same frequency.

All mobile phone tracking methods have in common that they use the locations of nearby antennas mounted at radio towers to infer the mobile’s position. These are: RSSI fingerprinting, RSSI distances, AoA, ToA, TDoA and CoO (see Section 3.3 for an explanation). Ingensand and Bitzi (2001) describe the common methods for GSM positioning and show the advantages and disadvantages of these methods. The achievable accuracies are listed and considerations on the improvement of accuracy are made. A detailed theoretical background of the common methods for mobile positioning including the derivation of fundamental performance bounds can be found in Gustafsson and Gunnarsson (2005).

13.5.1 GSM Fingerprinting

The most common method of GSM indoor locating is fingerprinting based on the power level (RSSI). GSM fingerprinting has two advantages: First, the poser level observed by a mobile device exhibits a significant variability at around 1 m to 10 m in indoor spaces. Secondly, the hardware of customary mobile phones can be used. The shortcomings of GSM fingerprinting are low reliability due to varying signal propagation conditions and the need for an area-wide, but also dense grid of fingerprints. Even for indoor positioning the GSM signal travels mostly outdoors and is affected by changing weather, foliation and construction (Popleteev 2011). In contrast, Varshavsky et al. (2007) show that the GSM signal is extremely stable over time. Note that RSSI based localization is not possible for CDMA networks where the transmission power is dynamically adjusted at the radio towers according to the current needs. Varshavsky et al. (2007) conducted experiments on RSSI fingerprints collected in multi-floor buildings. By reading up to 29 GSM channels at a time and taking GSM fingerprints 1 m to 2 m apart, they were effectively able to differentiate between floors of the building. Depending on the number of measurements per location as well as the number of received channels and data collection grid size, they achieved a positioning accuracy of 2 m to 4 m.

13.5.2 Distance Based GSM Positioning

The project report of SoLoc (2009) describes the difficulties that arise from distance-based positioning on GSM. First, phone providers keep their locations concealed. Second, it is difficult to find a suitable signal propagation model adequate for various scenarios. SoLoc used the Walfisch-Ikegami model which considers building heights, antenna heights and even street widths. Gustafsson and Gunnarsson (2005) demonstrate that accuracy of 100 m is realistic for distance-model based GSM positioning.
Using two locally deployed sources of GSM cellular signals, Loctronix (2011) claims to achieve meter-level accuracy based on Doppler ranging. Apart from dedicated GSM beacons, the system can make use of various signals of opportunity such as those from GSM cell towers, digital television, WLAN and GNSS. Depending on the availability of signals, the system achieves accuracies of 1 m to 15 m. At the time of writing, products were not yet on the market.

### 13.5.3 Angle Based GSM Positioning

The resolution in AoA (Angle of Arrival) depends on the antenna configuration. GSM base stations are typically equipped with directionally sensitive antennas which provide crude angle information, e.g. 120° angles for a 3-sector antenna. Some radio towers equipped with group antennas establish sectors of 30°. For the indoor case, AoA information is further diluted due to the presence of NLoS and multipath propagation.

The Enhanced Cell of Origin (ECoO) method has been specially designed for mobile phones, which refers to a cell-sector positioning method to provide angular information and distance estimation to cell towers by measuring the Round Trip Time (RTT). In case of Line of Sight (LoS), relatively good distance accuracy can be achieved by RTT, but LoS conditions are not common in indoor environments. Shen and Oda (2010) showed in their simulations that ECoO could be used to estimate direction with an accuracy of 11° in a Rayleigh fading environment, i.e. assuming NLoS conditions. Using ECoO and RTT measurements, they predict a 2D position accuracy of 100 m to 150 m at a cell tower spacing of 4 km.

### 13.6 Radar

Radar (Radio Detection And Ranging) is a technique to determine the range and angle of incidence to an object. The original principle of radar was to measure the propagation time and direction of radio pulses transmitted by an antenna and then bounced back from a distant passive target (primary radar). If the object returns a tiny part of the wave's energy to the antenna, the radar device measures the elapsed time. The angle of incidence is estimated from a directional antenna. This original concept of radar assumes passive object reflection and involves only one station which comprises both, transmitter and sensor. This concept has two disadvantages: most of the signal energy gets lost by the reflection and the use of steerable directional antennas is impracticable. Therefore, the concept of radar has been extended to include more than one active transmitter (secondary radar). Instead of passive reflection, the single-way travel time of the radar pulse is measured by ToA and then returned actively. Some methods such as FMCW Radar (see 13.6.1) transmit a signal continuously. If the transmissions in each direction are sufficiently separated in frequency, the return can occur immediately. Instead of using directional antennas, the angle of incidence can be determined indirectly by multilateration from several transmitters at fixed positions. The two concepts have in common that the Round Trip Time (RTT) is linearly related to the distance.

#### 13.6.1 FMCW Radar

Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar is a short-range measuring technique, where the transmitter frequency is linearly increased with the time. The returned echo is received with a constant offset $\Delta t$, which relates to the travelled distance, see Figure 13.1. An
advantage of FMCW is its resistance to the Doppler effect. The Doppler movement only introduces a shift in the frequency which is canceled out by differencing.

Applying the FMCW technique for distance measurements between two devices, accuracies in the order of a few centimeters can be achieved. Most FMCW Radar implementations make use of multilateration based on RTT distance estimates between a mobile transmitter and multiple fixed transponders. The transponder broadcasts a radio signal in the free ISM-band (5.725 GHz to 5.875 GHz) which is received, processed and echoed back to the transponder by each transmitter without time delay. The echo is coded with the respective transponder’s identification in order to allow the transmitter to separate each transponder’s answer.

![Figure 13.1 Linear frequency increase of transmitted signal (solid). Received echo (dashed). The constant time delay Δt relates to the distance.](image)

Stelzer et al. (2004) have prototyped a local positioning system based on FMCW radar with a system architecture of multiple fixed base stations and a lightweight mobile transponder operating at 5.8 GHz. Based on TDoA ranges at cm-level precision measured under LoS conditions, a positioning accuracy of 10 cm over 500 m has been achieved. At a measurement rate of 1000 Hz, the system can be used to track fast vehicles at race courses.

Symeo (2011) offers the 2D local positioning system 'LPR-2D' which can be used to determine the position of a mobile transponder within accuracy of up to 5 cm. At least 3 distance measurements to 3 fixed reference transmitters mounted in a distance of up to 400 m are required. Combined indoor/outdoor use is possible from an integrated differential GNSS receiver. The system is dedicated for operation under harsh industrial conditions to guide vehicles and cranes. A detailed system description has been published by Röhr and Gulden (2009). ABATEC (2011) offers the 3D positioning system 'LPM' based on FMCW radar for various applications such as sport analysis and infotainment.

### 13.6.2 Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS)

CSS is a spread spectrum technique similar to FMCW (13.6.1) which uses wideband linear frequency modulated chirp pulses instead of continuous waves. A chirp of CSS is a sinusoidal signal whose frequency increases and decreases over a certain amount of time. Figure 13.2 shows an example chirp. In contrast to FMCW the chirp pulses have a fixed duration of 1 µs followed by an interval with no signal, which reduces the required transmission power.
The main advantage of using CSS is robustness to noise and multipath owing to the wide bandwidth used to produce a chirp signal. Precise time synchronization between the devices is not required. The chirp pulses can be used for range measurements with low power consumption. In contrast to FM radios (Section 13.7) which operate between 88 MHz to 108 MHz, CSS is used in the 2.45 GHz band. Nanotron Technologies (2011) has marketed an RF positioning kit which uses a network of up to 16 nodes that can either be configured as beacon or mobile node. Positioning is carried out on CSS ranging at an accuracy of 1 m. Solcon (2011) offers a similar location system based on CSS frequency modulation. The distances are determined by Symmetrical Double-Sided Two Way Ranging (SDS-TWR), a ranging methodology that uses two delays.

![Graph of frequency modulated chirp](image)

**Figure 13.2 Frequency modulated chirp, \( a(t) = \sin (2\pi (0.1 + t)) \)**

### 13.6.3 Doppler Radar

Doppler radar is a special radar technique for the detection and tracking moving targets. It is common for airborne applications but can also be applied for infrastructure free indoor navigation. Doppler radar utilizes Doppler ranging, i.e. relative velocity measurements from the Doppler shift between an emitted radar wave and the return signal after reflection from an obstacle (e.g. a wall). It can only be used to determine the radial component of a target's velocity.

Yokoo et al. (2009) use two continuous wave Doppler radars to track a vehicle. Without employment of other sensors, the positioning technique of Doppler radar shows a strong drift due to unstable orientation (2 m deviation for a 20 m trajectory). Nevertheless, when supporting the Doppler radar with data from a gyro sensor the accuracy improved by a factor of 30 (6.8 cm instead of 2 m). The intended application is pedestrian navigation for first responders.

### 13.6.4 Wave Field Analysis

The principle of distance measurement is to establish a ‘standing wave’ between the transmitter and receiver unit in order to determine the phase shift. Several such phase measurements are carried out sequentially for a discrete set of frequencies in the spectrum between 2.4 GHz to 2.48 GHz. A change of 1 MHz for example, causes a phase shift of ca. 24° at a certain distance, but will be 48° for the doubled distance. The final distance is then determined by Fourier analysis. The advantage of such a phase measurement technique is that there is no need for accurate synchronization or time measurements.
The company ‘lambda: 4 Entwicklungen GmbH’ (Lambda:4 2011) is prototyping a positioning system using wave field analyses for the purpose of rescuing people buried by an avalanche or locating fireman in a hazardous environment. The system measures distances between a handheld locating device of approximately 1.2 kg and an active transmitter of matchbox size. Positions are determined from multiple devices via multilateration or direction estimation using RSSI from an antenna array. The system is capable of detecting the tags with an accuracy of less than 1 m for the LoS case and 1 m to 5 m accuracy in the case of NLoS, i.e. walls in the direct signal path. Under LoS conditions it can cover distances up to 100 m. According to Reimann (2011), a static system with constant antenna orientation can achieve millimeter accuracy.

13.7 FM Radio

FM radios represent a well-established broadcasting technology originally reserved for Frequency Modulation (FM) to convey information over a carrier wave by varying its frequency. FM nowadays refers to any radio wave operating in the frequency band 87.5 MHz to 108.0 MHz no matter what type of signal modulation is applied. The audio signals transmitted by FM radio broadcasting towers can be used for indoor navigation. ToA and TDoA methods have not been regarded as feasible because the FM signal lacks timing information. But signal strength based fingerprinting techniques which are independent of clock synchronization can be applied on broadcast FM signals. The employment of FM radios for positioning benefits from the existence of radio tower infrastructure providing almost ubiquitous coverage in indoor and outdoor environments, high received signal power and the possibility of using low-cost, low-power hardware. Due to the passive nature of the client devices, FM can be used in sensitive areas where other RF technologies are prohibited for safety or security reasons. On top of that, FM technology is readily available in many mobile devices.

Moghtadaiee et al. (2011) have implemented an RSSI fingerprinting positioning system based on FM radios in an office environment. After obtaining FM fingerprints consisting of 17 sensed FM channels at 150 grid points within an area of 253 m², a mean accuracy of 3 m could be achieved. However, under the same conditions, the WLAN fingerprinting showed higher accuracy.

In contrast to Moghtadaiee et al., Popleteev (2011) concluded in his PhD thesis that indoor positioning based on broadcast FM stations is comparable to WLAN in terms of accuracy and outperforms other RF technologies in battery life and coverage. Popleteev carried out RSSI fingerprinting on a 1 m grid of calibration points. Using RSSI values from 76 active FM broadcasting stations and 3 local, self-installed FM transmitters, he achieved a positioning accuracy of 5 m (1 m median). Paplatseyeu et al. (2009) rely exclusively on short-range, self-deployed FM transmitters. Their fingerprinting method achieved similar results of 5 m accuracy.

13.8 Summary on Radio Systems

Any radio signal can be used for indoor positioning at any frequency, signal range and protocol, see Table 13.1. However, performance levels and applicability vary greatly depending on several factors such as the use of pre-existing reference infrastructure, pervasiveness of devices, signal ranges, power levels etc. Signal strength fingerprinting and distance based methods can be
considered. While fingerprinting at meter level accuracy is impracticable due to the required pre-calibration, time-of-flight measurements remain unreliable indoors due to complicated signal propagation. The outstanding sub-millimeter accuracy which interferometry offers is only of relative type and therefore hardly applicable for indoor navigation.

Table 13.1 Localization systems using various RF technologies and reported performance parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wireless Technology</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy (m)</th>
<th>Area (m²) or No. of Reference Nodes</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Prior calibration</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Larrañaga</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ZigBee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>432 / 8 = 54</td>
<td>RSSI distance</td>
<td>minimal context, LBS</td>
<td>study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tadakamadla</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>ZigBee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>192 / 5 = 48</td>
<td>RSSI distance</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>WSN, tracking</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My-Bodyguard</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Zigbee room</td>
<td>1 per room</td>
<td>CoO</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>tracking</td>
<td>product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aalto</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2E4/9 = 2222</td>
<td>CoO</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>advertising</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bargh</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Bluetooth room</td>
<td>sub room</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>LBS</td>
<td>study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZONITH</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Bluetooth room</td>
<td>1 per room</td>
<td>CoO</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>employee tracking</td>
<td>product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kranz</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>DECT phone</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900 / 12 = 75</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>seamless positioning</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwaighofer</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>DECT Phone</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4E4 /15 =3E3</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>LBS</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabinowitz</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Digital TV</td>
<td>10-20 m</td>
<td>15 km²</td>
<td>pseudoranges</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>emergency response</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serant</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Digital TV</td>
<td>10-25 m</td>
<td>80 km²</td>
<td>pseudoranges</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>urban LBS</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varshavsky</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>building / 29</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>indoor localization</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loctronix</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>1-15 m</td>
<td>325 / 2≈ 176</td>
<td>Doppler ranges</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>LBS on cell phones</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>150 m</td>
<td>12km²/tower</td>
<td>ECoO, RTT</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>mobile phone LBS</td>
<td>simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stelzer</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>FMCW radar</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>500 x 500 m²</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>race track</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symeo</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>FMCW radar</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td>4E4/3=13E3</td>
<td>RTT, beacons</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>forklift tracking</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABATEC</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>FMCW radar</td>
<td>3 cm</td>
<td>1 km²</td>
<td>multilateration</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>sport analysis</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanotron</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>1 m</td>
<td>2-16 beacons</td>
<td>ToA, beacons</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>loss protection</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solcon</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>meter</td>
<td>&gt; 2 per room</td>
<td>TWR, beacons</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>facility management</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yokoo</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>radar</td>
<td>0.3 %</td>
<td>25 m²</td>
<td>Doppler radar</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>first-responders</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda:4</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>radar</td>
<td>1 m</td>
<td>1 or more</td>
<td>lateration, RSSI</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>avalanche rescue</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moghtadaiee</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>FM Radio</td>
<td>3 m</td>
<td>radio stations</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>indoor navigation</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popleteev</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>FM Radio</td>
<td>5 m</td>
<td>radio stations</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>employee tracking</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papliatseyeu</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>FM Radio</td>
<td>4.5 m</td>
<td>72 / 3 = 24</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>employee tracking</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14 Inertial Navigation Systems

This chapter outlines Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) approaches based on Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) consisting of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a processing unit as the main components. Since an INS has a significant drift, it is usually fused with complementary sensors which provide absolute location information.

An INS is an electronic device which provides estimates of position, velocity and orientation from an IMU. The custom IMU consists of three orthogonally arranged accelerometers (motion sensors), three gyroscopes (angular rate sensors) and/or a magnetometer (3 perpendicular sensors for measuring the strength and/or direction of a magnetic field). If the initial position and orientation are known, subsequent positions, orientations and velocities (direction and speed of movement) of the moving platform can be updated continuously via Dead Reckoning (DR) without the need for external reference positions. The main argument to use INS for pedestrian navigation arises from independent operability – at least temporarily – without external infrastructure, making navigation possible in environments, where the installation and maintenance of such infrastructure is not affordable. Comprehensive information about the modes of operation and applications of an INS is given by Jekeli (2001).

14.1 INS Navigation without External Infrastructure

Using DR, an INS-based guidance system is continually adding detected changes to its previously-calculated positions. Since DR is only sensitive to changes, the INS can only measure relative position and orientation. Thus, the accuracy of the propagated position depends heavily on the quality of the provided start position and direction. Most notably, owing to the double integration of noisy accelerometer measurements, INS suffer from accumulation of position deviation and magnification of the angular deviation over the travelled distance (Abbe error). The shorter the integration time the higher is the predicted position from an INS. If absolute position or orientation updates are obtained by another sensor source at a high rate, the INS can be used to deliver positions with much higher precision compared to geometric interpolation between supporting points.

In pedestrian navigation, the accumulating positioning deviation of DR originates from two major types of deviations: the along-track deviation mainly caused by the step length imprecision and the cross-track deviation mainly caused by the imprecision of the azimuth measurement. While the accuracy deteriorates over a long operation time by variance accumulation, the INS can provide – as mentioned above – very high short term accuracy and detailed shapes of the travelled route. Therefore dead reckoning based on INS is optimally utilized for providing short-
term solutions in shadow or transition areas which are not covered by an absolute positioning system.

Nowadays the utilization of Micro Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) sensors allows integrating all system components in a mobile smart phone (Lukianto et al. 2010). The miniaturization is keeping costs, power, weight and required space to a minimum. Therefore MEMS based INS sensors are particularly efficient for the purpose of pedestrian navigation. Note that 3500 € are considered ‘low-cost’ compared to high precision INS at a cost of up to 150’000 €. Since an INS operates self-contained the availability and continuity of service are usually guaranteed. Most critical for the applicability of an INS are the performance metrics accuracy and integrity. Accuracy of pedestrian navigation systems is usually indicated in the ratio between deviation and covered distance or elapsed time. The ratio expressed in percent deviation of travelled distance varies greatly between 0.1 % and 20 % depending on the used methodology and employment of complementary sensors. In Table 14.1 various INS-based navigation approaches and their components are characterized.

Mathiassen et al. (2010) built a low-cost test IMU supported with observations from magnetometers and a barometer. Magnetometers and barometers are not of high accuracy and reliability, but provide absolute quantities which can support a self-contained IMU. While simulated variance propagation predicts 10 m drift deviation within 60 s, first real-world tests yielded 65 m deviation within the same time interval based on a stationary unit. Before such a low-cost system becomes applicable, the gyroscope drift – as the main error source – needs to be improved.

**14.2 Pedestrian Dead Reckoning**

From continuous updates of the walked distance and heading, the position can be propagated by Dead Reckoning (DR). The fundamental mechanism of pedestrian dead reckoning reads

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_k \\
  y_k
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  x_{k-1} + l_k \sin(\theta_k) \\
  y_{k-1} + l_k \cos(\theta_k)
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \(l\) is the step length, \(\theta\) the current heading estimate and \((x,y)\) the coordinates in the horizontal plane. Index \(k\) is an abbreviated form of \(t(k)\) denoting the number of a discrete point in time.

**14.2.1 Step Length Estimation**

A pedestrian's accelerometer output can be used for step detection, step count and step length estimation. For this purpose it is necessary to first categorize the human physical activity into walking, running, ascending/descending stairs, taking an elevator, standing still and irregular movements. Different dynamics in the movements can be recognized from accelerometers integrated in a mobile device which is carried on the waist or held in the hand. Where and how the device (i.e. the IMU) is carried by the person is decisive for the processing and affects the performance. Foot mounted devices allow applying additional constraints (such as zero velocities while walking) and special algorithms. Therefore, foot mounted approaches are discussed separately in Section 14.4.

Sun et al. (2009) make use of the waveforms of all three acceleration components to classify relevant pedestrian activities. From the acceleration signal, deduced quantities such as velocity, distance, signal magnitude, mean and variance can be derived and analyzed for activity labeling.
Bao and Intille (2004) identified different activities with a success rate of ca. 90%. Shin et al. (2009) demonstrated the importance of behavior classification (such as sit-down, walk and run) for IMU-based pedestrian navigation. Context awareness of a person can be obtained by a step length estimator improving the navigation performance of a system significantly. The steps are detected by identification of periodicities, typically by filtering the signal magnitude of the pedestrian’s acceleration. In order to determine the travelled distance the steps are counted and the step lengths are estimated from the step frequency. As shown in Figure 14.1, the step length increases linearly with the step frequency. In addition, the acceleration variance can also give an indication of the step length, see Figure 14.2. When an absolute position is available, the step length can be recalibrated during the walk. Such an online calibration technique adapts very well to a certain context or a new situation.

14.2.2 Step Heading Estimation

The heading can be determined with azimuth readings of a leveled compass with a typical accuracy of 5° (Gusenbauer et al. 2010). The reliability of compass readings is compromised by magnetic perturbations caused by power lines or iron reinforcement and misalignment of the device (i.e. the line of sight of a pedestrian does not correspond to the direction of walk). A more reliable and therefore more common approach for direction estimation is the use of a gyroscope.

14.3 INS Pedestrian Navigation Using Complementary Sensors

Since the position deviation of dead reckoning grows with the time and distance traveled, position updates from an external source are necessary from time to time. Since in indoor environments GNSS are often severely degraded, the required external positioning information is typically obtained by beacon based systems such as WLAN, UWB or ultrasound. In principle any other absolute positioning system can serve this purpose. The pedestrian navigation system can help to navigate through areas where the complementary system has poor or no coverage.

Integration of the INS with a complementary system can have the form of loose coupling up to ultra-tight coupling. In a loosely coupled system the external positioning source is autonomously calculating a navigation solution and afterwards integrated in the INS solution. Ultra-tight coupling combines the raw observations into a navigation filter and makes use of a tracking feedback loop.
The main challenge in the implementation of hybrid localization algorithms is the formulation of the process and the measurement models. By applying Kalman or Particle filters, data from a large number of sensors can be fused such that the drawbacks of each sensor can be compensated with information from other sensors.

Sensors for pedestrian navigation can be subdivided into the two main classes: a) infrastructure independent sensors and b) sensors which require deployed local infrastructure. The second important criterion for subdivision is whether the sensor can measure an a) absolute quantity or b) relative changes to the target quantity. E.g. an accelerometer measures the absolute acceleration, but since position or orientation angles are the target quantities, accelerometers belong to the class of relatively measuring sensors in this context.

If an IMU does not take advantage of local infrastructure, the error growth resembles a quadratic function with the elapsed time (Jekeli 2001). In order to increase long-term stability, the position estimates need to be supported by a complementary system providing absolute position and possibly orientation references. Sensors employed to deliver absolute position information are typically GNSS (for 3D) and barometric pressure sensors for the height component. Apart from GNSS, any other sensor technology described in this report can be used (see Sections 14.3.2 to 14.3.5). The absolute orientation reference can be obtained from compasses (azimuthal orientation), magnetic field sensors (all three dimensions) or inclination sensors (two-axis horizontal orientation). Alternatively, the orientation can be derived from the position track if absolute positions (such as those obtained from GNSS) are available.

### 14.3.1 Combination of INS and GNSS

Most pedestrian navigation approaches include GNSS receivers in their system architecture. The advantage of a combined technique is that pedestrian dead reckoning and GNSS do not require local deployment of infrastructure. Therefore, the fusion of inertial navigation and GNSS allows for infrastructure-free positioning, which is a requirement for many applications, such as for rescue, fireman and soldiers. Since GNSS provides an absolute initial position and direction when entering a building, it is a crucial component for any INS-based indoor application. GNSS is also used for calibration and validation of pedestrian navigation systems, e.g. Beauregard (2006) who mounted the sensors on a helmet or Sun et al. (2009) who preferred attaching the system on a pedestrian's belt. Renaudin et al. (2007) mounted an AGNSS receiver on a pedestrian's cap and fused the GNSS observations with three inertial systems distributed over the body. However, the deterioration of AGNSS indoors (Chapter 11.2) causes the system to rely solely on INS while the pedestrian walks in a building.

### 14.3.2 Combination of INS and AoA

Kemppi et al. (2010) accommodate absolute location estimates from an angle-based localization system. The azimuth and elevation angles of the mobile receiver are determined by direction-of-departure principle from a multi-antenna array. A building map is also used for map matching and fused the with the IMU and angle measurements. Kemppi et al. report a deviation of 7 m after walking 2.5 minutes (190 m) and a deviation of 15 m subsequent to a walk of 6 minutes (270 m) using a single antenna.

### 14.3.3 Combination of INS and Optical Measurements

Aufderheide and Krybus (2010) propose a dual-track system combining inertial and optical measurements as a loosely coupled system. The camera pose is estimated from corresponding image features between successive frames from a monocular video camera. Therefore, their
approach is also categorized as a camera system with reference from image sequences (Chapter 4.2). The knowledge of the camera position is used to bound the drift of the inertial system for long track durations. Conversely, pose estimations from IMU data limit the search space for feature tracking. Performance assessment is not yet possible because the system is currently under development.

Keßler et al. (2011) use a rotating laser scanner and alternatively a monocular camera to aid their pedestrian navigation system. The scan data is used to generate a 2D map and navigate within this map. Geometrical constraints inside buildings (e.g. orthogonality of structures) are used to recognize if a place is revisited. From the camera images the central vanishing points are determined to reduce the heading drift of the IMU. Complementary to the vision-based attitude aiding method, the position can be directly determined from comparison of images in a database. Tests with closed loops, which have been walked twice, show consistent paths.

The SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) approach of Liu T. et al. (2010) combines IMU, laser scanner and image based localization, all integrated in a human-operated backpack system which can be used to generate 3D models of complex indoor environments. The positions are determined from data capture based on two laser scanners and an IMU with 6 Degree of Freedom (DoF). An average positional error of 1% of the travelled distance is reported. The localization performance can be improved by making use of the camera images which have been taken in an offline phase. The images can be used to refine the six parameters of the camera pose and improve the quality of the 3D textured model.

14.3.4 Combination of INS and RSSI
Seitz et al. (2010) fuse low-cost accelerometer data with WLAN RSSI fingerprinting measurements using the Hidden Markov Model. Their pedestrian navigation system is dedicated for low-cost, low-power sensors integrated on smart mobile phones and achieves 5 m accuracy in indoor environments. Fink et al. (2010) also fuse the INS motion vector with radio localization using received signal strength. Their pedestrian navigation system is designed for the detection of maintenance staff in longwall mining, which is an underground coal mining technique. With the combination of WLAN pathloss distances and INS readings they report a position accuracy of 0.7 m – in contrast to a solution on WLAN fingerprinting of 5 m accuracy. With such an improvement the security zone can be reduced and the mining can be carried out more efficiently.

Apart from WLAN, it is also possible to use a network of ZigBee nodes at known locations to perform fingerprinting in combination with a pedestrian navigation system. Schmid et al. (2010) predict that such a system has the potential to provide 3 m accuracy within buildings.

14.3.5 Ultra Hybrid Systems
Klingbeil et al. (2010) present a modular fusion system for pedestrian navigation or robotic applications. The sensor platform includes common self-contained sensors worn on the person. For reference position updates GNSS can be used but it is also possible to utilize any other technique as reference such as deployed ultrasound nodes or radio frequency beacons. The system architecture is set up in such a way, that in principle all sensor modalities can be employed as ‘control input’ or brought in as observations for a particle filter. The processing is based on a Bayesian recursive estimation algorithm.
14.3.6 Combination of INS and Map Data

The required absolute position updates do not necessarily need to origin from external deployed infrastructure. Alternatively, detailed map data can be used, known as map measurements. If available indoor maps such as microMap or a CityGML are stored locally in the device, self-contained navigation becomes feasible. For correction of position and orientation, constraints from a map can be compared with the movement pattern to create complementary geometric information. This process is known under the term Map Matching (MM) and used to correct the current position track onto a map. The map matching approach exhibits a powerful backup strategy for correcting the position of the Dead Reckoning (DR) system. While car-roadmap matching is already an established tool in outdoor navigation, the less constrained movement pattern of a person requires special map matching algorithms tailored to pedestrian navigation.

Vertical displacements of pedestrians in buildings have been used by Gusenbauer et al. (2010) to identify an elevator or ascending/descending stairs. Wagner et al. (2010) use a topological Map Matching (MM) algorithm to feed back a Kalman Filter when GNSS positions are not available. Walder and Bernoulli (2010) propose the use of a building information model for their map matching approach. The model provides two important constraints to a pedestrian's track: a) the polygons of the outline of accessible areas and b) transition objects such as doors or stairs.

Pressl and Wieser (2006) present a pedestrian navigation system tailored to the needs of visually impaired people in an urban environment. By integrating IMU, GNSS and map matching the system achieves an absolute accuracy of 1 m to 2 m.

14.4 Foot Mounted Pedestrian Navigation

The installation of an IMU in a shoe has the purpose to mitigate the inertial drift. Foot mounted pedestrian navigation systems benefit considerably from supporting the IMU integration process with a Zero velocity-UPdate (ZUPT) or a Zero-Angular Rate Update (ZARU). During the foot is in stance stage the velocity estimation is recalibrated from the integrated acceleration with a zero value. These updates can be used as observation input to the Kalman filter in order to efficiently reduce the error accumulation of an IMU. The difficulty of the ZUPT approach is the detection of the moment of zero velocity under changing conditions such as various types of motion and speeds or different floor cover.

The ZUPT method allows replacing cubic in time error growth ($t^3$-drift) with an error accumulation linear to the number of steps (Wan and Foslin 2010). Figure 14.3 illustrates how velocity updates circumvent a cubic error growth. The zero velocity updates can be introduced into the EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) as velocity measurements, with the purpose to deduce and correct the drift deviation (Figure 14.3b). The comparison of current pedestrian navigation systems in Table 14.1 shows that a drift of less than 1% can be achieved by foot mounted systems, compared to IMUs attached to other body parts with drifts typically exceeding 1% of the travelled distance. Despite superior performance compared to hand-held devices, shoe mounted IMUs are considered as less practical for consumers, because such systems require a special arrangement to integrate an IMU into a shoe.

Nilsson et al. (2010) have developed a methodology for performance assessment of foot-mounted and ZUPT assisted IMUs. As a result from variance propagation, the achievable performance for such a system is in the range of 0.1% to 0.44%, depending on external influences.
Skog et al. (2010) studied the performance of different zero-velocity detectors for foot mounted inertial navigation. Four different strategies of zero-velocity updates have been investigated, namely the acceleration moving variance detector, the acceleration magnitude detector, the angular rate energy detector, and a new development, referred to as SHOE detector. The last two zero-velocity updates showed the highest position accuracy with 0.14 % deviation of the total travelled distance.

InterSense Inc. is currently prototyping a foot mounted inertial navigation system named NavShoe™ for the purpose of guiding first responders in hazardous environments. The position data from a dead reckoning module can be fused with GNSS or alternatively with RF observations. The unassisted system of Wan and Foxlin (2010) reached a drift deviation of 0.27 % of the travelled distance.

14.4.1 Combination of Foot Mounted INS and Maps
As with the general application for navigational IMUs in combination with maps (see 14.3.6), foot mounted inertial data can be fused with map matching. A pedestrian guidance system for assisting rescue teams has been suggested by Walder and Bernoulli (2010). The approach uses ZUPT where the constraints from a semantic Building Information Model (BIM) are assumed to be available. The positioning accuracy depends on the properties of the BIM and the quality of the map-matching algorithm.

14.4.2 Combination of Foot Mounted INS and Signal Strength
The foot mounted system proposed by Jiménez et al. (2010) relies on Received Signal Strength (RSS) from active RFID tags placed at known coordinates in a building. At an emission frequency of 1 Hz, the battery life time is expected to support the INS based pedestrian navigation system for 6 months. In order to take advantage of ZUPT, the INS sensor is attached to the foot. In addition, Zero Angular Rate Updates (ZARU) during stance stages of the walk are used. From the self-contained information alone a deviation of 1 % of the travelled distance is reported. As with RSSI from RFID, signal strength from WLAN can be combined with foot mounted INS. Frank et al. (2009) reduced the mean position deviation from 3.2 m to 1.6 m by fusion of WLAN fingerprinting and shoe data.

14.4.3 INS Mounted on Both Feet
Placing IMUs on both feet provides the ZUPT approach with further reliability, redundancy and continuity of service. Mounting a MEMS inertial unit to each foot of a pedestrian provides two independent navigation solutions. During the human gait cycle the separating distances between these two position solutions can be used as constraints. Bancroft et al. (2008) integrated the inertial data of two IMUs into a single Kalman filter and compared the single IMU approach and
the twin approach with each other. Test runs showed that the position accuracy could be improved by more than 60%.

14.5 Summary on INS Based Systems

The performance of INS based pedestrian navigation depends on several factors: the frequency of absolute positioning updates provided by a complimentary sensor system, the quality of the IMU used and the amount of additional information derived from the human’s gait cycle. Foot-mounted systems can make use of zero velocity during the foot is in stance stage and have therefore a drift of less than 1% of the travelled distance compared to IMUs mounted at other body parts with drifts being typically larger than 1%. INS based navigation is the only approach which can be used without any infrastructure – at least for a certain time span. A comparison of INS based approaches included in this survey is given in Table 14.1.

Table 14.1 Pedestrian navigation approaches, sensors used and performance parameters as reported

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mounting Body Part or Device</th>
<th>Accuracy (% of Distance Traveled)</th>
<th>Accelerometers</th>
<th>Barometer</th>
<th>Gyroscopes</th>
<th>Magnetometer</th>
<th>RSSI</th>
<th>GPS</th>
<th>IMU Sensors</th>
<th>EKF</th>
<th>Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lukianto</td>
<td>phone</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WLAN,Bluetooth</td>
<td>MTI-G Xsens</td>
<td>y suggest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathiassen</td>
<td>unspecified</td>
<td>23 %, 10 m/60 s</td>
<td>3 3 y y y - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GNSS, Barom.</td>
<td>ADIS16405</td>
<td>y study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>belt</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GNSS</td>
<td>AK8976A</td>
<td>y study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauregard</td>
<td>helmet</td>
<td>few %</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GNSS</td>
<td>MT9 Xsens</td>
<td>- study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bao</td>
<td>limbs</td>
<td>activity detection</td>
<td>9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADXL201</td>
<td>- study</td>
<td>- study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin</td>
<td>phone</td>
<td>1% - 5%</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td>MEMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- study</td>
<td>- study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemppi</td>
<td>waist/pocket 16%, 17 m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map, beacon</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>PF study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aufderheide</td>
<td>camera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MEMS</td>
<td>- study</td>
<td>y suggest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kessler</td>
<td>chest / foot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCA / ADIS16255</td>
<td>y study</td>
<td>- study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu T.</td>
<td>backpack</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>scanners, Images</td>
<td>InertiaCube3</td>
<td>- study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seitz</td>
<td>phone</td>
<td>5 m</td>
<td>3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WLAN RSSI</td>
<td>Bosch BMA150</td>
<td>- study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fink</td>
<td>belt</td>
<td>0.67 m</td>
<td>2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>LIS3LV</td>
<td>y study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmid</td>
<td>body</td>
<td>5 %, 3 m</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ZigBee RSSI</td>
<td>MTI-G Xsens</td>
<td>y study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klingbeil</td>
<td>waist</td>
<td>1 m - 6 m</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GPS, US,RF, CSS</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>y prod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gussenbauer</td>
<td>phone</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A-GNSS</td>
<td>N97</td>
<td>y study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner</td>
<td>phone/car</td>
<td>1 - 15 m</td>
<td>y y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map</td>
<td>built in CAR</td>
<td>y test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressl</td>
<td>Belt</td>
<td>1 - 2 m</td>
<td>3 1 y 3 y y y y - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map, GNSS</td>
<td>PNM Vectronix</td>
<td>y prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nilsson</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>0.1% - 0.44%</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>KF simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skog</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>0.14% - 0.20%</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MicroStrain3DM</td>
<td>y study</td>
<td>- study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wan NavShoe</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>test without</td>
<td>NavChip</td>
<td>y prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walder</td>
<td>building model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map matching</td>
<td>MTI-G Xsens</td>
<td>y study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiménez</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>1% - 1 m</td>
<td>3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RFID RSSI</td>
<td>MTI-G Xsens</td>
<td>y study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>1.6 m</td>
<td>3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WLAN RSSI</td>
<td>MEMS</td>
<td>y study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15 Magnetic Localization

Positioning systems using artificial magnetic and electromagnetic fields are described in this chapter. Magnetic fields can be generated from permanent magnets or from coils using Alternating Current (AC) or pulsed Direct Current (DC) fields. Electromagnetic fields can also be used for positioning in combined use of their electric field and magnetic field. The two sources of electromagnetic fields are static charges producing electric fields and currents producing magnetic fields. Oscillating charges produce electric and magnetic fields.

15.1 Systems Using the Antenna Near Field

The Near-Field Electromagnetic Ranging (NFER) uses the properties of radio waves, where the near field encompasses an antenna or, more generally, any electromagnetic radiation source with an approximate sphere of radius 1/6 of the radiation wavelength (Capps 2001). In NFER, the distance from a small transmitter antenna is derived from the phase relation between the electric and the magnetic field components of an electro-magnetic field. The receiver unit must be able to receive the two signal components separately and compare their phases. Close to the antenna, these components have a maximal phase difference of 90°. Since the phase difference decreases with the distance to the antenna it can be used for range determination within a certain proximity to the antenna. As a major advantage NFER does not require synchronization or signal modulation. Secondly, if low frequencies around 1 MHz are used, the signals have the potential to penetrate walls. On the other hand, the use of low RF frequencies requires large receiver units since an efficient receiver antenna needs to be within a quarter-wavelength in size.

The 2D location system Q-Track, characterized in Schantz et al. (2011) makes use of the NFER principle. The system is designed for an operating range of $\lambda \cdot (2\pi)^{-1}$ where the applied wavelength is $\lambda = 300$ m (1 MHz). Measurements are taken in an office environment with non-line-of-sight conditions (i.e. through the walls). The reported average distance deviation is 55 cm with an operating range between 1.4 m and 23 m. An accuracy of 1 m is reported for 83 % of the x- and y-positions which are determined from multilateration using 5 fixed receivers.

15.2 Systems Using Magnetic Fields from Currents

Magnetic fields are produced by magnetic material or electrical currents. A type of positioning system makes exclusive use of the strength and the direction of the magnetic field. Two related,
but separately treated measures exist for the magnetic field: the magnetic field strength $H$ (A/m) and the magnetic flux density $B$ (Tesla). The relation of the two quantities is

$$B = \mu H,$$

where $\mu$ is the a material dependent parameter known as permeability. The permeability varies not only with the conductivity of the material but also with the temperature and the frequency of the field. Despite the variability of $\mu$, providers of magnetic positioning systems use the simplified term 'magnetic field' considering $H$ and $B$ to be proportional.

Direct Current (DC) magnetics use pulsed direct currents where the current frequency is low enough to be considered static. Static magnetic fields are caused by different direct current sources, such as coils or wires.

### 15.2.1 Systems Using Coils

An artificial quasi static magnetic field can be created by electrical coils. A useful property of a coil based magnetic field is that it can be well predicted from a theoretic model. The flux density of a vertically orientated coil is

$$B(\phi, r) = \frac{\mu_0 uIF}{4\pi r^2} \sqrt{1 + 3\sin^2\phi},$$

where $\mu_0$ is permeability of vacuum, $u$ the number of loops, $I$ the electric current, $F$ the area of the coil, $\phi$ the elevation angle of a point $P$ in relation to the coil and $r$ the distance of that point to the coil. Due to rotational symmetry of a coil, the flux density $B$ is independent of the horizontal angle. At a mobile magnetic field sensor, $B$ can be measured at any point $P$ within the field. Equation (15.2) can be resolved for distance $r$ and elevation angle $\phi$. If multiple coils generate magnetic fields at known locations, the relative 3D position of the sensor can be determined. The coil-based approach has several advantages: a) it can be used under NLoS conditions, b) the magnetic field is not affected by reflection or multipath and c) kinematic tracking is possible at high measurement rates with an unlimited number of sensors.

Blankenbach and Nordine (2010) have built an experimental model using a coil with 0.5 m in diameter and 140 loops. A ranging accuracy of a few centimeters was achieved for short distances of less than 10 m. For larger distances, the magnetic field turned out to be too weak and therefore vulnerable to noise. One of the results was that there is a discrepancy between theoretical model and observation, which indicates a requirement for prior system calibration.

Ascension (2011) provides the coil based system 'track STAR' which uses pulsed DC magnetic field transmitters with operating ranges between 0.8 m and 4.2 m. For the version with large area coverage of 4 m, the positioning accuracy of static objects is stated as 3.8 mm.

Arumuam et al. (2011) have used an emitter driven at 387 kHz consisting of 45 turns of a copper wire to generate a magentoquasistatic field. Theoretical results derived from infinitesimal dipole approximation are compared with experimental results, indicating that distances up to 50 m can be estimated with an accuracy of 20 cm.

### 15.2.2 Systems Using AC Magnetics

Unlike systems based on coils using pulsed DC technology, AC (Alternating Current) based magnetic tracking systems are less affected by the Earth’s magnetic field and artificial magnet fields from electric devices.
The electromagnetic tracker system LIBERTY from Polhemus (2011) uses AC magnetic fields and up to 16 sensors to observe position and orientation of an object at update rates of 240 Hz. According to the reported sub-millimeter accuracy, medical applications are possible within an operating range of 1.5 m which can be extended up to 4.6 m.

InfraSurvey (2011) is offering the underground positioning system UGPS based on low frequency AC magnetic fields. It has been designed for measuring position and orientation of objects in underground environments such as mines, tunnels, caves or pipes, but can also be used for indoor positioning. Based on distance measurements between static receivers deployed at the surface, it is possible to locate an active magnetic transmitter weighing 8 kg within 1 m precision at a distance of 100 m and a maximum operating distance of 200 m. The position of the above-surface receiver stations are determined by GNSS. The principle of UGPS is illustrated in Figure 15.1.

![Figure 15.1 Principle of 'Underground GPS', InfraSurvey (2011)](image)

### 15.3 Systems Using Permanent Magnets

The second method of using the magnetic flux density for positioning is through magnetic fields created by permanent magnets. A typical system consists of multiple static magnetic sensors which measure the magnetic flux density of a mobile magnet. Alternatively, multiple static permanent magnets at known locations can be used to locate a mobile magnetic field sensor. Current approaches indicate a measurement volume of 1 m³, which restricts the method to close range usage, such as medical applications. A major challenge in positioning using permanent magnets arises from the complexity of the magnetic field. Mathematic models involve high order nonlinear equations which create a multimodal objective function with multiple local optima for the position solution.

Song et al. (2009) locate a cylindrical permanent magnet from 64 deployed magnetic sensors within a space of 0.5 m². At a measurement rate of 67 Hz and a latency of 15 ms, they achieve an average position deviation of 1.8 mm and an angular deviation of 1.5° in the magnet's orientation. The system addresses the application of 3D positioning of a capsule endoscope in a human body.
Liu W. et al. (2010) combine optical tracking and magnetic localization in order to overcome the occlusion problem that optical systems face. A permanent magnet is tracked by a dense array of sensors which measure the magnetic flux intensity in three dimensions within a cubic shaped magnetic field. The advantage of using a magnetic system component is that line of sight between the magnetic sensor and the tracked object is not a requirement. The optical module is a redundant system component which consists of 4 video cameras and is used to enhance the robustness to disturbance by ferromagnetic objects within the working volume. The reported positional accuracy for the combined system is 1 mm within a volume of 1 m³.

**15.4 Systems Using Magnetic Fingerprinting**

The idea of magnetic fingerprinting arises from animals that determine their position from local anomalies of the Earth’s magnetic field. Likewise in buildings, each location has its unique signature of its magnetic flux density. These fluctuations in space arise from natural and man-made sources, such as metal building material, electric power systems and industrial devices. The anomalies of the magnetic field have sufficient variability in space to be detected by a magnetometer. Under the assumption that the magnetic field inside a building is approximately static, a fingerprinting method can be applied. A magnetic map of the rooms is taken in a setup phase, and the current location is determined by comparing the current flux density with the flux density values stored in the database.

Haverinen and Kemppainen (2009) have mounted a 3-axis magnetometer on a robot to determine its location within a building by magnetic fingerprinting. The magnetometer has been mounted at the end of a rod with a length of 0.4 m to avoid influence of the ambient magnetic field from the robot’s motor. Subsequent to a calibration phase, the detection of the robot’s location along a path length of 278 m was possible. The robot needed to travel 25 m on average in order to get localized by comparing the magnetic flux values. Along that one-dimensional path, the reported accuracy was 0.2 m.

**15.5 Summary on Magnetic Localization**

Unlike other technologies, magnetic localization does not require the maintenance of a line-of-sight between sensor and source. Therefore, the use of electric and magnetic velocity fields is advantageous if walls need to be penetrated and is the only way to detect structures buried deep underground. Different approaches range from systems dedicated for surgery with less than 1 m³ volume operating at mm-accuracy level up to large coverage, low accuracy fingerprinting systems, see Table 15.1 for a comparison.

**Table 15.1. Approaches based on magnetic localization techniques and reported performance parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Coverage Area</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q-Track</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>near field</td>
<td>23 m</td>
<td>NLoS office &amp; industry</td>
<td>50 cm</td>
<td>experimental system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blankenbach</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>DC field, coils</td>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>NLoS indoor</td>
<td>few cm</td>
<td>experimental system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>DC field, coils</td>
<td>4.2 m</td>
<td>medical instr. guidance</td>
<td>1-4 mm</td>
<td>commercial system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arumugam</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>DC field, coils</td>
<td>50 m</td>
<td>American football</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>experimental system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfraSurvey</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>AC magnetic field</td>
<td>200 m</td>
<td>caves, mines, tunnels</td>
<td>1 m</td>
<td>commercial system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polhemus</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>AC magnetic field</td>
<td>1.5 m (5 m)</td>
<td>head &amp; body tracking</td>
<td>0.7 mm</td>
<td>commercial system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>permanent magnet</td>
<td>0.5 m</td>
<td>endoscope</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>experimental system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>permanent magnet</td>
<td>1 m</td>
<td>assisted surgery</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>experimental system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverinen</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td>280 m (1D)</td>
<td>robot localization</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>experimental system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This chapter outlines indoor positioning approaches which cannot be matched to any of the technologies discussed in the previous chapters. These technologies make use of existing building infrastructure or embed additional infrastructure into the building material. The developed systems can be hidden from its users into the structures of the building.

16.1 Power Lines

Power Line Positioning (PLP) is a fingerprinting-based method to provide sub-room positioning in a household based on the existing electrical grid. In comparison to RFID systems which require dense deployment of RFID chips, PLP simply uses the power line infrastructure in a building. The principle of PLP is that unmodulated carrier wave signals in the frequency range between a few kHz to 20 MHz are generated by an interface module plugged into an electrical outlet in a home. These signals consist of energy rich electrical transients and can be wirelessly received by passive tags. At the tag’s resonance frequency, the resonator inductively couples back a signal into the power line. This signal can be detected in a so-called power line interface as a decaying swinging. If multiple tags with differing resonance frequencies are used, an individual identification of the tags becomes possible.

Patel et al. (2009) present a proof of concept of their power line location system based on battery-less tags. For the current system the read distance along the power line is 3 m to 4 m and the maximal reading distance between the tags and the electrical wiring is 50 cm. At this stage, the system only provides the detection of the tags rather than an actual location which can be associated with a positioning accuracy. Despite these limitations Patel et al. see applications as finding lost items and the detection of the absence of a tagged item. Stuntebeck et al. (2008) have employed wideband signals with frequencies between 447 kHz and 20 MHz and taken 66 fingerprints in a 0.9 m by 0.9 m grid. Their results show that it is possible to achieve grid-level accuracy. A drawback of the system is its low temporal stability and the degradation of the system in environments with disturbing electrical equipment. As a fingerprinting-based technology, there is also the requirement of an initial site survey which includes signal amplitude measurements at several fingerprints locations.

16.2 Floor Tiles

Passive, unobtrusive indoor tracking of human beings can be achieved using multiple floor tiles. The main advantage is that they are invisible to the user and that the users do not need to be equipped with any tags. Such systems can detect a standing human in 2D up to an accuracy of 1
Leaky Feeder Cables

There are different sensor techniques that build on the concept of smart carpets. The tile track system of Valtonen et al. (2009) is based on measuring the capacitance between multiple floor tiles. When a person is standing over a tile, the capacitance between the human feet and a transmitter increases. The system can track multiple persons, if they stay at least one tile apart from each other. Valtonen et al. report an accuracy of 15 cm for a standing human and 41 cm for a walking person. A large-area capacitive system designed for Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) has been described in Steinhage et al. (2007) and commercialized under the name SensFloor (2011). The individual mats of the textile underlay system SensFloor deliver the acquired data to a central unit via a radio link. Rimminen et al. (2009 and 2010) present a floor sensor system, which uses the electrical near-field for fall-detection.

A large-area capacitive system designed for Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) has been described in Steinhage et al. (2007) and commercialized under the name SensFloor (2011). The individual mats of the textile underlay system SensFloor deliver the acquired data to a central unit via a radio link. Rimminen et al. (2009 and 2010) present a floor sensor system, which uses the electrical near-field for fall-detection.

Another way of building a tile tracking system is to measure the pressure under humans’ feet. Arrays of force-sensitive resistors can detect the pressure on tiles deployed on the floor. Richardson et al. (2004) describe the pressure-based floor track system ‘Z-Tiles’ that determines the position through a series of hexagonal tiles, which join together to form a flexible pressure sensing surface. In order to forward the pressure information, a self-organized network is set up. Richardson et al. report a resolution of 4 cm and a response time of a few milliseconds for their system which has been primarily designed for interactive dance floors and gaming.

Fluorescent Lamps

The principle of optical communication can be used to employ lamps for the purpose of indoor guidance. It is possible to employ fluorescent light tubes which have become a common type of light source in office buildings. Free-space optical data transmission using electromagnetic waves in the visible or infrared bands is enabled by modulation of the ‘lamp current’. A switch-mode control device produces a variation of phase or frequency of the lamp’s AC current, creating a modulation of the produced luminous flux and generating a signal with a code being unique to every lamp. The modulation frequency is chosen to be greater than 20 kHz, such that audible noise is avoided. As a light sensor on a mobile platform passes the modulated light source, its position is determined by reading the unique code of the nearest lamp.

Liu et al. (2006) have demonstrated feasibility for an implementation of an indoor guidance system for the blind using fluorescent lights. A positioning system based on light communication has been combined with an IMU based navigation system by Nishikata et al. (2011). The approach uses visible light signals to provide absolute position updates for a dead reckoning system.

Leaky Feeder Cables

A Leaky feeder consists of a long coaxial cable deployed along corridors to provide radio services in buildings and underground environments. As its name implies, a leaky feeder is designated to let radio signals leak out of the cable along its length. While this technology was originally designed for communication, existing infrastructure of leaky feeder cables can be used for indoor positioning based on radiated RF signals. Although homogeneous radio signal coverage throughout the cable is wanted for communication, there is an unavoidable attenuation along its entire length. The loss in signal strength can be used to create a RSSI fingerprinting map which shows a distinct relation between location and signal amplitude. The position of a
receiver can be deduced during an online phase via comparison of the current fingerprint and those in the database. The advantage of using RSSI of leaky feeders is the robustness to environmental changes. Radio technologies used for leaky feeder cables are GSM and WLAN.

Weber et al. (2011) carried out experiments with a 40 m WLAN leaky feeder deployed on the ceiling of an office hallway. Based on 41 fingerprints with a separation of 1 m, it was possible to determine the 1D position with an overall accuracy of 4 m.

Pereira et al. (2011) carried out similar studies on an existing leaky feeder cable installed throughout the tunnel for the LHC accelerometer in Switzerland. The leaky feeder supplies the whole tunnel of 27 km perimeter with GSM signal coverage. Fingerprints were taken in intervals of 200 m along the entire tunnel where the longitudinal attenuation (with factors of about 4 dB/km) could be related to the tunnel chainage within an accuracy of ca. 200 m. This result could be improved by an increased resolution of the calibration map.

### 16.5 Summary on Infrastructure Systems

Existing building infrastructure as well as infrastructure deployed unobtrusively in the building interior for the purpose of indoor positioning can be successfully used for providing positioning services within a building – at various levels of accuracy and costs. In Table 16.1 performance parameters of different infrastructure based systems are quantified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Existing or Deployed Infrastructure</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Reported Accuracy</th>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patel</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>power lines</td>
<td>existing</td>
<td>3 m - 4 m</td>
<td>finding lost items</td>
<td>detection</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuntebeck</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>power lines</td>
<td>existing</td>
<td>building</td>
<td>location aware homes</td>
<td>1 m – 3 m</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valtronen</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>floor tiles</td>
<td>deployed</td>
<td>2.4 × 2.0 m</td>
<td>assistance for elderly</td>
<td>15 cm-40 cm</td>
<td>prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensFloor</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>floor tiles</td>
<td>deployed</td>
<td>50 m²</td>
<td>assistance for elderly</td>
<td>dm</td>
<td>product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rimminen</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>floor tiles</td>
<td>deployed</td>
<td>19 m²</td>
<td>fall detection</td>
<td>21 cm</td>
<td>prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>floor tiles</td>
<td>deployed</td>
<td>&lt; 4 m²</td>
<td>dance floor</td>
<td>&gt; 4 cm</td>
<td>prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>fluorescent lamps</td>
<td>existing</td>
<td>building</td>
<td>guidance for the blind</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishikata</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>fluorescent lamps</td>
<td>existing</td>
<td>building</td>
<td>robot guidance</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>leaky feeder</td>
<td>deployed</td>
<td>40 m</td>
<td>indoor localization</td>
<td>4 m</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pereira</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>leaky feeder</td>
<td>existing</td>
<td>27 km</td>
<td>unmanned processing</td>
<td>200 m</td>
<td>study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17 Concluding Remarks

17.1 Conclusion

The diversity of different technological solutions for indoor positioning and navigation shows how profoundly interdisciplinary the field is and reflects that almost any signal/sensor technique can be exploited for this purpose. Despite the abundance of approaches which exist to tackle the indoor positioning problem, current solutions cannot cope with the performance level that significant applications require. In short, requirements for the mass market include 1 m horizontal accuracy, floor identification, absence of coverage-gaps, >99 % availability and minimal costs for local installations. Apart from insufficiency in position accuracy, coverage and availability, the need for extensive node deployment and maintenance is the main reason why system implementations are not sufficiently economical. A good fraction of research approaches are also missing appealing usability to enable wide-scale consumer adoption.

17.2 Outlook

To improve this situation of insufficiency in performance, two tasks need to be performed. First, user requirements need to be refined, i.e. specific determination and quantification of requirements parameters for every application. These figures provide essential guidelines for future focus in research and implementation of efficient indoor positioning systems. The second task is thorough performance benchmarking of implemented systems. In this context, benchmarking should not be understood as simple comparison of different indoor positioning systems, but also as the task of finding the optimal match between quantified requirements and assessed performance parameters for each application separately. Fulfillment of the two tasks is not straightforward due to a large number of different performance criteria which need to be weighed against each other in the form of a priority list. Completion of benchmarking was out of scope for this work. In order to be successful, users, providers, developers and manufacturers of indoor positioning systems must collaboratively discuss potential achievements for each application. While solutions can be found for specific indoor positioning tasks with a limited area of influence, an overall solution – such as GNSS for outdoor environments – can only be found after agreement on standards in communication and protocols.
### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Expansion / Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Two Dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Three Dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAL</td>
<td>Ambient Assistant Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternating Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNSS</td>
<td>Assisted GNSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGPS</td>
<td>Assisted GPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoA</td>
<td>Angle of Arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATR</td>
<td>Automatic Target Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIM</td>
<td>Building Information Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>Blind Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Base Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Computer-Aided Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Charge Coupled Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDMA</td>
<td>Code Division Multiple Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIR</td>
<td>Channel Impulse Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CityGML</td>
<td>City Geography Markup Language, a common information model for the representation of 3D urban objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRLB</td>
<td>Cramér-Rao Lower Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Chirp Spread Spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Decibel, (= 0.1 Bel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBm</td>
<td>Power ratio in decibels (dB) of the measured power referenced to one milli-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBW</td>
<td>Decibel Watt, a unit for the signal strength expressed in decibels referenced to one watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECT</td>
<td>Digital Enhanced Cordless Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGNSS</td>
<td>Differential Global Navigation Satellite System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoF</td>
<td>Degrees of Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPM</td>
<td>Dominant Path Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Dead Reckoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>European Communications Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECoO</td>
<td>Enhanced Cell of Origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDM</td>
<td>Electronic Distance Meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>Extended Kalman Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPAM</td>
<td>Extended Phase Accordance Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Federal Communications Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Frequency Modulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Acronyms

FMCLR Frequency Modulated Coherent Laser Radar
FMCW Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave
FP Fingerprinting
GIS Geographic Information System
GLONASS Globalnaja Nawigazionnaja Sputnikowaja Sistema, a GNSS system
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System, any of the existing or proposed satellite-based positioning systems, such as GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Beidou
gon Unit where a circle measures to 400 degrees
GPS Global Positioning System, a GNSS system
GSM Global System for Mobile communication
HF High Frequency (3 MHz to 30 MHz)
HSGNSS High Sensitive Global Navigation Satellite System
Hz Hertz, SI name for cycles per second
ID Identification (number)
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
iGPS iGPS (indoor Global Positioning System) a laser-based 3D measurement system offered by Nikon Metrology
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
INS Inertial Navigation System
IR Infrared
ISM Industrial, Scientific and Medical radio band, reserved internationally for the use of radio frequency other than communications
JCGM Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology
KF Kalman Filter
KNN K-Nearest Neighbor
LAN Local Area Network
LBS Location Based Services
LED Light Emitting Diode
LF Low Frequency (30 kHz - 500 kHz)
LHC Large Hadron Collider, a particle accelerator near Geneva
LoD Level of Detail
LoS Line of Sight
LPS Local Positioning System
MAC Media Access Control (layer)
MEMS Micro Electro-Mechanical System
MDS Multi Dimensional Scaling
MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
MLS Maximum Length Sequences
MM Map Matching
MS Mobile Station
MT Mobile Terminal
MWM Multi Wall Model
NFER Near Field Electromagnetic Ranging
NLI Natural Language Instructions
NLoS Non Line of Sight
PD Phase Difference
PDR Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
PLP Power Line Positioning
PoA Phase of Arrival
PRN Pseudo Random (sequence) Number
PSD Position Sensitive Device
RADAR RAdio Detection And Ranging
RF Radio Frequency
RFC Receptive Field Coocurrence
RFID Radio Frequency IDentification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSD</td>
<td>Root Mean Square Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Response Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>Received Signal Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSSI</td>
<td>Received Signal Strength Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTLS</td>
<td>Real Time Locating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RToF</td>
<td>Roundtrip Time of Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT</td>
<td>Round Trip Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS-TWR</td>
<td>Symmetrical Double-Sided Two Way Ranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-CW</td>
<td>Stepped Frequency Continuous Wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHF</td>
<td>Super High Frequency (3 GHz - 30 GHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLAM</td>
<td>Simultaneous Localization And Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>Signal to Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoL</td>
<td>Safety of Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDoA</td>
<td>Time Difference of Arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToA</td>
<td>Time of Arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToF</td>
<td>Time of Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTFF</td>
<td>Time To First Fix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWR</td>
<td>Two Way Ranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Ultra High Frequency (300 MHz - 3 GHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Ultra Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTMS</td>
<td>Universal Mobile Telecommunications System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWB</td>
<td>Ultra-Wideband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Very High Frequency (30 MHz to 300 MHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLAN</td>
<td>Wireless Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPAN</td>
<td>Wireless Personal Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN</td>
<td>Wireless Sensor Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZARU</td>
<td>Zero-Angular Rate Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZUPT</td>
<td>Zero velocity-UPdaTe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Expansion / Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{a}_P$</td>
<td>estimated variance of a point $P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_P$</td>
<td>average position deviation of point $P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>averaged fast fading term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>magnetic flux density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>empirical pass loss penetration factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_s$</td>
<td>RSSI calibration vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_x$</td>
<td>variance-covariance matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_0$</td>
<td>speed of light in vacuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{cor}$</td>
<td>correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{d}$</td>
<td>vector of distances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta f$</td>
<td>frequency spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>area of a coil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>fingerprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_R$</td>
<td>antenna gain of receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_T$</td>
<td>antenna gain of transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>model parameter for slow fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>magnetic field strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>model parameter for fast fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>electric current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>point / node number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j$</td>
<td>fingerprint number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>number of floors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>total pass loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>step length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>wavelength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Expansion / Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>number of fingerprints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>number of points / nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_m$</td>
<td>number of mobile positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_r$</td>
<td>number of ranges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_s$</td>
<td>number of static nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>permeability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_0$</td>
<td>permeability of vacuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>position vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{P}$</td>
<td>estimated position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_R$</td>
<td>received power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_T$</td>
<td>transmitted power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>elevation angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>number of joints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$rr$</td>
<td>range resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r(t)$</td>
<td>multipath signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_t$</td>
<td>RSSI received at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s(t)$</td>
<td>transmitted signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_P$</td>
<td>standard deviation of position $P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>delay of a propagation path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>number of loops of a coil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>velocity, speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x, y, z$</td>
<td>coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>state vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z(t)$</td>
<td>random noise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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